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ABSTRACT

A Discourse on Drawings: Amateurs, Connoisseurs
and the graphic arts in early eighteenth-century Paris

Jennifer E. Jones

This study looks at a group of art collectors whose interests in the graphic arts
contributed to the status of drawings in Paris in the first half of the eighteenth century.
The collection of 19,000 drawings formed by Pierre Crozat (1665 – 1740) provided the
locus for a discourse on the graphic arts that developed outside of the Royal Academy of
Painting and Sculpture. The print-making initiatives of the members of this circle and
their writings helped to elevate the status of drawings from a secondary art form in
service to the noble arts of painting or sculpture to one wherein drawings were
appreciated in their own right. Pierre-Jean Mariette (1694 – 1775) and Anne-ClaudePhilippe de Tubières, le comte de Caylus (1692 – 1765) and Antoine-Joseph Dezallier
d’Argenville (1680 – 1765) among others brought a focus and attention to the graphic
arts that had a profound effect on the developing connoisseurship and critical discourse
on prints and drawings in the first half of the eighteenth century.
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Chapter I

A Discourse on Drawings:
Amateurs, Connoisseurs and the Graphic Arts in Early eighteenth-century Paris

The small group of amateurs and connoisseurs at the core of this study merit
attention because their interests in the role and purpose of drawings had a demonstrable
effect on the manner in which drawings and prints entered the critical discourse of art in
early eighteenth-century Paris. These men were not professional artists, but collectors
and businessmen, who recognized the importance of drawing and sought to elevate its
status in the developing aesthetic discourse. Through printmaking initiatives and
writings, they contributed significantly in codifying the language used to discuss prints
and drawings, and these activities served to foreground the importance and valorization
of drawings in the critical discourse within and without the Académie royale de peinture
et sculpture.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, Paris was a leading center of the
European art world. The Académie royale featured exhibitions of its members' artworks
at biennial salons, and a new form of art criticism arose in response to this forum of
display. A thriving culture of artists, critics and theoreticians characterizes the world of
art prior to the Revolution. A graphic revolution was also taking place in France in the
latter half of the century, as breakthroughs were made in printmaking; new printing
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techniques allowed artists to create facsimiles of drawings that could imitate a variety of
media, and a thriving commercial market for facsimile drawings flourished. An
examination of the collectors of prints and drawings in the decades leading up to this
mid-century point reveals a sophisticated group of collectors whose interests in drawings
stimulated the need for facsimile replication and steered the path of discourse toward one
of graphic appreciation. At this time, Paris was the nexus of two seminal factors: first,
the presence of an articulate group of amateurs, art enthusiasts and collectors who were
close to, but outside of the Académie royale; and second, the proliferation of a literature
that sought to edify laypersons and codify the language used to discuss formal elements
that included the graphic arts.
Drawings emerge as an autonomous medium in Paris during this period, and by
the 1750s drawings would hang alongside paintings in the decoration of the great hôtels
of Paris as well as in the public Salons. An examination of this phenomenon suggests
that the increasing attention to and handling of drawings within a group of art collectors,
artists and theoreticians contributed to this change. In 1737, the artist Edme Bouchardon
was the first member of the Académie royale to submit drawings as his entry in the
academy’s bi-denial Salon that was open for public view. Historically, drawings were
thought of as a preparatory means by which a greater art form was realized, but
Bouchardon’s selection of drawings to represent his current work while other artists put
forward paintings and sculptures reveals a substantial shift taking place in the status of
drawings. Bouchardon, himself a close associate of the collectors in this study, is a
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seminal figure who moved between these two artistic worlds: the professional artists and
the collectors.1
The variety of activities of these amateurs and connoisseurs such as their
collecting of drawings and printmaking initiatives in the 1720s and 30s, coupled with
their participation in the aesthetic and theoretical discourse of the day, placed them in a
position of influence in effecting the overall aesthetic valued placed on drawings. The
purpose, value and role of drawings in the creative act was a significant feature of the
aesthetic discourse among these amateurs and connoisseurs—terms that were never
applied to artists, but rather to laypersons on the periphery of that world who were
nonetheless an essential part of it as patrons and collectors. While academic artists strove
to ensure their own status in the world of royal patronage, a parallel group of laymen
sought to differentiate their interests in art and to separate themselves from those
collectors whose patterns of acquisition they felt indiscriminate. These men devoted time
and money to the arts; their method of collecting was based on newly developing
aesthetic principles rather than on a sense of the fashionable.
A core belief shared by many of the group was that drawing was the first act in
creating art, and thus most closely related to genius and creativity. As amateurs and
connoisseurs, they sought to codify the aesthetic language for drawings as well as
1

Bouchardon was already a renowned sculptor when he returned to Paris in 1733 after having
spent the previous decade in Rome as a winner of the Prix de Rome in 1721. Yet it was his
reverence for drawings that drew him into the Crozat circle. The artist became a close friend of
Pierre-Jean Mariette who after the artist’s death in 1762, served as the executor of his estate.
Bouchardon worked closely with both Mariette and the Comte de Caylus producing red chalk
copies (his preferred medium) of engraved gems that were subsequently engraved by Caylus as
illustrations for Mariette’s Traité des pierres gravées (Paris, 1750). Concurrently, Bouchardon
produced sixty drawings that were also etched and engraved by Caylus and published in five
suites titled Cris de Paris between 1737 and 1746.
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standardize the manner of collecting and organizing their collections. It should be noted
that there were significant points of contact between this group and the artists and
academics of the Académie royale, an institution that was generally seen as the tastemaking body of the artistic world in France. Interaction between these collectors, artists
and academicians occurred both informally and formally: at private gatherings in the
cabinets of their peers or more official activities such as lectures at the Académie.
Interestingly, it is the culture of the amateur that analyzes and evaluates the act of
drawing, not the academic culture. The dialectic between the organization with official
or royal sanction, the Académie royale, and this informal group of individuals, whose
engagement in aesthetic debate exerted an influence on the academy itself, can be viewed
in a larger theoretical framework. The idea of the “institutional” versus the “private”
viewed here on an aesthetic level would play itself out in more dramatic, political terms
at the end of the century in revolution.
This study follows two lines of inquiry; one analyzes the burgeoning theoretical
literature originating in sixteenth-century Italy that begins to address collectors and
instruct them in the methods of evaluating artworks and authorship. Historically, this
type of literature concentrated on paintings, but from the 1650s in France, prints and
drawings increasingly became a subject of focus. Finally, by the 1740s, this literature
reflects a sophisticated understanding of drawings, with specific interest in exploring
their role and purpose as well as including a critical taxonomy for them. A close reading
of these texts reveals that the interest in graphic expression had both practical and
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theoretical roots.2 The second line of inquiry follows the activities related to the
development and practice of a critical connoisseurship of the graphic arts by several key
figures who were neither professional artists nor part of the official art world of the
Académie royale, but collectors and businessmen who recognized the importance of
drawing and sought to elevate its status in the developing discourse. Of this group,
particular attention is paid to Pierre Crozat (1665 – 1740), Antoine- Joseph Dezallier
d’Argenville (1680 – 1765), Pierre-Jean Mariette (1694 – 1774), and Anne-Claude
Philippe de Tubières de Grimoard de Pestels de Lévis, the Comte de Caylus.
Art historians typically regard drawings in one of two modes. In a functional
capacity, drawings can be seen as a record of the process of creativity, serving as
preparatory gestures made while an idea or composition is explored. In an aesthetic
capacity, drawings can be viewed as expressions of the artist's complete artistic intention
and can, therefore, be viewed as independent artworks. Giorgio Vasari was the first to
articulate the two functions of drawings in Lives of the Artists (1550) and it is the
dialectic between these modes in the eighteenth century that warrants consideration here.
While today drawings are often considered independent works of art, this was not always
true. As Vasari notes in Lives, the earliest drawing collectors in the fifteenth century
were often artists who used them as sources for ideas and models for design. By the late
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, collectors of drawing ranging from royal to
scholar could be found throughout Europe.

2

Note to the Reader: Quotations of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century texts faithfully record
the spelling and grammar appropriate to that time period.
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The collection of drawings formed by the financier Pierre Crozat provided the
locus for discussion and analysis of drawings for the subjects of this study. At his hôtel
on the rue de Richelieu in Paris, collectors and artists attended weekly soirées for over
thirty years during which many of the 19,000 drawings in his collection were passed
among the attendees.3 Since drawings were typically bound in volumes and less
frequently mounted, this degree of physical handling was unusual if not novel. What
arose from this intense scrutiny led to the practice of sustained engagement with the
graphic arts. In addition, the discussions, which were an essential part of these meetings,
helped to establish a visual literacy for a large group of laypersons and artists, as well as
fostered a critical vocabulary for drawings that was then codified by Pierre-Jean Mariette
and Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d’Argenville in their writings. Members of the circle also
copied drawings in the Crozat collection, allowing them to re-conceive and re-create the
ideas of the great masters in practice.
The artistic and commercial activities pertaining to drawings of this circle of
collectors and connoisseurs widened their realm of influence on the appreciation of the
graphic arts as well. Members of the group are responsible for a number of achievements
and practices that are taken as a matter of course today, but at the time were notable and
in several cases significant. Among these achievements are the first publication of an
artist’s entire graphic oeuvre, the establishment of the format of the catalogue raisonné
and the codification of language to describe the stages or categories of drawings. Among
these amateurs emerges Pierre-Jean Mariette, heir to a print-selling and publishing
3

Crozat moved into his residence on the rue de Richelieu in 1704. By 1706, frequent meetings
were noted there and by the 1720s the meetings are known to have taken place on Sunday
evenings with regularity.
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dynasty, who has generally been regarded as the first connoisseur of the arts in France.
His extensive knowledge of the graphic arts, combined with a great interest in
understanding artistic expression in painting, engraved gems, and sculpture, provided the
basis from which he systematized the recording of art historical information. The catalog
he prepared for the après-décès sale of the Pierre Crozat collection of graphic arts in
1741 was the first to present methodically information on artworks in what has come to
be known as the catalogue raisonée format. Mariette’s research on the provenance of
paintings and drawings was extensive, and his analysis of artists' stylistic features set
standards for later generations. His contact with collectors, artists, theorists, librarians of
royal collections, print sellers and art dealers of all ages and nearly all countries cast his
net of influence throughout Europe. Among these many significant contributions to the
study of art appreciated in his own lifetime, he was also the author of two texts
commonly referred to as the Notes manuscrits, and the Abecedario or Lives of the Artists
both of which remained in manuscript form until the mid-nineteenth century.4 Mariette's
observations about art combined with his remarkable memory of individual artworks and
his precise attention to detail, make these writings invaluable as a compendium of
4

Abecedario refers to the corrections and additions Mariette undertook of Pellegrino Antonio
Orlandi’s second edition of Abecedario pittorico: nel quale compendiosamente sono descritte le
patrie, i maestri, ed i tempi, ne’quali fioriono circa quattro mila professori di pittura, di scultura,
e d’architettura, published in Bologna in 1719 and dedicated to Pierre Crozat. In addition to
these, Mariette inherited from his father, Jean Mariette, notes for a history of printmaking, to
which he added his own observations. Throughout his life, Pierre-Jean Mariette, kept meticulous
notes on artists and their artworks, and after his death his writings were deposited at Royal library
in Paris. Philippe de Chennevières and Anatole de Montaiglon edited and published Mariette’s
work as Abecedario de P. J. Mariette et autres notes inédites de cet amateur sur les arts et les
artists. Ouvrage publié d’après les manuscrits autographes conservés au cabinet des estampes
de la Bibliothèque impériale, et annoté par mm. Ph. de Chennevières et A. de Montaiglon. Paris,
J. B. Dumoulin, 1851/53-1859/60, six volumes.
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stylistic observations, provenance of artworks and artists' lives from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth centuries in Europe. His records of contemporary French artists, many of
whom little is known today, focus a unique lens on the taste of this period. Mariette was
also the first historian to group artists, specifically Italian artists, in this case, by school
rather than geographically. Meticulous in his methodology, he has proven a reliable,
though not infallible voice for historians of art. This trait can be illustrated by the
following example: Noting an incompatibility in the reported death date of the artist and
author Charles Du Fresnoy (1665) and the application and issue of the privilège for
publishing his de arte graphica (1667), Mariette visited Du Fresnoy's parish church and
transcribed his death record, and in doing so discovered that the false death report
masked a paralytic stroke suffered by Du Fresnoy.5 The term amateur fails to
adequately describe the full effect of Mariette's visual and intellectual acuity; a more apt
designation is that of connoisseur, a term that by the middle of the eighteenth century
would denote an elite form of amateur. Connoisseur signified a person with extensive
knowledge in art and an understanding of its rules and principles, one with more than a
cursory knowledge of the practice of those arts.6
In addition to engaging in aesthetic discourse in the informal realm of social
gatherings, several of these amateurs demonstrated an interest in aesthetic debate in the
more formal realm of the Académie royale. Both Mariette and the comte de Caylus
became honorary members of that institution and through sociabilitè, their enthusiasm for

5
6

See Chapter II, note 41 below.

A more detailed discussion of the etymological differences between these terms is explored in
Chapters II and IV.
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the subject, and their printmaking initiatives, also engaged the academicians in the
discussion of the status of amateurs and drawings. This group of collectors was also
instrumental in producing several printed collections or recueils after drawings that
combined etching, engraving and woodblock techniques in the quest for facsimile
reproduction. These recueils, combined with the writings and collecting pursuits of the
collectors contributed to the elevation of drawing on an aesthetic level from a manual art
to a liberal one, and on a practical one from storage in bound volumes or portfolios in the
cabinet to being passed around the table in discussion or hanging on walls. Drawings
were seen as both objects and points of access into artists' creativity and the practice of
sustained engagement with drawings helped form the basis of this group's appreciation of
the graphic arts. This study uses close reading of contemporary texts and analysis of
contemporary writings to portray a clearer picture of what drawings meant to this group
of amateurs and connoisseurs.
This investigation would not have taken its final course without the benefit of
several key modern contributions to the study of the graphic arts in eighteenth-century
France. The pendulum of critical approaches in art history has moved from object
analysis and connoisseurship through the study of patronage to broader issues, among
them taste and status as influences on artistic endeavors. The literature on drawings and
prints in this period reflects this trend in microcosm. For example, in the catalogue
accompanying the exhibition, Watteau7 organized in 1984, paintings and drawings are
7

The first exhibition on Watteau of truly international reach, Watteau, 1684-1721, originated at
the National Gallery of Art, Washington (June-September 1984) and traveled to the Galeries
Nationales du Grand Palais, Paris (October 1984 - January 1985) and Schloss Charlottenburg,
Berlin (February - May 1985).
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given equal weight in a significant international exhibition of great scope. Margaret
Morgan Grasselli's entries on drawings are astute contributions to the literature on
Watteau drawing connoisseurship. Thirty years later, the catalogue remains a hallmark of
scholarship on drawings and is noteworthy in the status given to the artist's graphic work.
Significant advances in the study of the graphic arts and their importance in eighteenthcentury France appear in Marianne Roland-Michel's Watteau, an artist of the eighteenth
century (1984) and Le Dessin Français au XVIIIe Siecle (1987). Roland Michel's
discussion of Watteau drawings and their relationship to the etchings created for Jean de
Jullienne's Figures de différents caractères, de Paysages, & d’Etides dessinées d’après
nature par Antoine Watteau, tirées des plus beaux cabinets de Paris (1726), itself the first
publication of an artist’s entire graphic oeuvre is the first work to explore in-depth the
comparative aspect of the drawings and prints for this recueil in a lucid and engaging
manner. In addition, her later book, Le Dessin Français, functions as both a compendium
of media techniques and their historical relevance in French draftsmanship and a history
of the instruction of the eighteenth-century artist. This study reaches broadly to every
aspect of French society involved in the graphic arts from amateurs who drew,
printmakers, artists in the academy, collectors and publishers. Roland-Michel's book
prompted me to pose the questions explored in this study: What were the antecedents of
the rapid developments in printmaking techniques that made facsimile drawings possible
in the second half of the eighteenth century and what role did early print recueil have in
this phenomenon? Significant innovations and developments in the practice of
printmaking occur in a relatively short period of time in the latter half of the eighteenth
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century in both France and England that made possible the reproduction of drawings in
facsimile. Prior to these developments, a drawing would likely be etched for
reproduction, if reproduced at all. Yet by the 1750s and 60s, drawings were reproduced
in the new techniques of crayon manner and pastel manner engraving using several of the
methods available after the perfection of four color printing. These "drawings" by the
masters could thus circulate among a varied audience of artists, students and collectors.
By the 1790s, a thriving trade in "drawing" books for student artists had also developed.8
Through these new techniques, lines of chalk, pen, reed, pastel, crayon and pencil were
reproduced with a degree of verisimilitude previously unachievable. Thus, a self-portrait
drawn by Rubens copied by Watteau in red and black chalks could be reproduced with
newly developed tools and techniques that rendered the visual effect of colored chalks
(fig. 1.1). A variety of media could be imitated; for example, a drawing by Boucher
originally rendered in trois crayons is recreated in crayon manner engraving (fig.1.2), and
the visual effect of a pen and wash drawing could be created via etching and aquatint (fig.
1.3). Even pastels could be reproduced via pastel manner engraving in four colors
(fig.1.4). The new techniques reached a wide audience of drawings enthusiasts.
Before these exciting breakthroughs in graphic reproduction, in the late
seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth centuries, a select group of Parisian art

8

Methode pour apprendre le dessein published in Paris in 1755 by Charles Antoine Jombert used
etchings and engravings to reproduce drawn diagrams to demonstrate how artists such as Raphael
or Titian drew figures. In 1778, Jean-Baptiste Huet produced the first of eighteen Cahier de
Fragmens et de Principes de Desseins, a primer for students etched and printed in red ink and
wash.
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collectors, artists and theorists sought to elevate the status of drawings in the developing
aesthetic discourse.9

9

I would like to acknowledge the work of two scholars whose recent contributions have
shed light on amateurs and collecting in eighteenth-century Paris. While working in
parallel with these authors, my focus remained on the development of the critical
connoisseurship of drawings and its locus in the Crozat collection of drawings and the
theories of Roger de Piles. I recognize the contributions of these authors as significant
and through their publications they are shaping the current discourse on French amateurs
of this period: In Les amateurs d'art à Paris au XVIIIe siècle (2010), Charlotte Guichard
uncovers the intricate 'taste communities' of collectors and identifies the topoi of the
amateur within that sphere. Her work proves the active and important role of the amateur
in stimulating the art market and in her analysis of the amateur honoraires, she adroitly
highlights the power of that group over developing aesthetic judgment. Kristel Smentek's
essay on "Marketing Color Prints in Eighteenth-century France," in the exhibition
Colorful Impressions: The Printmaking Revolution in France, National Gallery of Art
(2003) adds critical information on the art market of prints and drawings in Paris during
the 1780s. Her monograph on Pierre-Jean Mariette, Mariette and The Science of the
Connoisseur in Eighteenth-Century Europe (2014) is the first extensive work on Mariette
and a benchmark in scholarship on this notable figure.
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Writings on Drawing and Print Connoisseurship for the Amateur
1649 - 1745

The origins of print and drawing connoisseurship as it developed in France
in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries can be traced to the Florentine artist and
collector Giorgio Vasari.10 In a broader framework, the qualitative view of art can be
found as early as the first century in Pliny the Elder’s Natural History, book XXXV, in
his account of the history of the practice of art in Greek antiquity, but Pliny’s text is
neither a guide nor a set of principles on which the reader can practice the evaluation of
art.11 Connoisseurship as a concept is first found in Vasari’s Le vite de più eccellenti
architetti, pittori, et scultori italiani initially published in Florence in 1550. Following a
dedication and preface in which Vasari provides terminology and discussion of artistic
practice for the non-artist, the Vite follows the lives of famous men format of antiquity,
derived from Plutarch’s Lives of the Roman Emperors and Parallel Lives well known to
the Renaissance reader through the lineage of Petrarch and Boccaccio.12 Vasari organized

10

Le vite de più eccellenti architetti, pittori,et scultori italiani, da Cimabue insino a’ tempi nostri:
Descritte in lingua Toscana da Giorgio Vasari pittore aretino. Florence, 1550 and later amended
by Vasari in a 1568 edition. Hereafter, this work will be referred to as the Vite.
11

H. Rackham, editor and translator, Pliny Natural History Books XXXIII-XXXV. Loeb Classical
Library, London and Cambrdige, MA, 1995. Book XXXV is dedicated to the painters of Greece
and in the catalogue of anecdotal comparisons, Pliny refers to the artist Parrhasius whose skill at
drawing contours won the highest honors his time. Pliny also notes that there are contour
drawings and pen sketches by the artist extant in his own day. See Book XXV. xxxvi. 65-69.
12

Francesco Petrarco’s De viris illustribus, (On Famous Men), a series of moral biographies, has
a terminus ante quem of April 1341. Giovanni Boccaccio published moral biographies of
famous men and women in the third quarter of the fourteenth century: De casibus viorum
illlustrium (1355-74) and de mulieribus claris (1361-1375). In addition to this biographical form,
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the biographical entries in an historical scheme of the development of art based on a
biological model in which art develops, matures and dies in three ages roughly
corresponding to the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. His goal was to create
a history of Italian art with the Florentine school stood at the apex. To later generations of
art historians, however, Vasari’s work is something more: it is the ur -text for the study of
the artist and his oeuvre, and the organization of Renaissance art into a greater framework
characterized by stylistic features that Vasari described as regional and nationalistic. In
addition to the requisite biographical data, the Vite includes detailed descriptions of
significant artworks, commissions and anecdotal information framed by Vasari’s proFlorentine bias.
As a whole, the Vite is significant in that it is the first text that depicts a grand,
teleological view of the development of Italian art, and in it Vasari connects an artist’s
personal style with the idea of authorship. Bringing these two components together—the
idea that stylistic features are idiosyncratic and can function as an indicator of
authorship—makes Vasari the earliest proponent of a method that becomes one of the
central tenets of art theory in later centuries. In the Vite, Vasari describes a teleological
view of the pictorial arts that progresses by virtue of individual artistic achievements. It
is this feature of maniera, a sense of personal style, which provides the clues essential for
categorizing artworks in an artist’s milieu. The ability to both see these characteristics
and connect them to an artist is one of the fundamentals of attribution, the key element of

the formats of the treatise and the dialogue were adapted for use in the developing art historical
literature in sixteenth-century Italy.
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connoisseurship.13 In several passages in the Vite, Vasari underscores the precedence of
visual evidence; for example in the preface to Part Two, he laments the loss of ancient
works of artistic merit because this forces the viewer to rely on written descriptions.
With regard to art of his own time, he notes that one is on secure ground when looking at
the actual artwork because the eye serves as a greater guide and judge than the ear.
“Dove abbiamo l’occhio, assai miglior guida e giudice che non è l’orecchio.”14
For his contemporaries and later generations, one of the great contributions to the
study of art is Vasari’s detailed description of paintings, sculpture and architecture. The
purpose of the ekphrastic tradition to which this style of writing belongs, is to conjure an
image of a painting in a text without images, and a close reading of Vasari’s text served a
didactic function for the contemporary reader, by transmitting a received visual literacy
through examples.15 This could be achieved in even greater effect if the reader already
had familiarity with the artworks described. Although Vasari valorized the eye and
immediate visual experience, for many readers not able to behold the physical objects he
described, his text stood in place of actual visual experience.

13

As Carol Gibson-Wood (1988) has written Vasari’s descriptions of maniera are always
evaluative, either good or bad not just characteristic, pp. 14-16.
14

Giorgio Vasari, Le Opere di Giorgio Vasari, con nuove annotationi e commenti, edited by
Gaetano Milanesi, 9 vols. Florence, 1878-1885. Here cited Vol. II, p. 97.
15

Vasari’s text relies solely on description and anecdote, containing no footnotes or references to
other interpretations. For a detailed study of Vasari’s methodology in the text, see Svetlana
Alpers on Vasari’s ekphrasis in the Lives, (1960) pp. 190-215.
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Modern historians have argued that the limitations of Vasari’s ekphrasis, which is
descriptive in nature, falls short of interpretation and by extension, meaning. In The
Order of Things, Michel Foucault notes “the gap between the interests of modern and
Renaissance writers is measured by their employment of different topics of discourse.”16
The lack of analysis of forms and interpretation is what differentiates the interests of
Vasari from his modern kin. The desire for a deeper meaning “behind” a work of art is a
post-Vasarian attribute, one that becomes increasingly more important in later centuries.
The German philosopher Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, who coined the term in his
1735 essay, Reflections on poetry, described 'aesthetics' as a new science that will address
representation and knowledge, or rather modes of knowing.17 Much of the literature
devoted to this aspect of the arts in the following centuries grapples with defining and
refining an understanding of what is seen and understood about art. Baumgarten
explored the concept he called “aesthetics” more fully in Aesthetica (1750-8) wherein he
linked observation to the affective power of art. A century later, G. W. F. Hegel observed
in Aesthetik (1835-8): “We begin with what is immediately presented to us and only then
ask its meaning...we assume behind it something inward, a meaning whereby the external

16

Quoted in David Carrier, ”Ekphrasis and Interpretation: The Creation of Modern Art History”
in The Principles of Art History, 1991, pp. 109-110.
17

Although the idea can be traced back to Plato, intellectual concerns to identify links between
sight and sentiment, reason and feeling arise in Europe in the late seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Baumgarten explored the concept he called “aesthetics” more fully in Aesthetica
(1750-8) wherein he linked observation to the affective nature of art. In this regard, Baumgarten
paved the way for later aesthetic theories based on sentiment such as the Sublime and the
Picturesque.
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appearance is endowed with the sprit.”18 While Vasari did not directly prefigure the
aestheticians of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, he must be seen as one of the
earliest proponents of a system that sought to place value on what was being seen albeit
one framed in a regional tradition. One of Vasari's most vociferous critics, Bernard
Berenson, noted "In short, his statements are never to be received without bearing in
mind, on the one hand, his parochialism of spirit, and, on the other, the venality of his
pen."19 Berenson's comments notwithstanding, Vasari aims at comprehensiveness and
fairness, although his writing remains Florentine-centric and anecdotal.
Readers of the Vite found there a descriptive vocabulary for artworks, though it
was not yet a critical one. By the mid-sixteenth century other Italian authors had already
laid the foundation of a critical lexical framework for several aesthetic lines of inquiry for
art. At the same time Vasari was writing, a Venetian form of art criticism emerges which
disseminated a more focused vocabulary for the discussion and evaluation of art by Pietro
Aretino (1492-1556), Paolo Pino (†1565) and Lodovico Dolce (1508-1568). Modern
authors have contrasted the Venetian with the Florentine writers on art, noting that the
inclusion of the beholder and privileging of the reader marks an early idea of the
reception theory in northern Italy. The Venetian appreciation of color and brushstroke
combined with the discussion of the grace and liveliness, or sprezzatura in the handling

18

G. W. F. Hegel’s Aesthetics, trans. T. M. Knox, Oxford, 1975, 2 vols, here quoted 1:19-20, and
as quoted in Carrier, p. 110.
19

Berenson, Bernard. "The Rudiments of Connoisseurship," in The Study and Criticism of Italian
Art, 1902, p. 116.
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of materials stand in contrast to the rational observations of the Florentine writers.20
Aretino’s Lettere, published in Venice in six volumes between 1537 and 1557, utilized
the ekphrastic model and were among the earliest art criticism, assigning qualitative
judgment to contemporary artists, most notably Titian. The popularity of his writings
attests to the public demand for education in appreciation of the arts. Paolo Pino’s
Dialogo di pittura, published in in Venice in 1548, is largely a response to Leon Battista
Alberti’s treatise De pictura (only published in Italian in 1547). Pino wrote that Alberti
approached painting from a scientific, or rather more to the point, a mathematical point of
view. As a painter, Pino felt himself better qualified to discuss the theory and practice of
art than Alberti. Lodovico Dolce’s Dialogo della pitura intitolato l’Aretino, published in
1557, employs the rhetorical format of the dialogue to discuss the practice of painting and
its ideal. Dolce, like the other essayists, favors the Venetian artists and their interest in
color and light, singling out Titian as the ideal painter. Of the Venetian writers on art,
Dolce touches most closely on the subjects that are of interest to the Florentine writers,
Alberti and Vasari. His focus on the narrative element of painting, the role of antiquity
and the great masters in the formation of style are tenets found in Florentine writings on
20

The word sprezzatura was coined by Baldassare Castiglione in Il libro del cortegiano,
the ur text on ideal courtly behavior published in Venice in 1528. In its most
fundamental meaning, the word expresses the quality of making something difficult
appear effortless or the avoidance of affectation, an asset in life at court. Thus the term
can apply to appearance and gesture. It is in the sense of the gesture, or method of
marking, that the term can be applied to the making of art. The sixteenth-century
Venetian authors prize artists’ ability to handle their materials with apparent
effortlessness. See also David Rosand, ‘Titian and the critical tradition,’ in Titian: His
World and His Legacy, D. Rosand, ed.,New York, 1982, pp. 1 -39; Mark W. Roskill,
Dolce’s ‘Aretino’ and Venetian Art Theory of the Cinquecento, Toronto 2000, pp. 5-61
and Norman E. Land, “Ekphrasis and imagination: some observations on Pietro Aretino’s
art criticism,” Art Bulletin LXVIII, June 1986, pp. 207-17.
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art, but Dolce infuses his writing with distinctly Venetian concerns such as naturalism
(not line) and color.21
Unlike the Venetian writers, Vasari concerns himself with the process of creation
that derives in part from the practice of disegno. For the purposes of this study, a
significant feature of Vasari’s Vite is that it signals the beginning of the tradition of
sustained visual engagement or “seeing and connecting” that is the cornerstone of
connoisseurship.22 The importance and primacy of looking is underscored by Vasari’s
creation of the Libro de’ Disegni, a selection from his own collection of drawings by
earlier masters and contemporaries, which stands as a visual counterpoint to the Vite.
The Libro serves as both illustration and confirmation of his belief that maniera, or the
stylistic features of painters, are evident in their drawings. Prints were increasing in
circulation in 1550, and had Vasari wanted, he could have included them in the Libro, yet
the restriction to drawings illustrates their importance in the writer's mind. This choice
may also reflect the belief that drawings are more immediate and closely revealing of the
creative processes. In addition, the chronological arrangement of the Libro reflects the
writer's belief in stylistic evolution. Vasari played a key role in codifying the language of
attribution and connoisseurship in the mid sixteenth-century and his interest in the Libro
de’ Disegni as illustration puts drawings in a primary position. These ideas are given
21

“In the paragone of the art of Raphael, Michelangelo and Titian which forms the central theme
of the dialogue, the values of grace, nonchalance and naturalism of color lead Dolce to place the
art of Raphael above Michelangelo and to elevate the art of Titian, as chief representative of the
Venetian School, above central Italian art,” Erin J. Campbell in Key Writers on Art from Antiquity
to the Nineteenth Century, Chris Murray, ed. London and New York, 2003. p. 74.
22

In French and Italian seventeenth- and eighteenth-century writings on art, Vasari’s text is one of
the most frequently cited works.
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greater credence in later generations and will serve as a point of exploration for the
collectors of the Crozat and Mariette group.
Throughout the seventeenth century in France, Vasari’s model was revised and
refined by writers who sought to create a history of painting that included French artists
and engaged more systematically in an analysis of the arts in general, and by the end of
the century their precepts were codified into a language for analysis and discussion.
André Félibien (1619 – 1695) established a sustained art historical discourse in France
beginning with De l’origine de la peinture which appeared in 1660 and with its bias for
the arts in France was intended as a response to Vasari’s nationalistic focus. During a
brief period in Rome from 1647 to 1649, where he traveled in the artistic and philosophic
circles there, Félibien developed his ideas on the principles of art and made significant
contacts with Poussin and other French artists and theoreticians. The most influential
organization in forming the discourse on art in seventeenth-century France was the
Académie royale de peinture et sculpture created by Louis XIV in 1648. Under official
government sponsorship and with a mandate to foster a French school of art, the
Académie was the first truly modern academy of art.

In response to that mandate, a

literature aimed at the professional artist appeared shortly thereafter. Although
membership in the Académie was restricted to artists, Félibien was named an amateur
and Conseiller Honoraire, or honorary advisor, in 1667. He acted as editor of the
academic lectures for one year, and published Conférences de l’ Académie Royale de
Peinture et Sculpture pendant l’année 1667. In the preface to Conférences, Félibien
articulates the academy’s views and establishes the hierarchy of paintings by subject as
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well as the academic stances on perspective. He also stressed the importance of drawing
and design and advocated a balance between color and design as well as praxis and
theory. Surprisingly, the Académie severely criticized his writings, perhaps because they
were too evenhanded in presenting the strict precepts of the institution and Félibien was
relieved of his editorial duties. Although he did not have the de facto imprimatur of the
Académie, in the following two decades Félibien’s writings expressed and strengthened
the art-historical discourse in France. Enlarging the scope of his earlier work, De
l’origine de la peinture, Félibien published between 1666 and 1688, the ten-volume
Entretiens sur les vies et les ouvrages des plus excellens peintres anciens et moderns, a
history of European painting from antiquity to the modern age. Following the descriptive
mode of Vasari in his use of biography and ekphrasis as well as the format of the
dialogue of Dolce and writers of antiquity, Félibien uses summary and example to
elaborate his points for a non-technical audience of honnêtes gens, or persons of
discriminating taste. Félibien held Poussin as the ideal and perfect artist. In the Entretien
VIII, for example, the author describes what constitutes good composition and instructs
the reader to consider the painting The Israelites Gathering the Manna (1637-9) as
illustration of his observations, praising the composition for “correct drawing and
proportions.”23 Popular among the erudite art circles of late seventeenth-century France,
Félibien’s writings were translated into English, German and Italian in the first half of the
following century. As a whole, his work presents the first coherent theory for the arts, and
these remain the fundamental texts in understanding the history of art theory and
23

Goldstein, Teaching Art: Academies and Schools from Vasari to Albers, 1996, pp. 88 - 114,
here quoted pp. 99-100, from Felibien, 1666-1668, ed. Trevoux, 1725, 4:115.
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criticism of his age. These texts targeted directly both academic and non-academic
cultures and were cited in current theoretical debates.
In the art theoretical texts of the seventeenth century, one can identify a
developing discourse on connoisseurship in which attribution is identified and pursued as
a specific problem of art criticism.24 The Vasarian model of biographical information
combined with critical commentary is further developed at the end of the century and is
in use well into the next decades. This model is advanced in the early eighteenth century
in part by the group of Parisian collectors in the circle of the financier Pierre Crozat,
banker to the king, who were stimulated in conversation and contact with his collection
of over 19,000 drawings. Outside the official world of the Académie, a rising number of
collectors of art developed interests in understanding matters of attribution and quality,
and these collectors, or amateurs, were also a fitting audience for a less theoretical
literature on the arts. Among the numerous social functions offered by a man of his
standing, Crozat hosted weekly meetings, or réunions, at which drawings provided a
focal point for the lay discussion of art for several decades. One of those in attendance
was the art theorist Roger de Piles, whose death in 1709 places him in the early history of
the group. De Piles was closely affiliated with the Académie royale, but the fact that he
was under Crozat’s protection and support by 1708 until his death meant that his presence
was felt literally and figuratively within the group. The reach of Crozat’s circle was
broad and influential; a number of discerning, erudite members were amateurs, and their
interest in the graphic arts would have an important influence on the role of drawings in
aesthetic discourse. The significance of this group in the elevation of the status of the
24

Gibson-Wood, 1988, p. 42.
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graphic arts in the early eighteenth-century in Paris will be analyzed more fully in the
succeeding chapters, but it bears mention that the interests of this group align with the
nascent theoretical literature targeted to the non-academic, non-practitioner of art. These
writings had their origins in Paris and addressed the interests of collectors of the arts, and
in particular of prints and drawings.
Abraham Bosse, Roger de Piles and Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d’Argenville
represent three generations of French art theorists whose writings from 1649 to 1745
addressed amateurs, connoisseurs and curieux. Both de Piles and Dezallier d’Argenville
were explicit in their instructions in how to appreciate and utilize the graphic arts, and
both demonstrated an avid interest in drawings. Not incidentally, de Piles was a part of
the Crozat circle, and D’Argenville, if not a direct participant at Crozat’s meetings was
part of the de Piles’ circle and would have experienced the heightened awareness of the
graphic arts first-hand as well.
The written discussion of connoisseurship in France begins in Abraham Bosse’s
Sentimens sur la distinction des diverses manières de peinture, dessein & graveure & des
originaux d’avec leurs copies published in 1649 which proves an interesting text on
several accounts regarding the culture of the amateur. (fig. 2.1) Bosse (1602 -1676) was a
pratitien, or artist, and by trade a printmaker who had already published two treatises on
art by the appearance of the Sentimens. Of these, his Traité des manières de graver en
taille-douce (1645) was the first manual for printmakers. In it, Bosse made advances in
the French practice of etching based in part on his learning from Jacques Callot the
Italian manner of etching on a hard ground made from linseed oil and resin. The second
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book, Manière universelle de M. Desargues pour pratiquer la perspective par petit-pied,
published in 1648, reflected his ideas about perspective, for which the Académie royale
granted him permission to lecture to its members beginning that year. Bosse became an
honorary member of the Académie in 1651 but was expelled ten years later for his antiacademic and polemical views on perspective and academic practices.
The antecedents of Bosse’s writing were the Renaissance treatises on art, such as
Alberti’s de Pictura, which were limited generally to discussions of painting, sculpture
and architecture, although Giorgio Vasari made inroads in the discourse on the graphic
arts in the 1568 edition of the Vite as mentioned previously.25 In Part II of the Vite,
Vasari occasionally records notable drawings, but his discussion of them increases
dramatically in his entry on Raphael and the artist’s work with Marc’Antonio Bolognese
(known as Raimondi) in Part III. There Vasari underscores the direct relationship of
printmaking to painting and drawing, though his assertion that printmaking is only a
reproductive art implies that engravers do not express the same creativity as artists.26
Vasari’s claim was a generally held notion until the unprecedented foregrounding of
printmaking in the Sentimens. Bosse’s use of the term “graveure” in the title
encompasses intaglio printmaking, etching and engraving, and treats all manners of
printmaking as equal to drawing and painting. Written in part to instruct painters on

25

Vasari added a chapter on copperplate engraving to the second edition of the Vita. See Vasari,
1568, Part III “Marc’Antonio Bolognese and other Engravers. pp. 731-732.
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Other writers did value reproductive printmaking. Karel van Mander in his Schilder-Boeck,
1604 called reproductive prints “one of the greatest achievements of northern art.” See Goldstein,
2012, p. 26, and Melion, Shaping the Netherlandish Canon, pp. 102-8.
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better artistic practice, the scope of the Sentimens extended to a wider audience, one that
included collectors and dealers. In fact, the treatise functioned as a didactic primer for
the purpose of educating non-artists, such as collectors or curieux, in the practice of
connoisseurship. The primary contemporary criticism of the text was that the author, an
engraver, would dare to offer advice to painters.27 Unfortunately, Bosse was not
methodical in his analysis and he was severely criticized by his contemporaries for his
lack of examples. Carol Gibson-Wood notes that Bosse suffered essentially from being
the first and therefore not having previous works to follow or criticize, and for whatever
reason, the organization of Sentimens “appears to depend largely upon the principle of
association, highly colored by personal experience and prejudice.”28 Even though the text
lacks a strong organization of ideas, there are several key points for the study of the
amateur.
Bosse introduces and defines the term connoissant as one who knows a good
painting from a bad one, recognizes the different manners of painters, and can tell
originals from copies.”29 It is the early forerunner to the term connoisseur, which does
not appear in print until the 1670s. Bosse essentially provides the earliest categorization
of the members of the aesthetic circle around art identifying them as curieux, amateurs,
and pratitiens. Curieux are defined as collectors who put together cabinet collections of
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A vehement critic in this regard was Grégoire Huret (1606 – 1670), engraver, draughtsman,
academician, refuted many of Bosse’s ideas in his treatise on portraiture published in 1670. See
also Gibson-Wood, 1988, p. 50, n. 19.
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Gibson-Wood, 1988, p. 44.
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Bosse, Sentimens p.1-3.
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art and nature. Popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries throughout Europe, it
could be said that this type of collector might be motivated more by curiosity than
aesthetics. In this classification, a pratitien, is an artist and a non-pratitien is anyone who
has an interest in art but is not an artist, a category that also includes art dealers
(negociateurs de tableaux). For Bosse, an amateur is anyone who is a lover of the arts
and not an artist. In the eighteenth century, the term takes on a more precise meaning, but
in Bosse’s world, an amateur is an enthusiast.30 In Sentimens, Bosse encourages curieux
to teach themselves what makes good art and aspire to the level of a connoissant. The
text reveals the author’s bias toward the pratitien, or artist, and for Bosse, the authority of
the artist would always exceed that of the non-artist. In the end, Bosse wrote that nonpratitiens are encouraged to learn what they can from an artist, but true connoissance can
only be practiced by artists.
"souhaitant aux autres qui ont plus d’affection que de
connoissance dés Ouvrages d’iceluy, autant d’intelligence
& de lumiere qu’en peut avoir le plus excellent Praticien.[sic]”31

30

An amateur is defined as “a person who is distinguished by his taste and knowledge in one of
the Beaux Arts although he doesn’t make a profession of it.” “On appelle ainsi une personne qui
se distingue par son goût et par ses lumières dans quelqu’un des beaux-arts, quoiqu’il n’en fasse
pas profession.” See Lacombe, Dictionnaire portative des beaux-arts, ou Abregé de ce qui
concerne l’Architecture, la Sculpture, la Peinture, la Gravure, La Poésie et la Musique. Paris,
1755. See also “Amateur” in Rémy Saisselin, The Rule of Reason and the Ruses of the Heart: A
philosophical Dictionary of Classical French Criticism, Critics and Aesthetic Issues. Cleveland
and London, 1970, pp. 4-5.
31

Bosse, Sentimens, 1649, p. 3.
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In Sentimens, Bosse employs the rhetorical device of the dialectic, exploring six
hypothetical arguments for and against attribution by painters, copyists and curieux. He
states clearly that the study of attribution is beneficial to artists and makes a case for
teaching the method of distinguishing personal manière (or style) to collectors. One of
the reasons Bosse urges the curieux to learn how to recognize individual style and
determine the originality of an artwork is to protect themselves from bad advice from
advisors of dubious intent. The ultimate goal, he advises, is to create a collection that
elicits the admiration of true connoisseurs of art and provides curieux with the
satisfaction of true knowledge about their collections, rather than simply enjoying them
as attractive objects.32
Originally, Bosse intended to write a treatise on printmaking, what he called an
“explication des diverses manières des Stampes ou Tailles-Douces tant au Burin qu’à
l’eau forte, & mesme en Bois,” but he feared that limiting his treatise to printmaking
rendered it “trop peu de chose“ and he decided to include paintings in his purview.33 For
the amateur of the graphic arts, however, the chapter on prints found in the Sentimens
contains some of the earliest guidelines for print connoisseurship. Bosse noted that
because prints are made after a painting or drawing, an engraver’s manners (or style) is
limited to his technical skill in reproducing line, color, light and shade into hatched
strokes.34 The chapter also contains a brief history of printmaking and concludes with
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Bosse, Sentimens, pp.15, 18 and 25.
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Bosse, Sentimens, p. 73.
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Bosse, Sentimens, p. 79 and Gibson-Wood, 1988, pp. 51-52.
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the author's views on what constitutes a good quality print.35 Bosse uses the term
manière in two ways: first to describe an artist’s style, but also in a pejorative sense, to
express a type of mannerism, as in finding that “manners” exist because artists do not
render nature faithfully. For the purpose of this essay, however, manière (or manner) is
used to express style only as it applies to the culture of the collector and amateur.
Curieux of the graphic arts could apply the same techniques used in recognizing
styles in paintings to prints and drawings. Above all, Bosse advises, a well-developed
visual memory of stylistic features, such as quality of line, forms, and the manner in
which artists handle light and shadow, is paramount in developing this skill that can be
achieved by careful study of drawings and their related prints. Some individuals may
have greater ease developing such a skill, but Bosse allows that both the pratitien and
non-pratitien can distinguish and recall manières. His bias for the superiority of the
trained artist, especially "those gifted in invention," is apparent, as he claims that they
will have greater ease in exercising the skill. Like Vasari before him, Bosse identifies a
fundamental element of the practice of connoisseurship as developing a visual literacy
through active study of compositional elements.
According to Bosse, distinguishing between a copy and an original is one of the
more difficult aspects of connoissance.36 If the characteristics of nature are best revealed
by direct observation of natural forms and painting itself is an imperfect copy of nature,
35

Bosse Sentimens, p. 38 and Gibson-Wood, 1988, suggests that Bosse’s conflation of style and
mannerism or incorrectness is common in the seventeenth century. “...The term manièra and
manière commonly took on a meaning that combined the connotations of personal style and
mannerism” pp. 55-56.
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Bosse, Sentimens, p. 67.
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then a copy of a painting is even less perfect. The copyist, then, is one step removed from
direct observation of nature and can only imitate but not truly understand natural forms. 37
In addition, the author enumerates the defects of copyists—they often lack proper
training in many aspects, chief among them anatomy and mixing colors, as well as
methods to achieve specific effects in light and shade. While Bosse acknowledges the
ease with which painters will succeed in recognizing good technical skill, he believes
curieux can expect to recognize modern copies after old originals. Bosse suggests this is
possible because colors will not have aged in the copies. In contrast, he does not believe
it is possible to judge a painting based on the age of the canvas.38 Having instructed the
curieux in methods of recognizing or "knowing" originality and manners, Bosse does not
provide instruction on how to judge quality. That concept is canvassed in his later work,
Le Peintre converty aux précises et universelles regles de son art (1667), wherein he
states that an amateur can judge quality only if he knows the rules of art, chief among
these being perspective.39
The Sentimens stands as a first attempt at assembling a set of principles for the
nascent practice of connoisseurship in mid seventeenth-century France. Perhaps its most
significant feature is its inclusive nature and didactic function, bringing collectors, lovers
of art and artists together to develop these skills. Twenty years later, Roger de Piles
(1635-1709) continued the address to the amateur in two specific texts. A writer, painter
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Bosse, Sentimens, p. 68.
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Bosse, Sentimens, p. 64.
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Bosse, Le Peintre converty aux precises et universelles regles de son art, pp. 3-4.
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and collector, de Piles made significant contributions to the developing theoretical
writings on art, though the majority of his writings were directed to the practicing artist.
Many of the ideas he developed both for the amateur and the practicing artist formed a
basis for the theories on art and aesthetics that developed in eighteenth-century in
France.40
De Piles’ earliest contribution to the burgeoning literature on art is a French
translation of Du Fresnoy’s didactic poem, De arte graphica, an essay written in Latin
verse that compares the art of painting to that of poetry. The comparison popular since
antiquity, known as Ut Pictura Poesis, rests on the assumption that painting and poetry
share a ‘unity of function and subject matter.’41 Du Fresnoy wrote the text between 1640
40

Other notable works by de Piles are Dialogue sur le coloris, Paris, 1673; Conversations sur la
connoissance de la peinture, Paris, 1676; Dissertation sur les ouvrages des plus fameux peintres
Paris, 1681; and L’Abregé de la vie des peintres avec un traité du peintre parfait, Paris,1699. The
Abregé and L’art de peinture were translated into English and published as The Art of Painting
with the Lives and Characters of above 300 of the Most Eminent Painters, London, 1706.
41

The concept of Ut Pictura Poesis has its origins in the Ars poetica of Horace (361) 65-8 B.C.E.
where painting and poetry are compared equally. There is a rich history of this concept in the
theoretical writings about the two arts that extends from the Renaissance (Leon Battista Alberti,
Leonardo da Vinci, Lodovico Dolce and Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo) to the seventeenth century
where it was revived by Du Fresnoy, de Piles and John Dryden who translated the work in
English as The Art of Painting in 1706. The idea has been traced through the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (See Rennselaer W. Lee, Ut pictura poesis: The Humanist Theory of
Painting, New York, 1967) and Remy G. Saisselin, “Ut pictura poesis: Dubos to Diderot’ in The
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, xx, 1961, pp. 145-56 and to some extent in the twentieth
century (See W. J. T. Mitchell, Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology, 1986). Quoted here, Simon
Aldeson. “Ut pictura poesis and its discontents in late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century
England and France.” Word and Image, vol. 11, no. 3, July – September 1995, 256. Gotthold
Lessing (1729-1781), German dramaturg, critic and philosopher, refutes the doctrine of Ut
pictura poesis in Laokoön oder über die Grenzen der Malerei und Poesie (1766), an essay written
in response to Johann Joachim Winckelmann’s writings on Greek antiquity in his history of art
and in particular the sculpture from antiquity of the Trojan priest Laocoön and his sons and its
disparity between Virgil’s account in the Aeneid and the sculpture known to Lessing and
Winckelmann from antiquity. Lessing dispels the connection between poetry and the visual arts
because Virgil’s description of the scene is far more affecting than its representation by the
sculpture. Underscoring the limits of language, Lessing posits that poetry has the domain of time
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and 1649, although the book was not published until 1668. In that same year, de Piles
published his translation of Du Fresnoy’s Latin text, L’Art de peinture de CharlesAlphonse Du Fresnoy, traduit en français, avec des remarques nécessaires et très
amples, so one can state with certainty that de Piles had access to Du Fresnoy’s text
before it was published. (fig. 2.2) Charles-Alphonse Du Fresnoy (1611 – 1668), was a
French painter who spent his early career in Rome. He wrote the poem De arte graphica,
which casts poetry and painting as sister arts, following the ancient pairing initiated by
Horace in the Ars Poetica (68 B.C.E.). Du Fresnoy intended the poem as a summation of
the classicist doctrines of art theory beginning with Alberti’s De Pictura of 1435. The
poem falls into the category of the exhortation to the young artist and serves as a
summation of French academic theory regarding the topics of invention, decorum,
imitation of antiquity, light and shade, chiaroscuro and relief, and perspective. In
addition, the poem offers advice on the quotidian concerns of the artist, such as the type
of relationship a student should seek with his master, how an artist should organize a
working day, and the qualities of life to which an artist should aspire. Several topics in
current discussion among the artists and academicians of Rome and Paris were also
canvassed: Du Fresnoy supported the side of antiquity in the Querelle des Anciens et des
Modernes and his special mention of Titian and Carracci indicate he was on the side the

and sound, while to the visual arts the domain is space and time. A more in-depth analysis of
Winckelmann and Lessing is found in Richard Brilliant My Laocoön: Alternative Claims in the
Interpretation of Artworks, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 2000, pp.50-61. The differences of
interpretation of the two theorists will be discussed in greater detail in the consideration of
connoisseurship in chapter VI below.
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coloristes in the debate between line and color.42 The tone of the poem has been called
conversational, even colloquial rather than literary and it is far less academic in its
teachings. Nevertheless, it enjoyed a great success in educated circles throughout
Europe. The usefulness of the graphic arts is mentioned only fleetingly in de arte
graphica. Near the end of the poem, the author writes that there is much benefit in the
imitation of excellent paintings and of the engravings of these works.
Plurimus inde labor tabulas imitando iuuabit
Egregias, operumque typos43

And the benefits of carrying a notebook to sketch in are noted in lines 468-474:
Nulla dies abeat quin linea ducta supersit
Ex sese faciles, ut inobseruatus habebis.
Mox quodcumque mari terris et in aere puchrum
Contigerit, chartis proper mandare paratis
Dum praesens animo species tibi feruet hianti.44

42

The critical edition of De arte graphica by Allen, Haskell and Muecke (2005) contains new
discoveries in the relationship of de Piles with Du Fresnoy. Allen suggests that the two met in
Rome when de Piles was a young man and as the relationship developed de Piles worked on the
French translation and his commentary for several years. The suggestion is plausible especially
since the Latin text was published in 1668 shortly after Du Fresnoy’s death and de Piles’
translation appeared later that same year. See Allen, et al. pp. 31-3.
43

“You will find much benefit in the imitation of excellent paintings by these artists and of the
engravings of their works....” Lines 537 -538.
44

“Let no day pass without leaving a line behind: walking in the streets you will observe men’s
faces, and their peculiar, natural movements and unnoticed by them you will find models posed
easily of their own accord. Whatever beautiful thing you meet with .....hasten to put it down in a
notebook carried for the purpose, while its appearance is vivid and present to your eager mind.”
Lines 468 – 474.
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The graphic arts do assume a more central position, however, in the commentary found in
Roger de Piles’ translation. The topic of direct observation and use of a notebook is
found in Leonardo’s Trattato,45 although Du Fresnoy attributes the practice to Titian and
the Carracci in his commentary. He singles out the usefulness of the study of sketches or
études for the curieux:
Comme ont fait le Titien et les Carraches.
L’on voit entre les mains des curieux de peinture
quantité d’études et des remarques que
ces grands hommes ont faites sur des feuilles,
et sur des livres en tablettes qu’ils portaient toujours sur eux.46

In his translation of the poem, de Piles consciously dedicates the text to amateurs
who were no longer satisfied with a superficial appreciation of beauty, but wanted to
learn how to judge artworks using a set criteria of good judgment. Bernard Teyssèdre has
suggested that de Piles wrote these guidelines of connoisseurship in direct response to
what was lacking in Sentimens.47 In a didactic gesture, de Piles included a glossary of
technical terms for amateurs to use in discussions of art. In it, emphasis is placed on the
spoken word and de Piles indicates idiomatic usage by describing how and when one
should use specific terms and in what situations they are used to best advantage. The
unprecedented inclusion of a glossary for the layperson marks a shift to the explicit
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Leonardo, Trattato, p. 24 ¶ LXXXX.
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Allen et al. pp. 370-71.
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B. Teyssèdre, L'Histoire de l'art vue du Grand Siècle, Paris, 1964.
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edification of the layperson. Christopher Allen suggests that such an appeal to the
amateur can be considered a preference for the sens commun over specialist knowledge.48
Even so, de Piles was also mindful of a somewhat more sophisticated audience of
amateurs, namely those who attended the public conférences of the Académie seeking a
more formal understanding of art theory. Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Surintendant et
Ordonnateur Général des Bâtiments, Arts et Manufactures and dedicatée of the poem,
had expressed the desire that the debates at the Académie would be distilled into precepts
or rules that would govern the production of art. In this request, de Piles was an
enthusiastic respondent, although it is in his later writings that he would take up Colbert’s
suggestion more directly, such as the Cours de Peinture par principes which he published
in 1708. What is noteworthy about de Piles’ translation of the de arte graphica, is that
the preface can be seen as an early codification of the terminology for appreciating art. It
is not my intention to engage in an analysis of Du Fresnoy’s work here, but to note what
de Piles made of it. It was the latter’s emphasis on educating a non-specialist group of art
enthusiasts in matters of attribution and establishing criteria for judging art that is
significant. In addition, at the core of understanding art, de Piles believed that drawing
was the foundation of all arts. De Piles will overtly extoll the importance of drawings
and the graphic arts in his later work, Abrégé de la vie des Peintres avec des reflexions
sur leurs ouvages et un Traité du Peintre parfait, de la connoissance des Desseins & de
l’utilité d’estampes, a text in the format of a lives of the artists, which will be discussed in
greater detail further in this essay.
48

Charles-Alphonse Du Fresnoy, De Arte Graphica (Paris, 1668) Allen, Haskell and Mueke.
Geneva, 2005, pp. 34-35.
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The biography of Du Fresnoy included in the text indicates the importance with
which de Piles viewed the contribution of the author of de arte graphica to the
understanding of art. According to the author, it was Du Fresnoy’s study of Raphael
augmented by the extensive practice of drawing that allowed him to perceive that
drawing is the key to understanding art:
Comme l’esprit de du Fresnoy etait d’une trempe
à ne pas se contenter d’une
Contenter d’une connaissance mediocre,
il voulait fouiller son art jusqu’à la Racine,
et en tirer toute la quintessence,
il étudia avec application Raphaël et l’antique,
et il dessinait tous les soirs aux academies
avec une avidité extraordinaire:
et à mesure qu’il pénétrait son art,
il en faisait des remarques, qu’il écrivait en vers latins.49
An anonymous reviewer in the Journal of Savants stressed the great value of the
French translation and singled out de Piles' commentary as an achievement in the study
of painting. The writer found the text “of great value,” as it was an excellent place where
one can learn within a short amount of time “to judge well and to speak well about the
beauty of a painting.”50 De Piles’ translation of de arte graphica was not overtly
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Abregé, Appendix 3: Biographical Documents.

Journal des Savants, Paris, 10 December 1668, 139-140. “Ce commentaire joint à la
traduction du poème fait un corps achevé de l’art de la peinture, où l’on peut apprendre en fort
peu de temps à bien juger et à bien parler de la beauté d’un tableau.” In De Arte Graphica, eds.
Allen, Haskell and Muecke, 2005, p. 441.
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criticized by the Académie, but its reception was less than enthusiastic. Although the
poem was never publicly criticized by the institution, it appeared to agitate the authorities
of the academy. The abrasive relationships that academic members had with Du Fresnoy,
himself, may have colored the reception of the text. The public enmity that Du Fresnoy
and his life-long companion, Pierre Mignard displayed for Charles Le Brun, a founding
member of the Académie, did not place either man in favored academic circles. Their
refusal to join the Académie, despite the fact that membership was a royal requisite,
offended a number of their peers. Although the poem was not warmly received by the
Académie on its initial publication, de Piles suffered no adverse effects. In fact, having
authored the commentary appears to have served him well. Later in his career, de Piles
became an unofficial theorist of the institution as noted previously. The translated poem
continued to have an audience for several generations, circulating in both non-academic
and academic circles alike. The painter, Noël Coypel, mentioned it in a discourse on
painting given at the assembly of the Académie in February 1670.51 It was the Comte de
Caylus, himself a member of the Crozat circle, in fact, who was responsible for reintroducing Du Fresnoy to a later generation of academicians. In 1750, Caylus gave a
portrait of the former director of the Académie painted by Du Fresnoy. In his address to
the academicians that marked the process of donation, Caylus praised de arte graphica
and its creator, making note of the unfortunate disagreements between the earlier
academy and the author that caused the depreciation of his ideas. Caylus’ lecture had a
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Allen et al. p. 441.
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recuperative effect on the reputation of Du Fresnoy, inspiring a spate of new editions of
the poem beginning in 1751 and among them was de Piles’ fourth edition.52
At the time of de Piles' publication of the translation, however, Abraham Bosse
was a vociferous critic. Citing his obligation to speak publicly about the “errors and false
maxims” put forward in the commentary, Bosse claimed de Piles' text was "against the
rules and practice of the art of painting.” The translator, he notes, ignored the principles
(of painting) that can prejudice students and “even bring dishonor on our country among
foreign nations.”53 It is easily understood that Bosse would not have approved of a text
that reduced the act of creation to its discernible parts and made a conscious effort to
edify the lay-person. He was the advocate for the "standards of the craft" and not the
interests of the amateur.54
De Piles published a second edition of the poem along with his theoretical work
Dialogue sur le coloris in 1673. The Dialogue argues De Piles’ support for the primacy

52

See Christopher Allen et al. for an extensive discussion on all editions of De arte graphica and
the dissemination of the text. Of note, see p. 57 in which the authors discuss the role of PierreJean Mariette in solving the discrepancy of De Piles' recorded date of death for Du Fresnoy
(1665) and the date of the privilège for publication (1667). See also, Chenneviéres and
Montaiglon, P. J. Mariette Les Arts et Les Artistes (Abecedario) vol. II, p. 127 on Du Fresnoy in
which Mariette corrects de Piles’ date of death for Du Fresnoy. In his continuous pursuit of
accuracy, Mariette visited Du Fresnoy's parish, transcribed the church record of the artist's death,
preserving the correct date for posterity because shortly thereafter the parish records were
destroyed by fire.
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“Il me convie de faire remarquer au public, les erreurs et fausses maximes qui y sont avancées
contre les règles et la pratique de ce bel art, dont ce traducteur ignore les principes, ce qui peut
faire préjudice aux élèves ou étudiants, et même du deshonneur à notre nation chez les étrangers
... Lettres écrites au Sr Bosse, Graveur, avec ses Réponses sur quelques Nouveaux Traités
concernants la Perspective et la Peinture. Paris, 1668. p.2. See Allen et al, p. 441.
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Bosse was not a representative of the Academy at this date, having been expelled in 1661 for
his conservative views on perspective.
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of color in the querelle between the Poussinists and Rubenistes taking place at the
Académie, a continuation of the debate over the primacy of line or color. Three years
later, he received a 20-year privilege protecting his right to publish his edition of Du
Fresnoy’s poem as well as the Dialogue and Conversations sur la connaissance de la
peinture. At the time, De Piles did not serve the Académie in an official capacity, but the
ideas he put forward in the Dialogue and Conversations reveal a focused, systematic
manner of looking at the visual arts that engage current academic teachings. It is certain
that he often wrote with a more formal academic audience in mind. In the following
years, de Piles was frequently in the service of the crown between 1682 and 1697; he
functioned as the secretary to the French ambassador in Venice and in 1685 and 1692
undertook missions to Germany and Holland to secure information for Louis XIV; in fact
he spent four years in a Dutch prison and was released in 1697 after which he returned to
Paris. When his close friend, the artist Charles de la Fosse became head of the Académie
royale in 1699, de Piles was appointed Conseiller honoraire amateur a post that allowed
him to function as an official theorist there until his death in 1709.

De Piles was also a

friend of Pierre Crozat, and the paintings and extensive collection of drawings in the
latter's magnificent residence on the rue de Richelieu would have provided ample points
of discussion of the author’s ideas for those who met there regularly to discuss the arts.
De Piles also collected drawings: during his lifetime his collection of drawings by
Rembrandt was well known. Subsequently, these drawings became a part of the Crozat
collection after de Piles' death although it remains unclear whether these drawings were
bequeathed or purchased. In the 1741 Crozat after-death sale, 351 drawings by
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Rembrandt sold in 12 lots were listed in the catalogue as having come “in large part”
from de Piles.55
Perhaps de Piles’ greatest contribution to the literature for the amateur is the
Abregé de la vie des Peintres, Avec des réflexions sur leurs Ouvrages et un Traité du
Peintre parfait; De la connoissance des Desseins; De l'utilité des Estampes published in
1699. (fig.2.3) written largely while in prison in Holland. The most important text to appear
for the amateur of the graphic arts to date, it served as an exhortation to the amateur to
form an understanding and appreciation of drawings and promoted the importance of
prints in the study of art. Only two short chapters, 25 pages in total, were dedicated to
drawings and prints, but it was the first writing that treated drawings as aesthetic and
historical objects.56 Literally a livre de poche, the book was of a size that slipped easily
into the pocket of a gentleman’s coat.57 Because it could be consulted anywhere or at any
time, the size marks an interest in portability and immediacy unknown in previous art
theoretical writings; and the format of the text reflects an interest in the ease of
consultation "on the move". In the preface of Abregé, de Piles acknowledges his
audience as “painters and others who want to refresh their memory or do not have time
for extensive research.” For these two groups, he has shortened the entries to contain only
55

Pierre-Jean Mariette, Description sommaire des Desseins des Grands Maistres d’Italie, des
pays-bas et de France du Cabinet de Feu M. Crozat, Paris, 1741, p. 101, lots 867-878, “Cette
Collection de Desseins de Rembrant [sic] qui est fort ample, vient pour la plus grande partie de
M. de Piles, qui l’avoit recueille en Hollande.”
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See Julius Held “On the Early Appreciation of Drawings,” p. 91. Held calls de Piles’ Abregé a
‘milestone in the history of the appreciation of drawings’ and the ‘first coherent piece of writing
that deals with (drawings) as aesthetic and historical objects.’
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the most essential information. In point of fact, these essentials are many: the country of
origin, artist’s date of birth, the artist’s master and disciples, a list of notable artworks and
their present locations. The text, however, does not include detailed descriptions of
artworks.
A new and key tenet expressed in the Abregé is that painting should not be
thought of as didactic; its greater function is its visual interest, which is sui generis. By
focusing the viewer’s attention on immediate perception, rather than protracted analysis
of content, de Piles underscores the primary importance of visual harmony for the
amateur. He defines the effect of visual harmony further in a text written for the
practicing artist, Cours de Peinture par Principe as the principal, L’effet du tout
ensemble.58 This idea is an abrupt departure from the academic doctrine espoused by
Félibien that emphasizes subject matter and a painting’s moral message. Since de Piles'
audience was artists and amateurs alike, one would expect outcry from academic circles,
although none has come to light. Perhaps to those artists who read and understood de
Piles' clarion call for art on its own terms (though it be based on nature), it was a message
well received, even though it would be several decades before the academic hierarchy of
subject matter would loosen significantly.
In his work on the relationship between the artwork and the beholder and modes
of perception in this period that contributed to the downfall of the hierarchy of subject
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In Cours de Peinture par principe, (1708) one of De Piles’ texts written for the practicing artist,
he refers to the overall effect of the painting, or “L’effet du Tout ensemble.” The development of
this very complex theory is thoroughly explored in Thomas Puttfarken, Roger de Piles’ Theory of
Art,(1985), pp. 96 -105. In this context, de Piles advises that the painter “ought to contrive,....that
the spectator may at the first sight, be struck with the character of the subject” see p. 75.
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matter,59 Michael Fried identifies an increasing interest in the compositional unity and
independence of form that influenced the painted 'tableau' in the mid-eighteenth-century
in France. His ground-breaking work in this area challenged the centuries held notion
that following the Rococo period in France painting was fragmented in its aims and
lacked coherence. By looking at paintings and reading contemporary criticism, Fried
identifies viewers' affective responses to elements within compositions, be they figures or
objects, which engage the viewer in reflection or meditation. In contemporary
descriptions of paintings, Fried identifies the responsive nature of spectators to subjects
involving absorptive states and activities. The role of the spectator in finding meaning in
art is a significant aspect of his contribution to modern art criticism.60
De Piles advocated a form of sustained viewing as well, which he called
pénétration, but the radical notion suggested here by de Piles is the foregrounding of the
composition itself. Whether an artwork is good or bad does not depend on its category,
only whether it is convincing in its illusion of nature. De Piles frees the beholder to
"look" and to "only connect".
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See Michael Fried, Michael, Absorption and Theatricality: Painting & Beholder in the age of
Diderot, Berkeley, California and London, 1980. Fried's model of art's theatrical or antitheatrical relationship to the beholder was first described in his article "Art and Objecthood,"
Artforum, 5, no. 10, 1967, pp. 12-23. He describes the best artworks as those that are "antitheatrical" in which he means understanding and appreciating is not based on a theatrical
response in the beholder. In fact, Fried writes, "they (the artworks) treated the beholder as if he
were not there." p. 5 (Absorption and Theatricality), and explores this this idea more fully in
pages 73-76.
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Svetlana Alpers suggests that in the Abregé, de Piles “refashions artists in the
image of the amateur” by treating artists as viewers as much as makers.61 To focus on the
visual element of painting requires a thorough understanding of its components, and de
Piles makes a direct address to his reader to learn about drawing, noting that when a
young artist has learned to draw competently it is the ‘key’ to entering the domain of
Minerva.62
In Des Desseins, chapter XXVII, of the Abregé, de Piles defines drawings as “the
thoughts that painters express ordinarily on paper for the execution of a work they
contemplate.”63 In this group, he notes a number of studies by the great masters that are
made “after nature” such as heads, hands and feet, animals, trees, and figures. In short,
the subject of a drawing might be anything that contributes to the composition of a
painting. A drawing will be considered good when judged by its rapport with the overall
painting, l'idea, or to a part of the composition, and these aspects of drawing will always
merit the attention of the Curieux.64 The knowledge or connaissance of drawings, de
Piles admits, is not as well known or valued as highly as that of paintings, but he urges
that a viewer will not be disappointed in the rewards that the study of drawings brings.
Because drawings are plentiful, there is ample opportunity for those who like them to
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Alpers, Svetlana. “Roger de Piles and the History of Art,” Kunst und kunsttheorie: 1400 –
1800. (1991) p. 176.
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Abregé, (1st ed., 1699) (hereafter Abregé) p. 155.
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Abregé p. 66 “Car soit que l’on considere un bon Dessein, par rapport au Tableau dont il est
l’Idée, ou par rapport à quelque Partie dont il est l’étude, il merite toûjours l’attention des
Curieux. emphasis my own.
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exercise their criticism and learn to judge whether a work expresses Êsprit or feeling.
Unlike paintings, de Piles claims, drawings reveal the “character of the Master, or show if
his genius is delicate or heavy, if his thoughts are elevated or low and finally if he has a
good mastery (or natural talent) and a good taste for all the elements of a composition
which can be expressed on paper.”65 In addition, drawings reveal a closer connection to
the artist’s creativity or inspiration than paintings. De Piles notes that contrary to the
process an artist follows when creating a painting by studying each part, going over each
element, when making a drawing, the artist abandons himself to his genie, or inspiration
and “shows himself such as he is.”66 It is for this reason, he writes, that in the cabinets of
the great collectors, one finds not only paintings but also the drawings of the great
masters.
Writing in the last years of the century, de Piles claimed that there are few curieux
de desseins, and among those curieux, if there are those who know the Manners (styles)
of artists there are even fewer who know them well. The demi-connoisseurs, according to
de Piles, have no passion at all for this curiosity (drawings), because they cannot
understand or immerse themselves in the spirit of the drawings “they cannot taste all the
pleasures of them and are more sensitive to...prints...which are engraved after the style of
good paintings. This can also come from the fear of being mistaken and to take, as so
often happens, Copies for Originals due to lack of experience.”67
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De Piles is the first to identify three elements in drawings: science, ésprit, and
liberté. By science he means a good composition, a “correct” drawing of good taste with
a laudable understanding of chiaroscuro. Esprit is the lively and natural expression of a
subject in general and of objects in particular. He defines liberté as the habit of the hand
to “promptly and boldly express the idea that the painter has in his mind"68 which one can
interpret as the confidence of the artist in handling line. According to de Piles, the
criteria for determining whether a drawing is good or not depends on the amount of these
qualities one finds in a drawing. Some artists’ drawings, he notes, display much liberté
but are deficient in esprit as in the case of a bold hand that creates only vague or weak
expressions. There are also works that appear skillful but because the artist’s hand is too
controlled by his mind, each detail is given equal weight and these (drawings) are less
successful.69 Liberté or the free use of line, is not limited to early thoughts or sketches,
for as de Piles notes, even the most finished drawings of Raphael (les desseins plus
arrêtez) express a delicate liberté “that is perceptible only to knowledgeable eyes.” In
addition, de Piles continues, there are “drawings that may lack precision” but these are
not lacking in quality because “they have much esprit and character”. To illustrate this
point, de Piles directs the reader to consider the drawings of Rembrandt, Benedetti and
Guillaume Baur.70
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Abregé p. 69. De Piles owned a large collection of Rembrandt drawings which he declared had
more Esprit than his etchings. See also, p. 425: “Le grand nombre de ses desseins que j’ay entre
mes mains en est une preuve convaincante à qui voudra leur rendre justice: Et bien que ses
Estampes ne soient pas inventées avec le même esprit que les desseins dont je parle, on y voit
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In de Piles’ schema, the unfinished drawings or sketches exhibit more esprit and
are therefore more “pleasing” than those of more finished provided that they have good
characteristics and suggest the artist’s idea to the spectator. The reason, he explains, is
that the “imagination supplies all the parts which are lacking or unfinished and that each
person sees them according to this taste.”
Les Desseins touchez & peu finis ont plus d’Esprit, & plaisent beaucoup
plus que s’il étoient plus achevez, pourvû qu’ils ayent un bon Caractére,
& qu’ils mettent l’Idée du Spectateur dans un bon chemin. La raison
en est que l’imagination y supplée toutes les parties qui y manquent,
ou qui n’y sont pas terminées, & que chacun les voit selon son Goût.71

A viewer can also find pleasure in drawings by artists who have “more inspiration
than science.” By the term science, he means technical skill, as in the ability to render
convincing perspective.
To de Piles, the best drawings are those of truly talented artists that are a
combination of inspiration and technical mastery and these lose nothing by their degree
of finish. The amateur can find value in both finished and unfinished drawings, although
de Piles notes that viewers may be inclined to esteem drawings that are more highly

néanmoins un Clair-obscur & des expressions d’une beauté peu commune.” De Piles was
inclusive in his appreciation of the various schools of art: while many of his contemporaries were
advocates of the Italian and French schools, de Piles was a great advocate of the art of the
Northern schools.
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finished expecting them to have the effect of a painting. It is an error to dismiss
unfinished drawings, de Piles advises, suggesting there is significant value in the sketch:
“One should not reject those (drawings) that are only sketches, those in which one sees
only a very light Idea and the attempt to use Imagination.” De Piles finds these drawings
intriguing, because they indicate how artists engage their “first thoughts before digesting
them.”72
One of the most significant features of this innovative chapter of the Abrege, is
that de Piles names and categorizes drawings for the amateur. In addition to a discussion
of finished and unfinished drawings, the author identifies two additional categories:
pensées and études. Pensées, are the “thoughts” of painters as they contemplate a work
they plan to execute-- these are generally sketches. For a select group of amateurs in the
eighteenth century, the première pensées, or first ideas/sketches become highly prized,
because these are seen as representing the closest link with an artist’s inspiration or
creativity. In the aesthetic literature directed to the amateur, de Piles is the first to identify
the importance of the première pensée for drawings. Finally, études are studies made
after the grand masters are studies after nature such as heads, hands, feet and entire
figures as well as draperies, animals trees, plants and flowers.
A remarkable aspect of de Piles' analysis of drawings is the role that he gives to
the beholder in finding the artist's intention in the realm of the visual. The viewer, he
writes, completes a sketch or unfinished design in his imagination. This idea is not
72
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without precedent. Already in the fifteenth century, the phenomenon is associated with
Leonardo twice: it is mentioned once in his notebooks and once in the Trattato which
was likely compiled by his student Francesco Melzi from the artist’s manuscripts.73 De
Piles was certainly aware of Leonardo’s ideas, possibly having read them in Italian, and if
not, certainly in the first French translation of the Trattato published in 1651.74 Charles
Le Brun and the academic circles viewed Leonardo's treatise as an authoritative text on
art theory and de Piles makes ample reference to Leonardo in his other publications.
What may seem unusual is the idea that a viewer, a non-artist, can understand the creative
intentions of an artist. This idea had currency, however, and as Jean Starobinski has
noted, the eighteenth-century observer's pleasure in a drawing 'lay in completing
mentally, in a complicity of the imagination, the work that the artist had abandoned."
Indeed, the comte de Caylus would state the same in his address to the Académie on
drawings in 1732: “the inquisitive eye and the animated imagination are pleased and
flattered to finish what often is only sketched.75 Thus, the viewer's imagination was an
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See Robert Zwijnenberg, on Leonardo’s drawing, pp. 60 – 82. In the Trattato, Leonardo
suggested that an artist find stimulation for his imagination in natural phenomenon such as stains
on the wall or natural groups of stones. In drawing, he also advocated sketching rapidly
suggesting that the artist return later to the composition to see what the composition had become.
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Roland Fréart de Chambray, Traité de la peinture. Leonardo da Vinci, Paris, 1651.

Jean Starobinksi, The Invention of Liberty, 1700 - 1789, tr. Bernard Swift, Geneva 1964, pp.
119-120, as quoted in Eric Rothstein, 'Ideal Presence' and the 'Non-Finito' in Eighteenth-century
Aesthetics," in Eighteenth-Century Studies, vol. 9, no. 3 (Spring 1976) pp. 307 - 332. On the
comte de Caylus and his address to the Académie 7 June 1732, see André Fontaine, Les
Doctrines d’Art en France, Paris, 1909, p. 215ff. The text is reproducted in “Discours du Comte
de Caylus sur les dessins,” Revue universelle des arts, 1859, vol. 9, pp. 316-323. For a more
complete discussion of this address, see chapter V below.
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'active participant' in adding to the meaning of the work. According to de Piles, sketches
and premier pensées are the types of drawings that facilitate this practice best.
Familiarity with an artist's work is one of the key means by which amateurs can
acquire the skills of connoisseurship. To this end, de Piles recommends repetition and
variety. Both satisfy one’s curiosity, and, one can infer, develops amateurs’ skills of
attribution. “It is a good thing to have several examples from the same master not only
from his first, second and last styles, but also from the light sketches to very finished
drawings.” De Piles suggests that the purely speculative curieux, however, will not find
these drawings as appealing as those individuals who have some practice in the art of
drawing (la pratique manuelle) whose presumed familiarity with the practice of drawing
makes them capable of having a taste for this curiosity.
The final element that will assist the amateur in attribution is the ability to discern
“le sel des Desseins,” an awkward phrase, but one that probably connotes "essence" or
“character.” To de Piles, le sel, or character consists of the manner in which the painter
thinks of things. It is the “seal which distinguishes him from others” or his ‘style’ from
others. Character stirs the imagination and allows skillful painters to break free from the
slavish imitation of a master to develop their own style. To assist the amateur in
separating the good drawings from the bad, he instructs that “insipid” drawings should be
excluded from the number of bon Desseins. In this category are drawings with
compositions that may be “exact and correct” but nevertheless convey “coldness” when
viewed. Following de Piles’ earlier matrix of terminology, he is referring to a lack of
liberté. Another type of insipid drawing is one done more from memory than génie and
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by this he means those that are reminiscent of works the artist has seen and are servile.
And finally, de Piles deems insipid those drawings that are made by artists who follow
their masters’ style without enriching it.76
De Piles establishes an initial critical framework for drawings, prizing those that
show good imagination, style and composition. Significantly, this is the most specific
evaluative structure for drawings to date and is designed to teach what constitutes a good
drawing although his definitions are at times difficult to parse. According to de Piles, the
goal of connoissance, is to determine two features: the name of the artist and the quality
of the drawing. Bosse posited the same two fundamentals in the Sentimens.77 De Piles,
however, is more forthcoming in how one may accomplish this, suggesting that the best
method to ascertain the name of an artist is to have seen multiple examples of drawings
from the same hand and to have studied them with great care. From the study of
multiple images, one begins to form an idea of the style and practice of the artist, but
developing this understanding requires breadth of knowledge and clarity of mind to
remember details.
La connoissance du Caractére du Génie demande une grande
étenduë & une grande netteté d’Esprit pour retenir les Idées sans
les confondre; & la connoissance du Caractére de la Pratique dépend
plus d’une grande habitude, que d’une grande capacité...78
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A deep understanding of the fundamentals of the practice of drawing is the key to
understanding or determining the qualities of drawings. One can neither evaluate
whether a drawing is well-executed nor determine whether it is an original or a copy,
unless, according to de Piles, one has some manual practice of drawing. This is a point
that Bosse made in the Sentimens as well, but he believed that only artists could acquire
and display these skills successfully. De Piles' audience extends to laypersons, a
category which includes those with the means to acquire drawings and who may have
practiced drawing intently as one of the gentlemanly pursuits. In lieu of a number of
paintings and drawings to develop this visual literacy, De Piles endorses the study of
prints; they are plentiful, he notes, often very good at capturing the esprit of a work and
will shorten the time it takes to learn stylistic features of artists. Identifying the
usefulness of prints provides de Piles the means of transition to the next chapter De
l’utilité des Estampes & de leur usage.79
The chapter begins with a history of printmaking that takes as its starting point,
the work of the Florentine metal-smith Maso Finiguerra whom de Piles credits with the
first reproduction of a design by carving a metal plate from which he duplicated his
designs. Tracing the art of printmaking through Europe chronologically, De Piles’
history of printmaking jumps from Florence to Flanders where he praises the advances of
Martin d’Anvers in engravings. From there his history moves to Germany, where de
Piles praises Albrecht Durer for his talented work in both woodcuts and engravings.
Returning to Italy, de Piles characterizes Ugo da Carpi as a mediocre artist but one who is
79
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blessed with an inventive spirit. Da Carpi is distinguished for his woodcuts and his
distinctive maniére de faire des Estampes qui resemblassent aux Desseins de
Clairobscur. Several years later, after the invention of etching, de Piles informs his
reader, Parmigianino combined the two techniques to an admirable effect.80 This hybrid
technique is singled out by de Piles and as a concept and practice is significant for Crozat
and a later generation of amateur, as will be explored more fully below.
De Piles categorizes the types of prints for the print collector such as historical,
animal, landscapes, flora, maps, heraldry and identifies the professions that will find them
useful. Found among the professions he lists is Amateurs des beaux Arts.
He acknowledges that an undisciplined mind may be overwhelmed by all that can be
gained from the sheer number of prints available in the world, but with clarity of mind,
one can see their usefulness without confusion. Prints offer the viewer several benefits,
among them these three are especially useful: he can choose the subjects he wants to
study, refresh his memory of artworks he has seen and strengthen his knowledge or
connoissance. De Piles continues that for those in the Beaux Arts, the study of prints is
essential. For the painter, he notes that "tout ce qui peut les fortifier dans les parties de
leur Art."81 Everything informs a painter's art. Even looking at the prints of other artists,
will help an artist acquiring certain characteristics for his own style. For example, by
viewing the prints after artworks by Raphael and the Carraccis, an artist would learn the
80
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correct means of drawing contours. Studying prints after the works of Correggio would
teach grace and delicacy of expression. From Titian, Bassano and the artists of
Lombardy, one would learn the simple expressions of nature and above all their taste in
landscape. With prints, the entire discipline of printmaking can be displayed; one can
choose to look at engravings or etchings or woodcuts and in one sitting see the history of
engraving from Durer and Marc Antonio to the present day. The viewer is free to aspire
to equal these masters or surpass them. Finally, for those who have no profession, but are
honnête gens who want to form their taste for good things..."rien n'est plus nécessaire
que les bonne Estampes."82
Knowledge of artistic style can be gained, de Piles writes, from "leafing through
several papers and comparing the works of one master to another."
Ils en jugeront promptement par la facilité de feüilleter quelques papiers,
& de comparer ainsi les Productions d'un Maître avec celles d'un autre.83

Since it is impossible to assemble the same number of paintings to compare them, de
Piles suggests that prints be placed on a table so that one can easily see the works of
different masters, form ideas and judge by comparison. Thus, "by making these
choices... and developing this practice one develops an understanding of good taste and
will be able to distinguish the good from the mediocre."84 In addition, De Piles notes six
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good effects that come from viewing prints: First, they divert by imitation. Second, they
instruct in a manner that is stronger and quicker than words. Third, they refresh one's
memory in a glance. Fourth, they represent absent things as if they were present, things
one would see at great difficulty or cost. Fifth, they provide the means to compare
several things at one time easily due to the small amount of space they require, their great
number and their diversity. And finally, the examination of prints can assist simple,
hônnete gens in forming their taste about good works in the beaux arts.
De Piles offers several methods of organizing a print collection: One useful
method is to group prints by schools, then by masters followed by their pupils. Another
approach is to organize the prints by engravers without consideration of the original
artist, but by engraver only. Organization by subject or manner of reproduction is also
possible.85 In the end, de Piles notes, each person will find one way that is more useful
than the others.
Ces effets sont généraux: mais chacun en peut sentire de particuliers
selon ses lumiéres & son inclination; & ce n'est que par ces effets
particuliers que chacun peut regler la collection qu'il en doit faire.86

This concludes the advice on the graphic arts for the amateur in De Piles' Abregé
and the following chapter contains advice to the amateur on the connoissance of
paintings. The evaluative criteria are similar to those for the graphic arts: discover what
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features of the composition are good and bad, determine the name of the artist and
finally, decide whether the painting is an original or a copy. The arrangement of
“schools” of the nations reflects the order that one finds in histories of paintings from the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries: after the painters of Greek antiquity, the
historical arrangement shifts to Italy beginning with Cimabue, and groups artists
regionally and chronologically from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries. German
and Flemish artists are grouped together. The French School contains sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century artists. The text concludes with an essay on the varied tastes of the
nations.
Although he died in 1709, de Piles’ influence among the amateurs of later
generations continued through the several re-publications of his treatises. Most
significantly, his ideas on the practice of visual engagement with art were essential for
the culture of the amateur of the graphic arts. As the former “house theorist” of the
Académie, he served a similar post in the “unofficial academy” of Pierre Crozat where de
Piles' ideas would have circulated among the present and subsequent generations of
attendées at the réunions.
A highly popular book, the Abregé, was reprinted several times in London, Paris
and Amsterdam, over the next seventy years. The case of the English translation
published by an anonymous enthusiast in London in 1706 illustrates just how difficult
these ideas were to translate.87 The English version follows the French but contains an
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Anonymous, The Art of painting and the Lives of the Painters: containing a Compleat Treatise
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additional chapter on the English School of painters. In the preface, the translator
identifies de Piles as living in Paris and as one who "Designs (draws) and paints very
well himself for his Diversion, being not of the Profession, however, I doubt from the
Character of the French-School whether his Practice comes up to his Theory."88 The
English translator expresses concern for the interpretation of some terms “even French
Painters have assur'd me, that our author has us'd [sic] some [terms] which were unknown
before. I took the sense of those words from them, and it agreeing with that of the
Author, I hope we have nowhere mistaken him, at least considerably.”89
Unfortunately the text suffers from an error in translation that is symptomatic of a
larger issue with regard to the word dessein which can be translated either as 'design' or
''drawing'. The dual meaning of the word can be traced back to Vasari and Leonardo.
Translators are not always mindful of the subtle distinction in speaking about the specific
(drawing) and the general (design). The subject of Chapter XIII of the Abregé is titled
"Dessein" and it is clear that the “second part of painting" de Piles refers to in the original
text is “design,” as in a part of composition. On this meaning the English translator
agrees, though his understanding of what de Piles means precisely remains in doubt.
Chapter XXVI, entitled Des Desseins is clearly about drawings as the interpretation
above illustrates. The English translator titles this chapter Of Designs and writes as

the French of Monsieur De Piles. To which is added an Essay towards an English School with
lives and characters of above 100 Painters. London, 1706.
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though he is describing studies not physical objects. This leads to awkward and
misleading statements such as:
"And yet there are few Persons, who are curious about Designs, and among those
few, if some know the manner, scarce any one knows the end. The half- Criticks
have no inclination towards this Curiosity, because, having no sufficient notion of
the meaning of Designs, they have no relish of the Performance..."90

De Piles is plainly referring to curieux (or collectors) of drawings, not persons who are
curious about designs.
Cependant il y a peu de Curieux de Desseins, & parmi ces Curieux,
s’il y en a qui connoissent les manieres, il y en a bien peu qui en
connoissent le fin. Les Demi-Connoisseurs n’ont point de passion
pour cette curiosité, pare que ne pénétrant pas encore assez avant
dans l’esprit les Desseins...91

The English translation of this chapter is fraught with numerous mistakes in translation
and flaws in comprehension. Nevertheless, it was popular enough to warrant three
editions: the first appearing in 1706 as mentioned previously, followed by the second in
1744 and the third in 1750. Fortunately, An Essay on the Whole Art of Criticism as it
Relates to Painting and an Argument in Behalf of the Science of the Connoisseur by the
collector, artist and theorist Jonathan Richardson was published in London in 1719.
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Written for artists and collectors, the text is far more successful in its communication of
the science of connoisseurship, in part, one suspects, from its clarity. Richardson
included an explanation of terms that would have benefited de Pile’s English translator.
“Design”, he wrote, “in an enlarged sense, applies to the general conduct of the piece and
representation of the story...in its strict sense, it is applied chiefly to drawing.”92
Richardson’s text follows de Piles’ closely including chapters on invention, expression
and composition. In the chapter “Of Design or Drawing” he addresses the
misunderstanding of the two terms, so it is clear that he has read the writing of de Piles'
original text. Nearly 100 pages are devoted to the essay on connoisseurship in which he
follows the de-Pilian construct –based on a priori criteria, the points that a viewer should
look for to determine what is good in a painting: the identity of the artist and whether the
work of art is an original or copy. The text closes with an essay on prints with “Cautions
to Collectors and Criticisms on particular pieces.” In this essay, Richardson singles out
the comte de Caylus, one of the members of the Crozat circle, an amateur not a
professional printmaker, as one of the most celebrated engravers in making imitations
(copies after other masters), eclipsing his own countryman, Arthur Pond.93 Richardson’s
work was translated into French as Traité de la Peinture and published in Amsterdam in
1728.
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Richardson, 1773 edition, p. 263. Arthur Pond, his partner Charles Knapton along with Elisha
Kirkall were responsible for the chiaroscuro woodcut revival in England. This revival will be
discussed in following chapters.
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The Abregé stands as an important text written for the amateur in the theoretical
literature on art from the late seventeenth and early eighteenth-century writings.
Approachable and didactic, it is written in a style that the layperson could understand
with rules and guidelines for judging art, free of the jargon of rhetoric, it served to codify
aesthetic approaches for the amateur and inspire curieux to gain more discriminating
knowledge. The interest in educating a lay audience with regard to matters of taste and
erudition gains momentum in the first half of the eighteenth century in France. Similarly,
two additional types of literature develop there concurrently: catalogues of collections
and salon criticism. The interest in cataloguing is a logical extension of the literature that
de Piles produced here: learning what is good and correct in art can be followed logically
to the desire to form one's own collection and / or the desire to see what others have
acquired. These catalogues differ from their seventeenth-century antecedents that evolve
from the wunderkammer mentality of collecting-- the idea of having some of everything
from science to the arts, all that nature and the human mind can produce. The cataloguing
literature of the eighteenth century has its roots in an interest in the encyclopedic, but is
highly selective for quality.94 Catalogues of collections benefited greatly from the rising
interest in specialized knowledge such as provenance. Reproductive prints and the
technical advances made in their means of production in the later eighteenth century
make this genre visually engaging as well as informative. A rival literature is that of
salon criticism which actually derives from the former. Salon literature began as a form
of cataloguing, but as it became infused with commentary, sometimes impartial but often
94
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biased, a new form of literature developed. The two combined to make salon criticism
which had a meteoric ascendancy shortly after the 1720s in Paris. The type of literature
that de Piles produced retained its audience until after mid century but as aesthetic tastes
and interests in collecting shifted, this type of literature was less in demand. A taste for
antiquarianism and historical polemics as well as salon criticism replaced it.
Before considering the final body of writings for the collector that appear in
France in the first half of the eighteenth century, it is useful to revisit the lexical survey
from Bosse to de Piles previously examined. Who was the audience for texts written for
the layperson who expressed an avid interest in the arts? In the three decades following
the publication of De Piles’ Abregé, amateurs became more active as collectors. With an
increase in collecting, the world of the amateur began to intersect with the academic one.
As collectors became engaged in the aesthetic issues about their acquisitions and critical
in their knowledge of art, the meaning of amateur changed. As is often the case,
language alters to accommodate change and new definitions of amateur, curieux, and
connoisseur emerge at this time.
The Dictionnaire portatif des beaux-arts defines an amateur as:
“une personne qui se distingue par son goût et par ses lumières
dans quelqu’un des beaux-arts, quoiqu’il n’en fasse pas profession.
Ce nom semble particulièrement consacré à ceux qui ont du goût
pour la peinture et la sculpture.”95
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Amateurs were active as patrons and collectors, and as Saisselin notes, they played an
active and important role in the development of interest in the fine arts in the eighteenth
century.

Many informed collectors called themselves amateurs. The Académie royale

had already created an honorific position for laypersons, the amateur honoraire, a
coveted status that gave well-informed collectors certain institutional rights such as
addressing the academy at the Saturday lectures and participating in some debates. In
order to be nominated to the position, one had to demonstrate a sophisticated knowledge
of the practice and history of some of the arts, not just have interests in collecting. In
practice, one had to be a connoisseur, a fact that has led to the historical confusion about
the term amateur since connoisseurs made up the body of amateur honoraires at the
Academy.96 The position stipulated that the member could not be in trade; several
important figures such as Pierre-Jean Mariette and Jean de Jullienne sold their lucrative
businesses to free themselves for retirement and membership in this select group. The
Académie accepted amateur members early in its history; the first admitted was in
December 1663. Several notable figures in the arts were among the ranks of the
amateurs in the seventeenth century such as Andre Félibien and Roger de Piles. Their
voices were often aligned with academic policy, especially in the case of Félibien, but in
general, the amateur of the academic world was characterized by a devotion to the arts in
a learned way and expressed that devotion through engaging in scholarly projects,
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attending and giving lectures to the academicians as well as collecting. By the 1740s,
however, the term amateur began to take on a negative connotation with the rise of salon
criticism. Amateurs were among the many visitors who flocked to the salons to be seen,
often expressing opinions that were not in line with academic thought, and judging what
was good and bad in the art that hung there. By mid-century, the term amateur had
begun to have pejorative connotations. A contingent in support of the positive aspects of
amateurs, remained, throughout this period. The comte de Caylus, himself an amateur
honoraire, addressed the Acadèmie on what it means to be an amateur in 1748. His
discourse was aimed at a strict redefinition of the term that required of those the term
described as needing more involvement as patron and more visual literacy.97 This
entreaty did not have universal acceptance by the second half of the eighteenth century.
Diderot, perhaps the most audible voice of condemnation of the amateurs, wrote in his
salon commentary of 1767 “Amateurs, quelle une maudite race”.98
In the seventeenth century world of art, curieux was interchangeable with
connoisseur, but by the second half of the eighteenth century that was not possible. A
connoisseur had become an elite form of amateur, one who was knowledgeable not only
in a variety of subjects or schools of art but one who was well versed in the theories that
pertain to them. A curieux was a collector with no pejorative sense implied. Some
writers, Dezallier D’Argenville and Pierre-Jean Mariette as examples, refer to themselves
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See Goodman, John. Diderot on Art, volume II, The Salon of 1767, New Haven and London
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curieux, though they are certainly connoisseurs as well. The term demi-curieux does
carry a negative meaning, however, and implies not only avidity but indiscriminate
avidity or “collecting with half a mind.”99
The growing means of the bourgeois class combined with its self-conscious
concern with objects that reflected good taste stimulated a literature that offered advice in
creating appealing collections of objects. Already in 1700, Florent Le Comte published
his Cabinet des singularitéz d'architecture, peinture, sculpture et graveure ou
Introduction à la connoissance des plus beaux arts, figurés sur les tableaux, les statues &
les estampes which borrowed heavily from de Piles and Félibien's earlier works.100
Although it aimed at a complete history of art, artists, and technique beginning with
antiquity, the text focused narrowly on Le Comte's own collection. Drawings themselves
do not figure prominently in this work, however, in the history of the graphic arts, the
chapter on graveures is notable for its breadth and its recommendations of prints and
printmakers to be included in an ideal collection. In the years following the publication of
de Piles' Abregé (1699) and this work, several texts directed to the collector appear, but
these texts were geared toward the encyclopedic nature of collecting.
The next theorist of note writing on the graphic arts is Antoine-Joseph Dezallier
d'Argenville (1680 - 1765) who emerges as a principal figure in the development of a
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critical discourse on drawings. Son of Antoine Dezallier, a bookseller whose social
position rose with the purchase of the property of Argenville, the young Antoine-Joseph
advanced himself through the purchase of a number of administrative positions in royal
service; his final post was as a conseiller du roi. In 1709, D'Argenville (as he called
himself) published La Théorie et la Pratique du Jardinage, a text in which he aimed to
codify the formal aspects of the French formal garden. He further demonstrated his
interest in the hierarchical classification of objects in several publications on the
taxonomy of fossils and shells. For the Encyclopédie, he wrote articles on gardens and
hydraulics. His interests were both catholic and focused. Contemporary accounts note
that he was also a musician and composer. He was one of the true 'nobles gens' meaning
one who was 'noble' based on his devotion and taste for the arts rather than noble by
birth.101 As a young man he studied drawing and engraving with Bernard Picart (1673 –
1733) whose own interests in drawings likely exerted an influence on the young man

before Picart left Paris in 1708 settling later in Amsterdam. Picart himself had a
significant collection of drawings and these provided source material for the notable
Impostures innocentes, a collection of etchings and engravings after old master drawings
published posthumously in 1734. D'Argenville claimed to have studied under Roger de
Piles and based on his subsequent writings it appears that he saw himself as de Piles’
spiritual heir. Although no direct confirmation of that teacher - student relationship has
come to light, it is evident that as an ardent collector and writer on the arts, D’Argenville
benefitted from the company of those who were in the circle of the theorist, such as
101
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Pierre Crozat and Pierre-Jean Mariette, It is probable that D'Argenville knew de Piles
directly, the theorist spent the last decade of his life bridging the circles of the Académie
and the growing group of amateurs and collectors in Crozat's circle. When de Piles died
in 1709, D'Argenville was twenty-nine years old and from his writings on art and
collecting, it is evident that de Piles' theory and methodology was of great significance to
the amateur.
D'Argenville's family business was that of bookselling, a trade that by design
would have brought him into contact with other aspects of that world such as publishing,
printmaking and print selling. Actually, he claimed a closer connection to that world for
he was also the cousin once removed of Pierre-Jean Mariette; D'Argenville's maternal
uncle was Mariette's grandfather, Pierre Mariette (1634-1716). Pierre-Jean Mariette was
the fourth generation of the Mariette family to engage in the trade of printselling, indeed
his was a dynasty of print dealers and publishers.102
D'Argenville exhibited a sophisticated understanding of prints and drawings and
at his death in 1765 his collection numbered more than 6,000 sheets. Recent research has
shown that a significant number of drawings, paintings and other artworks came to him at
age 36 upon the death of his father in 1716, but even so, his own interest in collecting
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was considerable.103 At the sale of Pierre Crozat's extensive drawing collection in Paris
in 1741, D'Argenville was among a group of amateurs and print sellers who purchased
hundreds of prints and drawings. Their names are recorded by count Carl Gustav Tessin
(1695 - 1770) a Swedish diplomat and collector who travelled in the circle of Crozat and
Mariette with a taste for drawings and a penchant for old masters as well as contemporary
French and Italian artists. Evidence of the major buyers at the auction, Tessin wrote on
the endpaper of his copy of the sale catalog the names that he formed into two groups:
those marchands who planned to re-sell and those individuals who bought "tous pour
leurs Cabinets." Tessin lists the names of the most prominent dealers in the graphic arts-(Pierre Jean) Mariette, Robert Hecquet, Gabriel Huquier, François Joullain and EdméFrançois Gersaint.104 He also noted those who bought at the auction "tous pour leurs
Cabinets " Le comte Cailus [sic], Le marquis du Gouvernay, M. d'Argenville, Mr.
Nourri, M. Julienne [sic}, M. Lempereur and Le marquis de Cailleres. D'Argenville's
son, Antoine-Nicolas published two guide books for the amateur interested in the private
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art collections in and around Paris in 1749 and 1752 in which one finds a list of the
significant paintings found at the family home on the rue du Temple. Among the many
paintings mentioned was “un Cabinet d’histoire naturelle avec un grand recueil
d’estampes & de desseins des grands Maîtres.”105 At the time of his death, his collection
of prints was dispersed. Auctioneer Pierre Remy prepared the catalogue for the sale
noting that the collection of prints was considerable in number and superb in quality.106
The drawings were not dispersed until after the death of his widow; at which time, over a
ten-day period in 1779, more than 3,345 lots were sold.107 During his lifetime,
D’Argenville had boasted of having over 6,000 drawings.108
By the time of his death, D'Argenville had advanced the status of drawings and
the practice of drawings connoisseurship, not as a practicing artist, but through the
codification of a descriptive language for drawings as well as their classification. The
beginnings of this "system" were evident in a letter that D'Argvenviille published in June
1727. His 'Lettre sur la choix et l'arrangement d'un cabinet curieux' in the Mercure de
France,109 was a formula for outfitting the ideal cabinet of an informed and aspiring
collector. The avis to the article notes that this letter will edify "Amateurs of all the
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Beaux Arts, antiquarians and other Curieux de belle chose." The text advises on the
choice and arrangement of artworks such as paintings, prints, drawings, books and other
objects in the cabinet and is an important source of guidance for the amateur and curieux.
Having visited the principal cabinets in Europe and read widely,110 the author feels
sufficient experience in offering advice to his readers: Paintings should be the primary
objects in the cabinet, but a collector should guard against having a prejudice for one
country over another. It is best, D'Argenville advises, to have a mixture of good
paintings from Flanders, France and Italy. It is also inadvisable to have one artist
elevated over others, but better to have a several artists represented, all of the best quality.
D'Argenville expresses a predilection for Flemish painters due to their mastery of color
and design. Italians, except for Giorgione, Titian, and a few others, he deems the weakest
colorists.111
Regarding the graphic arts, D'Argenville advises collecting ten to twelve
examples of each old master and as many as one likes of the modern masters. Prints
should be put in a volume, each dedicated to one master. Having all of these works
together allows the collector to learn about the style of the artist. (D'Argenville footnotes
the word, Oeuvres, (works) as a term used among the Curieux.)112 He notes that it is the
custom of most Curieux and all dealers to organize prints by artist. An alternative
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method, he suggests, is to separate prints individually and organize chronologically so
that one can compare the early and later works in an artist's oeuvre. The difficulty with
prints, he notes, is that to organize them in the best manner would require three or four
examples of each one because organizing by artist is important but so, too, is organizing
by subject or engraver etc. D'Argenville proposed a better system of classification:
history by subject; portraits by social status; landscapes by country, and if one wanted
more order, chronology as a sub-filing mechanism. Quality, however, must be the
overall guiding principle of selection.113 In addition to bound volumes, the author
recommends three portfolios for storing larger prints that should be organized by Old
Masters (vieux maîtres) such as Durer and Mantegna, and anciens maîtres such as
Leonardo, Michelangelo, Titian, and the lesser masters. D'Argenville lists the artists and
subjects that ardent print collector should acquire. In these he includes such categories as
portraits arranged by type-- i.e. two volumes of men of the church, two volumes of men
of the sword for example as well as landscapes, history, religious subjects, grotesques,
theatrical performance, battles, seascapes, maps of cities, maps of countries and costumes
of various lands.
Drawings, D'Argenvile writes, are superior to prints because they are less finished
and to fully understand them requires a more sophisticated knowledge than one has of
prints.114 Paraphrasing both Bosse and de Piles, he writes that the collector must judge
whether the design (of a drawing) is good, if it is original and the collector must know the
113
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style of the artist. D'Argenville's prose is more expansive than either of the previous
authors; his collector must know the "particular touch (of an artist). It is like a singular
character of writing which causes one to recognize the artist."115 For D'Argenville, a
good collection of drawings by the best masters is like a school of painting.
The best collection of drawings would contain the following: six volumes of
general history and figures; two volumes of the best Italian Masters; two of volumes of
the best French masters; as well as two volumes of general history and figures for
Flemish; Dutch, German and English masters. An ideal collection should also contain
two volumes each from Italy, France and Flanders, Holland and Germany of landscapes,
seascapes, animals and grotesques. Finally, D'Argenville advocates dedicating volumes
to very fine drawings in pen and ink; views and sketches after nature; nude studies by
great masters; and architecture, ornaments, vases, theatrical scenes and other minor
subjects.
D'Argenville's letter published in the Le Mercure concludes with suggested
patterns of organization for books, shells, engraved gems, precious stones, porcelains and
bronzes. In this public address to the collector, the author proposes an organizational
framework for a wide-ranging collection reminiscent of the kunstkammers of the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. In the forum of the public broadsheet, the
theorist addresses general collectors or curieux, but at the same time, he was assiduously
forming his own collection of drawings. There he was developing a taxonomy and
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lexicon that would influence the discourse on drawings and provide a basis for a more
detailed and critical connoisseurship of them.
D'Argenville positioned himself as the heir to Roger de Piles' discourse on art in
the publication of his own Abregé de la vies des Plus Fameux Peintres published between
1745 and 1752. (fig. 2.4) The book contains 250 lives of painters and nearly one hundred
of those had not appeared in any lives of the artists prior. What is perhaps more
important, and certainly for the purposes of this study, is the fact that the author creates a
taxonomy for classifying drawings. For example, a stage in the creation of a drawing or
its purpose provides the means for identification. Furthermore, D'Argenville reveals his
intense scrutiny of a vast number of drawings by including characteristic features of an
artist's style of drawing in each biographical entry. D'Argenville's declares this new
methodology on the title page as the Manière de Connaître Les Desseins des Grands
Maîtres.116 In the introduction, D'Argenville identifies his goal to educate collectors on
the styles and periods of artworks as well as those of individual artists, following de Piles
verbatim in advice on how to recognize good paintings. In his discussion of
connoissance, however, D’Argenville both broadens the scope and refines the purpose of
the term. D'Argenville's definition is more inclusive; his ideas of connoisseurship are
fully informed by the writings of the preceding century but he is writing in a world in
which the study of drawings is prominent and discourse and discussion are continuously
evolving regarding purpose and quality. Building on previous writings, the text contains
116
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numerous marginal references to writings from antiquity to contemporary authors and
references to Pliny the Younger, Vasari, Sandrart, Karl van Mander, Malvasia, Bellori are
frequent. The reader is expected to have previous and direct familiarity with de Piles and
Félibien since in the introductory notes, D'Argenville comments that although readers
have requested a glossary none is necessary for most terms are already defined by
Félibien and de Piles' translation of du Fresnoy and those remaining are identified in the
margins of his text. This Abregé was intended to be a reference book or handbook for
collectors of paintings and drawings and yet the attention to drawings reflects an
unprecedented primacy for the graphic art in writings for the amateur. This fact confirms
the rise in the valorization of drawings in the world of amateurs and connoisseurs at midcentury.
"Infinitely superior to prints," drawings are the "first thoughts" of a painter,
the first "fire of his imagination, his style, mind (and) manner of thinking". In addition,
they demonstrate the "fecundity, the vivacity of the genius of the artist, the nobility and
elevation of his sentiments and the ease with which he expresses them". A significant
aspect of this line of thinking is that drawings are seen as closer to the act of creation and,
therefore, are directly linked to the ineffable quality of inspiration. To wit: in the act of
painting, an artist "corrects and represses the spirit of his genius" but while making a
drawing, he reveals the "first fire of his thoughts" abandoning himself to them such as
they are.117
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In addition, D'Argenville includes in his discourse a detailed description of
drawing media. The subject matter is more common in technical texts for the artist, and
is another unprecedented feature in writings for the amateur. According to the author, an
amateur must become familiar with drawings "à la plume, au crayon, & au lavis." He
explains that à la plume (or pen and ink) is the best method for rendering contours and is
sometimes used for hatching to create shadows. Le crayon (or crayon) is more common
for creating shadows, and the most popular are pierre rouge or sanguine, pierre noir,
mine de plomb (graphite) and a craie blanche (white chalk) used to pick out the
highlights. The white chalk is prone to fade and it is often necessary to mix it with gum
and apply it with a brush, therefore one calls it either blanc de craie or blanc au pinceau.
Le lavis (or wash) is applied with a brush that has been soaked in a combination of
chimney soot (called bistre), mixed with sanguine, bleu d'Inde or l'encre de la Chine.
This combination can be applied for shadows and softening bright passages. Some
drawings, the reader is told, have all three manières. The drawings that use sanguine,
pierre noir and craie blanche are called aux trois crayons. Finally, un dessein estompé is
created by dipping the crayon (pencil) into powder and then applying it to the sheet with
a small piece of rolled paper or leather.118
Perhaps D'Argenville's greatest contribution to drawings connoisseurship is the
codification of what can best be described as a critical taxonomy for drawings. All of the

avec laquelle il les a exprimés. Un peintre en peignant un tableau, se corrige & réprime la
fougue de son génie; en faisant un dessein, il jette le premier feu de sa pensée, il s'abandonne à
lui-même, il se montre tel qu'il est.
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terms were in use previously, but the author creates a consistent hierarchical framework
for them and provides a precise definition for each term.
All drawings, he writes, can be divided into five types: des pensées, des desseins
arrêtes, des études, des Académies and des cartons.119 Pensées are the first ideas
expressed on paper, these can also be called esquisses or croquis (sketches). These
drawings are often done quickly and can therefore be less than accurate and lacking in
proper perspective or other aspects of the arts. D'Argenville reminds the reader that this is
hardly a fault of the sketch whose sole purpose is to execute an idea quickly. In defining
how a sketch is made, he writes "Ces desseins heurté & faits avec beaucoup vitesse" and
in the margin, notes that heurté is a term from painting meaning a design which has
definite marks and little articulation.120
Desseins finis (finished drawings) are like pensées, but more "digested" and these
drawings are described by a number of terms such as desseins rendus, finis, arrêtés,
terminés, or capitaux. These drawings give a fairly accurate idea of the finished work,
providing such details that will determine the execution. Etudes are parts of figures
drawn after nature such as heads, hands, feet, arms sometimes even the entire figures,
draperies, animals, trees, plants, flowers, fruits and landscapes. The term académies is
given to drawings of figures drawn from life in conventional poses one might find in
paintings. They are done in order to render the contours of the nude body exactly. One
can also drape these figures and render the body's contours beneath (the fabric.)
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Cartons (cartoons) are large drawings made on grey paper that are the same size as the
work they are destined (to create). An artist traces on them with a tip over wet plaster or
they can also be used in transferring designs to tapestries.
D'Argenville urges the amateur to study the drawings of the great masters
because they are the richest source of the attributes that make for good drawing and
looking at a recueil of great artists is akin to private instruction. This bears a very close
resemblance to the ideas expressed by de Piles in his Abregé of 1699. The best
arrangement for the amateur, D'Argenville recommends, is
chronologically and by schools. Rather boastfully, his footnote indicates that he has
organized his own collection of 9,000 drawings in this manner and that it passes for one
of the best in all of Europe.121
Armed with an understanding of the rules of drawing and a practice of
distinguishing la touche122 of each master, the amateur will develop a visual literacy that
provides the foundation for judging matters of attribution. D'Argenville takes issue with
the Abbé Dubos, who wrote in Réflexions critiques sur la poésie et sur la peinture (1719)
that the art of determining the author of a painting by recognizing the hand of the master
is the most inaccurate of the arts.123 In D'Argenville's opinion, the most telling features
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are the small details rendered in a grammar or manner of expression that becomes second
nature to the artist but are most often difficult for a copyist to see or reproduce.
...la maniere de dessiner d'un peintre se distingue comme le caractére
de l'écriture, & mieux que le style d'un auteur.124

Paraphrasing Du Bos, both writers would agree that the sense of sight is the most
influential over the soul. The development of and reliance on a visual literacy is one of
the touchstones of the de- Pilian approach to understanding drawings.
D’Argenville assiduously comments on the drawing styles the artists, outlining
characteristic features to aid his readers in learning the elements of attribution. For
example, the entry on the drawings of Federigo Zuccaro illustrate this practice. He
begins by detailing the methods and materials typically used by an artist and follows
these by specific traits:

Rien n'est si facile à connoître que les desseins de Frédéric, les yeux
de ses figures sont pochés, les draperies lourdes & coupées, les figures
roides, le trait de la plume un peu gros, lavé au bistre ou à l'encre de la
Chine.
Il est moins spirituel que Taddée, plus maniéré dans les extremités de ses figures,
particuliérement les têtes qui sont coëffées d'une maniére
singulière. Ses desseins sont rarement rehauffés de blanc de craie ou au
pinceau, la grande quantité qu'il en a faite les rend très-communs.
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Nothing is so easy to recognize as the drawings of Frederic, the eyes of
his figures are black, the draperies heavy and short (cut off), the figures
stiff the line of the brush is a little thick, washed in bistre or black China ink.
He is less spiritual than Taddée, more mannered in the extremities of his
figures, particularly the heads which are coiffed in a singular manner. His
drawings are rarely heightened with white crayon or with brush, the great
quantity that he has made make them very common.125

As Bosse and de Piles before him, D'Argenville relies on three essential elements
in arriving at an attribution of a work of art: determine if a drawing is good or bad,
determine the name of the artist and ascertain whether the drawing is an original or copy.
In the evaluation of quality (i.e. good or bad), the author states that it is not possible to
determine this without understanding the principles of painting and to this end revisits the
concerns of both Bosse and de Piles who urged the amateur or curieux to attempt to
penetrate the mind of the artist. This pénétration d'esprit can be achieved, D’Argenville
writes, by repetitive visual comparison of drawings by the artist. The aesthetic qualities
of the drawing, l'invention, la correction, le bon goût, un grande jugement, l'expression
des passions, la pensé élevée, une touche sprirituelle, & la liberté de la main are the
elements of a "good" drawing, though one finds all elements united but rarely.126
Like de Piles, D'Argenville advocates comparison and repetition of drawings or
prints to develop visual literacy and only with a depth of visual literacy will the viewer be
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able to identify the artist's name or school. He explains that only by looking at many
drawings by the same hand does one come to understand the distinct characteristics of
artists. He applies the same principle to recognizing stylistic characteristics of a country
or school. To achieve this depth of knowledge, D'Argenville praises the importance of
reproductive engravings of paintings in developing one's taste and appreciation.
Memory, he writes is of more value than judgment in such cases. An idiosyncratic
account of what the author calls le goût de terroir or the overarching characteristic styles
of Italy, Flanders and France follows.
Finally, in judging whether a drawing is a copy or an original, D'Argenville
reiterates his belief that only an original is executed with a lightness of hand, a finesse
d'esprit, that is not truly possible to replicate. All copies are imitations and eventually
slavish in nature. An understanding of this fact, though difficult to demonstrate in
practical terms, he writes, will guide a viewer step by step to the correct judgment or
attribution.

A drawing that is heavy, incorrect, lacking in spirit and touch is sure to be a

copy.127 D'Argenville concludes his discourse on the connoissance des desseins by
noting that some knowledge of the history of art as well as some practical knowledge of
painting and drawing is essential. In having that, one can see how the practice of the
hand contributes to the formation of taste in the viewer.
Carol Gibson Wood claims that D'Argenville "was a curieux writing for an
audience of curieux"128 which rings true as D'Argenville, refers to himself as a curieux. A
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significant shift in the meaning of the term has occurred by the time of his statement,
however: a curieux to Bosse or de Piles was someone with interests in the arts but often
lacking in taste. This can hardly be an apt description of the audience that D'Argenville
has in mind. What sets D'Argenville apart from previous writers on connoissance or
connoisseurship is his idea of personal style that he sees as a "unified, positive expression
of artistic vision."129 Creative genius is at the basis of style and that both the way in
which an artist conceives of and executes those thoughts is what constitutes personal
style. A further significant tenet in his theory is that drawings are the closest expression
to the creative source, genius.
D'Argenville's chapter on the knowledge of drawings marks an achievement in the
literature on connoisseurship. It is the first thorough, written discussion of the technique
of drawings and it provides a lexical framework for use by collectors and academicians.
In addition, his text explores the concept of national and regional style, as well as
provides a combination of both practical observation and codification of theoretical ideas.
This text, written in the early 1740s and published in 1745 both stimulated and reflected
the practice of amateurs whose interests were focused on drawings. In order to
understand the practical applications of these theories, one must examine the praxis of
drawing collectors in the early decades of the eighteenth-century Paris and for that we
must turn to the collection of Pierre Crozat.
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The Collection of Pierre Crozat
and the culture of engagement with drawings

Pierre Crozat (1665 - 1740) was of the second generation of a wealthy banking
family from Toulouse. He and his brother, Antoine, moved to Paris circa 1700 and both
brothers settled on the Right Bank near the Palais royale: eventually Pierre built his
house in the rue de Richelieu and Antoine built his in the Place Vendôme. The two
brothers were among the most successful financiers in Europe in the early eighteenth
century. Their financial rise followed the economic depression caused by Louis XIV's
lavish programs and the drain of the Spanish War of Succession.130 Pierre Crozat's
affluence derived from both finance and real estate, and at his appointment as treasurer of
France in 1704, he was elevated in both pocket and status. His wealth was immense for
the time. To mention the name of Crozat in this period, as Thomas Crow has written,
"would have been to invoke the greatest concentration of wealth in France next to that of
the royal family."131 Renowned for his collections and support of the arts, Crozat was
among the most visible collectors of art in Paris. Like many other wealthy collectors of
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his stature, he owned paintings, sculptures, and engraved gems, and in addition to these,
he possessed an extraordinary collection of drawings that numbered at his death over
19,000 sheets. His was, in fact, the largest collection of drawings in Europe.
In her extensive work on the Rococo interior, Katie Scott addresses the rise of the
"new men" of wealth and analyzes the building and decoration of their houses built on
the Right Bank.132 As these commoners took their places in society, they consciously
embraced the full range of cultural signs to absorb and reflect: resplendent domiciles,
exquisite art collections, the gathering of good society and elevated discourse. In these
matters, Crozat satisfied all of the criteria, beginning with the magnificent edifice he had
built that became the locus for what was one of the truly unique experiences in the study
of art.
The architect Jean-Sylvain Cartaud designed and built Crozat's hôtel particular in
the rue de Richelieu between 1704 and 1706. (fig. 3.1) One of the notable features of the
new edifice was a magnificent gallery overlooking the garden designed to function as his
main reception room and to display some of his extraordinary art collection. With its
large windows and mirrored walls, the long, sweeping room stretched the width of the
garden facade, an overt reference to the grand galerie at Versailles. On display in several
rooms above stairs, near Crozat's private chambers were trophies of his diverse tastes in
art. Like many other eighteenth-century French collectors, he collected engraved gems,
bronze sculptures and paintings. Crozat's taste was primarily for Italian art but he did
demonstrate an interest in specific artists of other countries, and although he was not an
132
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avid proponent of contemporary art, when he died he had in his collection a number of
drawings (and a few paintings) by French artists. By the time he moved to the new
residence on the rue de Richelieu between 1705 and 1706, Crozat was already renowned
as an important collector and the owner of a substantial collection of art. His status was
confirmed in a number of contemporary sources where his name and descriptions of his
collection note the lavishness of his residence, his exemplary status as a collector and the
significance of his collection. For example, Germain Brice's Description nouvelle de la
ville de Paris (5th ed.) notes the remarkable decoration of Crozat's hôtel and the
importance of the collections it housed. In addition, Florent le Comte called him a
"grand amateur" in his volume on interesting cabinets. Both of these texts are part of the
burgeoning genre of travel guides written for tourists and they reflect the rising interest in
acquisition and display. The importance of Crozat's collection was singled out in the
second edition of Roger de Piles' Abrégé, the text written for the more serious
aesthetically-minded arts enthusiast.133
The resplendent interior decoration of the house signified the wealth and status of
the noble world to which Crozat had arrived. The simple plan of a large interior
courtyard flanked by smaller rooms enfilade on either side drew visitors to a grand
gallery of soaring height with a view onto the gardens from three sides. Tapestries and
ornate paneling drew the eye up to the grandeur of the painted ceilings and overdoors.
Katie Scott has noted that the bourgeois upward social mobility was "rarely thought to
have been matched by cultural innovation, but was perceived instead as merely passively
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reflected in the accumulation of things and the determination of 'new men' to grasp the
full encyclopedic range of noble cultural signs."134 Yet, while Crozat's hôtel was intended
to display his aggregate collections, its decoration, design and later modifications indicate
that innovation and adaptation were two motivating factors in the world Crozat created
on the rue de Richelieu.
Prior to the initial design stages for the hôtel, Crozat already possessed a large
collection of drawings. He was not the first to take an avid interest in this art form, but is
certainly the leading collector of drawings in his or any age. Both artists and collectors
of drawings can be found in Italy in the preceding two centuries, and it is Vasari who is
generally recognized as the first advocate of the formation of historical collections with
broad appeal.135 The collecting of drawings as objects of artistic expression had grown
in popularity in France since the 1600s, and during this time the two most renowned
collectors illustrate the scale of acquisition that came to characterize collecting in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries when drawings would be purchased en bloc.
By the 1650s, the abbé Michel de Marolles (1600- 1681) owned one of the largest print
collections on record for the time, some 70-80,000 prints. By the time the collection was
purchased for Louis XIV's library in 1667, it numbered over 120,000 sheets. At his death
in 1681, Marolles' "second collection" numbered over 110,000 items; among these were
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10,576 drawings.136 The wealthy financier Everhard Jabach (1618 - 1695) descended from
a German banking family who based himself in Paris, also assembled several spectacular
collections of art. He acquired drawings from many high-profile sales, such as that of
Charles I whose collection sold the year of his execution in 1649, and Thomas Howard,
Earl of Arundel in 1653. It was at the Arundel sale in Amsterdam where Jabach
purchased many drawings from Vasari's Libro de' disegni that Crozat would later acquire.
A portion of Jabach's "first" collection was sold to Louis XIV in 1662; this was a sale
willingly negotiated and the transaction concerned paintings and sculptures. In 1671,
following substantial financial difficulties, Jabach was forced to sell to the Crown what
was arguably the most important drawing collection of the century: 5,542 drawings of
great quality and 101 paintings which are some of the Louvre's most famous paintings
today, such as Leonardo's Saint John the Baptist, the Concert champêtre attributed to
Giorgione, several paintings by Titian, and Caravaggio's Death of the Virgin, among
others. Jabach's collection of drawings was culled from many of the most illustrious
collections in Europe and although it was noted for its size, it was also significant
because it consisted of works by all schools in France, Italy, Flanders, the Netherlands
and Germany, with quality as the chief criterion for selection. After this sale, Jabach
rebuilt his fortune and formed another collection that numbered over 4,000 drawings at
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his death in 1695. This collection contained the volumes of Vasari's Libro de Disegni
that Crozat would later acquire.137
Pierre Crozat, a friend of Jabach, began collecting drawings in the early 1680s
and remained actively in pursuit of them until his death in 1740. Already by the turn of
the century, Crozat had overtaken Jabach as the most avid collector of drawings known in
Europe, surpassing even royal collectors. Two of the best contemporary sources of
information on Crozat's collection of drawings are the post mortem inventory and the
catalogue for the sale of his collection which took place over several weeks in May and
June 1741.138 Pierre-Jean Mariette, a participant at Crozat's soirées from his early
twenties, had intimate knowledge of the collections and was an invaluable choice for the
immense cataloguing project. Preparation of a sale catalogue was the typical domain of
the dealer-auctioneer, in this case, François Basan. Already a leading connoisseur of the
graphic arts, Mariette brought the focus of his talents to bear on these projects and it is
due to his attention to detail and accuracy that we have an understanding of the Crozat's
collection in the detail that we do. In preparing the sale catalogue, Mariette created a
standard for the cataloguing of the graphic arts as well as affected how prints and
drawings were organized for sale. Moreover, Mariette's expertise in drawings
connoisseurship as well as his often-first hand knowledge of Crozat's acquisitions make
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these texts the most authoritative contemporary accounts of the collection. Furthermore,
Mariette's annotated personal copy of the sale catalog which notes the names of
purchasers and prices achieved for each of the lots, provides a unique lens on the
drawings market in 1740s Paris.139
In the introduction to the sale catalogue, Mariette notes that prior to moving to
Paris and as early as 1683, Crozat had acquired drawings by the French draftsman and
engraver, Raymond de La Fage. It is also likely that he had made some purchases from
the Jabach collection prior to 1704 as well and that these drawings were already in hand
when plans for the accommodation of his prints and drawings collections were discussed
in the building of the house on the rue de Richelieu.140 Mariette confirms that Crozat
bought drawings from Jabach's heirs but does not indicate when.141
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In the 1704 design for the hôtel, the drawings were housed in the premier or bel
étage and one needed to cross the entire length of the house before access to the upper
stories was possible. Crozat selected Charles de La Fosse, whose paintings decorated
several royal residences in and around Versailles, to paint the ceiling of the grande
galerie.142 The choice of a painter with a celebrated record of service to the crown to
decorate a private mansion was a statement of upward mobility and regal aspirations. In
this regard, Crozat was not alone: La Fosse claimed many private patrons of the noble
and royal classes.143 It could also have been La Fosse who suggested Cartaud for the
commission of Crozat's hôtel particular because the young architect had studied in Rome
and favored Italianate features in the design of his buildings a characteristic that was in
keeping with Crozat's love of all things Italian.144 La Fosse's influence was pervasive;
according to the comte de Caylus, he "presided over the general style of the building and
its ornaments."145 Of particular interest for this study is that La Fosse was an intimate of
Roger de Piles. In 1699, when the architect, Jules Hardouin Mansart became the
142
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Surintendant of royal buildings, he named Charles de la Fosse as First Painter and Roger
de Piles as conseiller amateur honoraire to the Acadèmie royal allowing de Piles to
function in the capacity of the de facto theoretician for the institution as noted previously.
La Fosse and Crozat were known to be excellent friends and had Crozat not known de
Piles before, this commission would have drawn the amateur and theoretician together.
De Piles' interest in establishing a framework for theoretical discussion among amateurs
(see Chapter II) found an advocate in Crozat.146 The financier's desire to display his vast
collections as well as demonstrate patronage on a scale commensurate with royalty, led
him to commission his residence with entertainment but also engagement of the arts in
mind. Crozat became famous for his Sunday soirées or réunions in which artists,
collectors and theorists came together to discuss the arts. These collections provided
illustration and support to the ideas that would have circulated among the attendées there.
The meetings began in these early years, increasing in regularity and lasting well into the
1730s. This created, in effect, an "academy" outside of the official Académie royale, one
not mired in rules and the repetition of doctrine or petty squabbling among its members.
Thomas Crow describes the group as a "shadow academy" that emerges as an informed,
intellectual artistic community centered on Crozat outside of the Académie royale.147 The
confluence of theory, curiosity and a culture that espoused discourse made Crozat's
residence the locus for a pivotal shift from academic structure and royal patronage to a
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more public forum of discourse between artists and amateurs of the upper levels of
society. In the person of de Piles, Crow notes, "the high artistic theory of the late
seventeenth century, comes to rest in the Crozat circle, while much of the most influential
eighteenth-century theory and connoisseurship have their origins there."148
Crozat's magnificent residence was destroyed at the end of the eighteenth century
but a few contemporary sources indicate what artworks were present in the rooms. The
diary of Jonathan Richardson the Younger and the après décès inventory allow a
synchronic view of the residence in 1716 and 1740.149 No extant records reveal whether
there was an overarching theme in the decoration, but one iconographic detail may be
significant in light of the connection to De Piles. As noted earlier, the galerie on the
ground or rez de chaussé, served as the grand reception room and it was through this
room that attendees of Crozat's réunions were required to walk before mounting the
staircase to the rooms housing the drawings collection. Much of the discussion of the arts
took place near the extraordinary collection of drawings, and their presence was
prefigured or foreshadowed in the iconographic decoration of the house. Certainly
Crozat's choice of the subject of Minerva for his ceiling decoration was unusual.
Mythological decorative themes more commonly depicted the subject of Apollo who
signified inspiration for the arts, or less frequently, Mercury, who symbolized the
148
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connection between the gods and mortals. Mercury may also be interpreted as a metaphor
for labor. Crozat's choice of Minerva as subject of his decorative scheme combines these
two iconographies into one, and perhaps, more appropriately represents the mind guiding
the hand in the production of the arts. As Scott notes, princes "habitually likened
themselves to Apollo" but that Minerva was equipped "better than most deities to
personify the theoretical superiority of the fine over the mechanical arts."150 The
invocation to Minerva does not seem so unusual when we remember that de Piles makes
a direct address to the reader to learn about drawing, noting that when a young artist has
learned to draw competently it is the ‘key’ to entering the domain of Minerva.151 The
artistic program declares that mind and arts are united in the spaces below on the rez-dechaussée, and on a metaphorical level the key to understanding the fine arts-- drawings-lay just above the heads of those visitors walking through the grand galerie.
The original design from 1704 placed the library, prints and drawings in the
cabinet on the premier étage over the grande galerie. One gained access to these
collections by entering the cabinet rouge, so-called because of the red damask wall
coverings, and mounting an elegant but not overly elaborate staircase. On this level lay
Crozat's private apartments and the northwest cabinet housed the library, prints and
drawings. Crozat built his collection of drawings through several large and high profile
purchases as stated earlier and by the time of the original designs for his cabinet he likely
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owned several thousand drawings.152 The northwest cabinet may have been sufficient for
housing the graphic collections for ten years beginning in 1704, but a turning point for
Crozat's collection began with his trip to Italy in 1714.153
While en route to Rome to represent the Duc d'Orleans in the purchase of Queen
Christina of Sweden's paintings from her heirs, the Odescalchi family, Crozat acquired
drawings en masse at his many stops through Italy. The negotiations with the
Odescalchis were complicated, and when these appeared to have broken down, Crozat
returned to Paris. Interest in his own collection, however, dictated the circuitous route he
chose on the way home. A significant number of his acquisitions on his return were
drawings, many of which he purchased as entire collections. In Bologna, Crozat
purchased drawings from the collection of Count Carlo Cesare Malvasia,154 which
included studies by Annibale Carracci for the Farnese Gallery. While in Rome and
Urbino, Crozat purchased drawings by Raphael; the 45 volumes of prints and drawings
from Canon Vittoria required papal permission to leave Italy.155 Many of the ties that
Crozat formed during this trip continued for the remainder of his life. These
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acquaintances, who were artists, dealers, librarians and collectors, were linked together
by the republic of letters, the large network of letter writing that forged social
connections among the intelligentsia throughout Europe in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.156 Crozat maintained interests in both business-- he was one of the
bankers to the Académie de France --and art collecting in Italy. Many contacts,
librarians, secretaries and other amateurs, would act as agents for him assisting with
research and acquisitions of art. In Bologna, he met Pellegrino Antonio Orlandi (1660 1727) a Carmelite priest and member of the Accademia Clementina, who had published

Abecedario pittorico, a history of art in the format of a "lives of the artists" in 1704. In
the preparation of a new edition of this text, Orlandi corresponded with a number of
collectors, artists, and librarians in order to correct and fill the gaps of his work. Crozat
was among those correspondents and Orlandi dedicated the second edition of his book to
the collector in 1719. In Venice, Crozat developed a large network of agents who
continued to actively seek information and artworks on his behalf, as well as befriended a
number of artists who would later visit him in the house on the rue de Richelieu, such as
Rosalba Carrierra, Sebastiano Ricci, Giovanni Antonio Pellegrini among others, who also
were sources of artworks for his collections. Given the sheer quantity of his purchases,
by the time he returned to Paris in June 1715, a complete modification of his house was
essential to accommodate his new acquisitions.
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In this sense, the term is used to refer to the linking of individuals through sociability and
common interests and not the Enlightenment Republic of Letters characterized by political
undertones, of which Voltaire is a leading figure.
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The octagonal tribuna in the Uffizi palace impressed Crozat during his visit to
Florence. The sumptuous display of Medici riches set against red fabric-covered walls in
the intimate space emphasized the many bronzes, sculptures, paintings and engraved
gems like jewels in a princely coffer. This room would become the model for the new
cabinet. The name of the architect responsible for the renovations is unknown, but Ziskin
and others have suggested that the responsibility for the changes lay with Gilles-Marie
Oppenord, official architect of the Duc d'Orleans.157 Given the relationship between the
Regent and Crozat, contact between the architect and collector may have occurred there
prior to his 1714 trip to Italy. By 1719, Oppenord had designed an orangerie at Crozat's
country estate, Montmorency, which renders more plausibility to the suggestion that the
architect was involved in the renovations to Crozat's hôtel to house the new acquisitions
in 1716.
The renovation at Crozat's created a new space, an octagonal room on the premier
étage carved from the two garde-robes at the top of the north stairs. The walls of the
original cabinet in the northwest corner were pierced, creating access to the two
chambres enfilade on the north side. This created an expansive space and a fluidity of
movement for viewers to move between rooms hung with paintings and sculptures on
pedestals and the rooms where the books, prints and drawings were kept.158 (fig. 3.2) The
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Ziskin (2012) p. 72. It is true that the design style of Cartaud was more architectonic than
Oppenord’s more decorative one, but Oppenord's career was also on the ascendancy. In fact, their
relationship was so close that the two planned and built a house for the architect on Crozat's rue
de Richelieu property in the late 1720s that the architect lived in and leased until his death.
158

See the original Cartaud design with the second set of modifications indicated in ink by this
author.
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art theorist and critic Louis Petit de Bachaumont, himself a member of the Crozat group,
made a sketch of the layout of the rooms in 1740. (fig. 3.3) Although the date of
Bachaumont's sketch postdates the initial renovations, the drawing serves as testament to
the large-scale reworking of the space that was given over to the new collections.159
In addition to Jonathan Richardson the younger's diary entries noted earlier, two
additional observations of the interior decoration of the octagonal room exist. In 1716,
Georges Le Rouge, wrote a descriptive passage on the cabinet in his Parisian guidebook
describing it as being lit from above by round windows. And in the 1741 Crozat sale
catalogue, Mariette described the decorative wall elements as "the ceiling of the cabinet
lit à l'italienne with putti seated on the sides of the windows holding attributes of the
arts."160 Studies by La Fosse now in the National museum of Stockholm and formerly in
Crozat's collection depict groups of putti holding attributes of the arts and sciences.161
(fig. 3.4)

Several are likely to be for wall panel decorations but one sheet of studies reveals

ideas for iconographic elements that are clearly intended for an octagonal space. (fig.3.5)
The sheet illustrated here depicts a pierced pendentive with a herm of the bust of Minerva
in the center, flanked by two seated putti placed on ledges drawn at oblique angles that
suggest an octagonal room.
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Bachaumont papers, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Arsenal Ms. 4041 folio 506.
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Le Rouge, Georges Louis, Les curiositez de Paris, de Versailles, de Marly, de Vincennes, de S,
Cloud, et des environs. . .par M. L. R., 2nd ed., Paris 1718 as quoted in Ziskin (2012), p. 73.
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Mariette (1741), from the Crozat sale catalogue, lot 1054, contains twenty drawings with the
subject of the birth of Minerva, "le sujet du plafond de la Gallerie de M. Crozat." p. 126.
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Jonathan Richardson the younger gives the most thorough extant account of the
cabinet octogone in his 1716 diary entry recording his visit to Paris. He remarks on
several of Crozat's drawings, especially those of Raphael and Correggio, the two artists
Crozat favored the most according to Mariette.162 Richardson's notes reveal a
sophisticated understanding of a variety of drawing media and their artistic effects. He
writes with carefully observed detail about the drawings and their display. There is no
doubt that the diary was intended to serve as a source for publication. Young
Richardson's primary and immediate audience was his father and therefore these notes
would have served a dual purpose-- as comparisons to Richardson senior's drawing
collection and as a guidebook for foreign travelers. In the "room built in imitation of the
tribunal of the Great Duke," the younger Richardson describes Crozat's drawing of
Raphael's Battle of Constantine. The information that follows allows a focused lens on
the information sought by the English amateurs on drawings in the this period:
Executed in "Pen, Wash'd and Heighten'd, well preserv'd;
the White much the same Pencil as my Father's St. Joseph.
This appears to be undoubtedly right upon a nice Observation
of the Feet, Hands, Airs of the Heads, & c. 'tis about 18 inches
long, and 12 broad: Of such Perfection, that every Part is
done with equal Care as any one Figure, or Air of a Head:
162

Mariette highlights Crozat's search for and acquisition of the drawings by Raphael in the
introduction to the 1741 Crozat sale catalogue (p.vii) as well as in the some of the individual
entries for the Raphael drawings in the sale. Lots 100-132 contained 215 sheets attributed to
Raphael, pp. 9 -14. Mariette also notes Crozat's devotion to the research on Correggio: "Les
recherches que M. Crozat a faites toute sa vie pour honorer le Correge qui étoit son héros, sont
connuë de tous les curieux. Le fruict le plus réel de ces soins, a certainement été cet assemblage
de Desseins, qui dans son genre est une chose unique, & qui ne s'est pû faire qu'avec des
dépenses infinies," p.36. Lots 335 -347 in the sale catalogue contained 154 drawings attributed to
Corregio.
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tho' 'tis not so highly Finish'd as that the Particularities
of Arms, Armour and Ornaments are inserted: those are
left to be done in the Painting. 'Tis in a Frame with Glass.
This drawing, which I believe may be consider'd as the most
Capital in the world, was at the Head of the Collection of
Count Malvasia, who speaks of it in the Life on Antonio
Carrache; it came afterwards to Signior Boschi of Bologna,
whose entire Collection Monsieur Crozat bought in his
Passage thro' Lombardy. Bellori in his Description of this
Picture, makes use of the Drawing (and the Authority
of Andrea Sacch. [sic] as to the Originality of it) to decide the
famous Question whether Raffaele [sic] had given the Design
of it, or Guilio had painted it of his Own Invention."163
also by Raphael found in a portfolio in the room a (fragment of a larger?) drawing for
Christ’s Charge to Peter:
"Seven of the Heads in the Carton of giving the keys, that
of St John Divine! and much as the Carton. Red Ch."164
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Jonathan Richardson, (credited Sen. and Jun.) An account of some of the Statues, Bas-reliefs,
Drawings and Pictures in Italy, & with Remarks, London, 1722. pp. 9-15, here quoted, p. 11.
Jonathan Richardson the younger made the journey and senior prepared this text based on the
diary, letters and observations in consultation with his son and others, so authorship of the text is
divided among several sources.
164

Richardson, 1722, p. 13. The “carton” referred to here is one of the ten cartoons commissioned
by Leo X for the series of tapestries to be hung on the lower register of the Sistine Chapel circa
1515. Seven of the cartoons had been in the English royal collection since 1623 and it is likely
that the Richardsons knew the cartoons from this collection. Today this composition is known
only through an offset of the drawing in red chalk (Windsor, Royal Library 12751). Richardson
the younger may have seen the actual cartoon while visiting the Bonfiglioli Palace in Bologna as
noted in the same diary, p. 31.
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It has been suggested that this may be a description of the drawing currently in the
collection of the National Gallery, Washington, composed of two sheets joined together
at a later date.165 (fig 3.6) Later on his visit to Italy, Richardson visited the Bonfiglioli
Palace in Bologna, where he likely saw the offset of the composition made by Raphael in
red chalk over stylus and assumed this was the actual cartoon for the composition.
Another note taken from the octagonal room attests to the extensive holdings
Crozat had of Correggio as well as the method of display, namely mounted on paper
board, framed and under glass:
Monsieur Crozat has about 60 Drawings of Correggio,
the most Capital of which is Wash'd and Heightened,
as the Notte my father has. This (as some others) is
pasted into Pastboard and cover'd with glass, which
preserves them without taking off any of their Beauty
or Force.166

Richardson’s observations are crafted so that his father’s collection is the constant point
of reference. Indeed, his father’s status as the leading theoretician on art in England,
makes this an understandable practice.
The young Richardson offers this concluding thought on the quality of drawings
in Crozat's collection:
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See National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, inv. Woodner Collection 1993.51.2. The design
cut in two pieces and rejoined. The Washington sheet depicts the heads of eight apostles, not
seven. Either Richardson has made an error or another sketch for the cartoon was made by the
artist.
166

Richardson, 1722, p. 13.
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As for his Drawings, he has of most of the considerable
Masters: Raffaele, Giulio, Parmeggiano, Correggio,
Rubens, Van Dyck, and Poussin, pretty numerous:
Few of L. da Vinci, Mich. Angelo, Batt. Franco, & c.
many of the Carracci, and that School: as also of
Barrocci and Paolo Veronese. In short, his Collection
of Drawings is I believe the Greatest in the World;
and though it has (as all others) many slight and
many small things, all are Good.167

These observations were written for an English-speaking audience and the extent
of circulation of Richardson's text in France is difficult to ascertain. One must be careful
not to equate the two audiences in terms of what information is of interest or required
about artworks in this type of literature. Contemporary Parisian guidebooks such as those
written by Brice or Le Rouge function more as lists rather than sources of in-depth
information.168 Later in the decade, this format-- artist, title, medium, size, and some
evidence relating to provenance or placement of the artwork in the context of the artist's
oeuvre – will be included with more regularity in art historical texts printed in France.169
The “salon briefs,” those lists distributed to the public who attended the Academie’s
annual exhibitions by its members, are excluded from this category. These briefs
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Richardson, 1722, p. 15.
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See note 31 above.
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This format is found in the Recueil Crozat and other print recueil from the later 1720s
published in France to be discussed below.
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typically included the artist, title, medium and size (not always the latter two) but were
not perceived as being records of scholarly importance.
Paintings and drawings were kept together, a fact Richardson confirms in his
notes of a number of exquisite paintings hung on the walls of the grand cabinet, such as
Raphael's St George from the collection of Charles I and Titian's Danae.170
The vast collection of drawings was stored on the north side of the house in four
rooms of the renovated suite (fig. 3.2) the octagonal room, the original cabinet or arrière
cabinet most likely the main room for viewing drawings due to its size and light, the
library and an anteroom on the other side of Crozat's bedchamber on the northeast corner.
The octagonal room opened directly into the library, which stretched from corridor to
corridor on the northeast end of the upper floor. Drawings and prints were also kept in
the second library fashioned from some of the rooms remaining after the death of
Madame de La Fosse, who lived in the hôtel until her death in 1737.
Based on Mariette's après décès inventory and 1741 sale catalogue, Crozat owned
19,201 drawings arranged in 202 portfolios at the time of his death. In addition to these,
there were 1369 engravings interspersed among the drawings and sixteen drawings
including sheets by Durer, Goltzius and Salviati that were framed and hanging on the
wall.171 Although he was not the first to do so, combining drawings with paintings was
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The St George painting by Raphael is in the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. and the
Danae by Titian is in the State Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg.
171

Hattori, 2003, assumes that the sixteen artworks that were hung on the walls were drawings. p.
175. At least two of those were pastels by Rosalba Carrierra. In the livrets du salon, a
compilation of the notices for each salon which includes the artists exhibiting and in which
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unusual in the early decades of the eighteenth century.172 It is not surprising, given the
depth of his collection and the value that Crozat placed on drawings, hanging them on the
walls would be a logical step in their display. This aspect of the valorization of drawings
will be discussed in greater detail elsewhere. For now, a more detailed look at the
arrangement and disposition of the drawings in the collection follows.
The inventory Mariette made after Crozat's death indicates that the prints and
drawings were stored in portfolios, and this organization was kept for the purposes of the
sale. The number of drawings in each lot varied and could range from 20 to 400 sheets.
Unfortunately, Mariette did not provide much more information than the number of prints
and drawings in each portfolio and the names of the principal artists. The primary
selective criteria was "School" The method of selection for classification followed several
criteria and the portfolios were organized as follows:

media, it is clear that pastels are considered paintings by an eighteenth-century audience. See
H.W. Janson, Catalogues of the Paris Salon 1673 - 1800, New York, 1977-78.
172

Colin B. Bailey previously examined this practice in "Toute seule elle peut remplir et satisfaire
l'attention: The Early Appreciation and Marketing of Watteau's Drawings," in Watteau and his
World: French Drawing from 1700 to 1750, Alan Wintermute, editor. exhibition catalogue, Frick
Museum, 1999. pp. 68 -92. This practice is more frequent by mid century as will be discussed in
greater detail below.
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School
Italian School
Northern School -- Flemish, Dutch and German-artists from different countries are not mixed with portfolios
but different countries can follow one another in Northern School

French School
Second:

Order of School
Portfolios of Great Masters placed first
Portfolios of Copies of the Great Masters
Portfolios of pupils and disciples of Great Masters second
Portfolios of less important known artists related to the above
Portfolios of anonymous artists whose style belongs to the group

Third:

Size
Large format drawings by various artists were combined in
portfolios and located at the end of Schools

Fourth: Subject Matter:
Portfolios could be grouped by subject and artist
within School category
(as in landscapes by Campagnola, for example)

Portfolios could be grouped by subject alone
(studies of animals)

Fifth:

Artist's Biographies
An artist's biography was given weight in determining what
school to place him under. For example, Raphael was placed
in the School of Rome.
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At the time, the most common method of storing drawings and prints was in
albums. Drawings or prints would be trimmed, then pasted down onto sheets and bound
in volumes. The Marolle and Jabach collections purchased by the Crown as noted earlier
were bound in leather volumes.173

In France and England, prints and drawings were

usually pasted onto backing sheets and bound into volumes. If the print or drawing was
of a large size, it might be bound itself rather than glued to a backing sheet. This practice
was not followed in Italy where prints and drawings would be inlaid, a procedure in
which a print or drawing would be trimmed, glue dotted on the recto of the image, and a
larger sheet with a window cut out smaller than the artwork would be pasted down on top
of it. The prints bound in the albums of the Roman collector Cassiano dal Pozzo,
assembled in the mid seventeenth century, are inlaid and the edges of the overlay sheets
are burnished so that they do not lift or tear. In addition to gluing on sheets of paper,
drawings and prints could be mounted onto card (a rigid paper that would support the
sheet while handling.) This practice was popular in France beginning in the seventeenth
century and practiced in France and England but not in Italy.174

Crozat used neither of

these practices for the drawings he stored in the portfolios; these drawings had no mounts
at all. Bauchaumont describes them as being rangés sur des feuilles de papier blanc,
perhaps meaning that the drawings were loose in portfolios but interleaved with leaves of
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See note 7 above. Mounting in albums was popular in France throughout the eighteenth
century.
174

See Carlo James et al., Old Master Prints and Drawings, A guide to Preservation and
Conservation. Marjorie B. Cohn, trans., Amsterdam, 1997, pp. 2-35 on collectors and mounts.
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white paper.175 Today, this may seem unorthodox to those who handle drawings hinged
into sunken window mats kept in a Solander box at the museum, but it may have been a
useful, if somewhat precarious, method for providing access to the recto and verso of the
drawings. Although the drawings would be touched, the recto, verso, and all edges could
be studied. The drawings could be passed to others, possibly on the sheet of white paper
Bauchaumont notes as support, and it is likely that the drawings were handled freely in
the Crozat group. An additional benefit of having the sheets unbound is that they could be
placed side by side on a table for comparison.
The manner in which Crozat housed and handled his drawings was already
advocated by de Piles in the 1699 edition of his Abregé. There, the theoretician
recommended that prints and drawings be placed in portfolios and not bound. As the
inventories prepared by Mariette confirm, graphic works were nearly always found in
portfolios.176 De Piles further suggests that the best method of gaining knowledge of
artistic style is in "leafing through several papers and comparing the works of one master
to another.... (artworks could) be placed on a table so that one can easily see the works of
different masters, form ideas and judge by comparison." In addition, de Piles reminds
readers that looking "instructs in a manner that is stronger and quicker than words."177 In
a practical sense, de Piles' legacy could also be found in the rooms on the premier ètage.
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Hattori, 2003, pp. 176 - 177.
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The exceptions to this rule were bound print recueil.
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Abregé, p. 82, see page 35, note 60 above.
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Crozat's mansion was its own academy with its own aesthetic dialogue, its own cours de
pratique.
The physicality of holding a drawing, of looking intently, focuses the body and
the mind in a manner unlike looking, for example, at a painted canvas. Walter Benjamin
stated that different media require different orientations for viewing in his essay,
“Painting and the Graphic Arts.” Benjamin observes that “paintings are held vertically
before the observer and mosaics lie horizontally at his feet, but despite this it is
customary to regard the graphic arts simply as paintings.”178 And this position, according
to the author, is inimical to the meaning that the graphic arts contain. The ideal position
for viewing drawings is “placed horizontally on the table”—midway between floor (on
which we stand and dominate) and wall, the position for viewing a representational
“other” or object. “There are two sections through the substance of the world: the
longitudinal section of painting and the cross-section of certain pieces of graphic art. The
longitudinal section seems representational; ....contains objects. The cross-section seems
symbolic; it contains signs.”179 To elaborate on Benjamin’s thought, when placing an
object in a range from table to the level of our eyes and holding it, we immerse ourselves
in the act of reading. The “content” is felt or perceived differently than when we stand
and view a painting on a wall. The act of reading is intimate, the body folds in on itself,
its absorption with the goal of knowing and understanding is total. Standing in front of a
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Written in 1917, but unpublished at his death, the essay is found in Walter Benjamin: Selected
Writings, volume 1, 1913-1926. Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, editors. “Painting and
the Graphic Arts,” Cambridge, MA, (1996) p. 82.
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Benjamin, (1996), p. 82.
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canvas, the body is neutral, and the gaze is free to range over the image. This is the stance
of the observational viewer. The drawings and prints that were passed about Crozat’s
table, were looked at intently, scrutinized: the viewers immersed in sustained and
“intimate” engagement.
Norman Bryson was among the first to articulate two different modes of viewing
in his study of classical European painting.180 The gaze is prolonged, contemplative (and
to Bryson, somewhat disengaged) while the glance is immediate (and again to Bryson,
brief, furtive, often carrying other messages). With no sense of the judgment or
pejorative taint, both modes of viewing were practiced at Crozat’s meetings. The
amateurs were gazing -- in prolonged, contemplative, consideration of the techniques and
styles of the artists whose drawings they beheld. This is the manner in which one
develops visual literacy as well as the rudiments of judging authorship. There is nothing
disengaged in this type of “active” viewing. The practice of the glance among this group
is more related to an aesthetic construct of Roger de Piles, the L’effet au premier coup
d’oeil.181 In the glance of first reading, according to de Piles, the total effect of the
artwork’s visual illusion and content strikes the viewer all at once. This is what compels
or attracts the viewer to visually engage more fully with the artwork. Moreover, de Piles
suggested that the spectator should be able to take in the entire picture – meaning and
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Bryson, Norman. Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze, New Haven, 1983.

Puttfarken, Thomas. “The Unity of Object: Vision, Harmony, and L’effet au premier coup
d’oeil,” in Roger de Piles’ Theory of Art, New Haven and London, 1985, pp. 80 -105.
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visual effect-- at once.182 The positive aspect of the glance functions within the Crozat
group: the gist of the drawing, its truth is revealed. In both modes of reading, viewers
chez Crozat were engaged in a new way of thinking about drawings and their production.
_______

Cultural life in France during the Regency was characterized by the rise of a
bourgeois public who participated in salons and literary societies that were separate from
the centralized life at court. Crow applied that model to the world of art, describing
Crozat's house as "a site nurturing the public realm in the arts."183 This setting was vastly
different from the Académie royale where the restrictions of the academic doctrine
dictated hierarchies of subject matter and the mandate that art express a moral or didactic
function. Instead, a convivial social scene evolved chez Crozat where amateurs and
artists practiced a sustained engagement with drawings. Not only did they theorize about
artists' intentions, successes and failures, but many actively engaged in the replication of
those drawings through drafting and printmaking.
In the preface of the Crozat sale catalogue, Mariette remarks on the generosity
with which Crozat made his collection available to amateurs and artists through the
regular "assemblies" at the hôtel. On a personal note,
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The idea of the viewer taking in everything at once is not an original idea of de Piles’, “....it is
better known as a basic tenet of what we have come to call seventeenth-century classicism”
Puttfarken, (1985), p. 97.
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Crow, (1985), pp. 39-41.
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Mariette attests that the long hours he spent there gave him much pleasure and were the
foundation for the knowledge he currently possessed.
On tenoit assez régulierement toutes les semaines des assemblées
chez lui, où j'ai eu pendant longtems le bonheur de me trouver,
& c'est autant aux ouvrages des grands Maîtres qu'on y consideroit,
qu'aux entretiens des habiles gens qui s'y réunissoient, que je dois
le peu de connoissance que j'ai acquises.....184

The amateurs who visited Crozat would also have come into direct contact with
artists, writers and theoreticians. In addition to the artists charged with the decoration of
the hôtel such as Charles de La Fosse who painted the ceiling of the main reception room,
the first-floor gallery and Antoine Watteau, who painted the series of the Four Seasons
for the overdoors of the dining-room, were among visiting artists and musicians from
throughout Europe.185 In 1720, the artist, Rosalba Carriera, her sister and brother-in-law,
the painter, Giovanni Antonio Pellegrini travelled from Venice to live with Crozat for
approximately a year. Another Venetian who came to Paris and spent time with Crozat
and the Carriera party was the amateur Anton Maria Zanetti whose professional life was
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Mariette (1741) p. xi.

Charles de La Fosse (1636 - 1716) decorated the ceiling of the gallery 1704-1706; Antoine
Watteau painted the four overdoors in the house in 1715-1716. Summer is now in the National
Gallery of Art, Washington, DC See Scott (1995) on the perceived socially redemptive power of
art which was a guiding influence for those of Crozat's class, the wealthy hommes d'affaires, p.
217-222. Ziskin points out that the Crozat brothers were thought to have the most humble
origins, but in fact, their father had been a wealthy banker and "capitoul" in Toulouse, a title that
conferred nobility." Ziskin, 1999, p. 42, note 30.
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greatly influenced by the persons he met in Crozat's circle especially the comte de Caylus
and Pierre-Jean Mariette.186
Julius Held’s seminal article on the early appreciation of drawings (1963) is
among the first works to note the social character of drawing collecting and
connoisseurship. Focusing on the changing attitudes toward artists’ sketches from the
Renaissance to the Enlightenment, Held described the group of collectors among the
circles of Crozat and Everard Jabach who met frequently to view and discuss the
drawings in their collections. Much of the recent literature on salon culture emphasizes
the role of conversation in facilitating connoisseurship. Genevieve Warwick notes that
early modern connoisseurship was a “communal, not an individual, activity.”187
Vasari discusses the collecting of drawings briefly in the Lives of the Artists; the
earliest collectors were artists who used them chiefly for study. Vasari identifies two
"types" of collectors of drawings and the uses of their collections overlap. The sculptor
Lorenzo Ghiberti had a collection of trecento drawings that he used in the studio as
reference material for himself and his studio. These drawings functioned primarily as
resource materials. Lorenzo de Medici was the first Italian collector of drawings as
works of art. His collection in the school of the Giardino Mediceo, founded circa 1488,
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A collector, draftsman and engraver, Anton Maria Zanetti (1679 - 1767) was a friend to both
Sebastiano and Marco Ricci and Rosalba Carriera. Zanetti likely met Crozat during his visit to
Venice in 1715 and visited Crozat in Paris at the same time as Carriera in 1720-1. While in Paris,
he met Mariette (or it may be possible that they had met during Mariette's Grand Tour a few years
earlier) and became one of Mariette's lasting correspondents, acting for him as agent in Venice.
His relationship with Mariette and the Crozat circle is explored in a later chapter.
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Warwick, G., "Introduction" in Collecting Prints & Drawings in Europe c. 1500-1750,
Christopher Baker, Caroline Elam and Genevieve Warwick, eds. p. 3, Aldershot and Burlington,
2003.
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included drawings and cartoons by such artists as Masaccio, Fra Angelico and Fra Filippo
Lippi.188 These drawings were circulated among the 'artist -pupils' in the school to
discuss, copy and learn the principles of their craft.189 Both the Ghiberti studio and the
Giardino Mediceo are early loci for the didactic function of drawings and the culture of
handling and discussion. By the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, with a wellestablished trade in drawings, collecting them was an activity shared by a diverse group
composed of nobles, kings, artists, amateurs, scholars and dilettantes.190 The flourishing
market in drawings created its own social network but the conversation that occurs
between buyer and seller may not always have been one of parity. The amateurs who
attended the Crozat gatherings, had only to bring their skills of observation and
inquisitive minds.
Crozat's mansion was its own academy, and those who met there to discuss
drawings engaged in a new phenomenon where laypersons engaged in analysis of the
graphic arts. Mariette describes these as occasions at which the "judgment and taste" of
those in attendance was refined by critical discussion of drawings and prints. Thus
Crozat's collection served the world of these amateurs in much the same way that the
conférences of the Acadèmie royale served its members. A new manner of engagement
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Vasari, Milanesi edition, II, p. 240.
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Vasari, IV, p. 256 ff.
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As drawings were being considered as objects of value, their physical condition
became of interest in some collecting circles. Held describes the two approaches to repair
present in the eighteenth century: it is known that Rubens often repaired and reworked
his drawings. Mariette admired Rubens' work, but the Richardsons described the
drawing as "something damaged by time and Rubens." Richardson, 1722, p. 79.
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with drawings developed here, however, one that was hands on and immediate. Roger de
Piles was instrumental in the development. With the engagement of drawings as a focus
in his soirées, Crozat had established the praxis to de Piles' theory.
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The Crozat Group:
Print Recueils and the Reproduction of Drawings

The shift from the private engagement of art as practiced at the Crozat réunions to
a larger, more public forum was made possible through the production of commercial
print recueils. Prior to the 1700s, the term recueil signified a collection or compendium
of printed material, but beginning in the early eighteenth century in France, the term was
applied with increasing frequency to bound collections of prints. Usually related to royal
collections in Europe, early recueils were often published in large or grand folio size
containing plates of images with very little, if any, text. The first illustrated catalogue of
paintings, the Theatrum pictorium was organized by the painter David Teniers II for the
Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in 1660 and catalogues of important collections appear as
early as 1642.191 Published in Antwerp, the Theatrum pictorium, reproduced 243
paintings in the collection of the Archduke, the governor of the Southern Netherlands.
Girolamo Teti published Aedes Barberinae ad Quirinalem a comite Hieronymo Tetio
Perusino descriptaie in Rome in 1642. A series of prints after the paintings of Pietro da
Cortona in the Barberini collection, it is the first book illustrated with reproductions of
contemporary art. Given its Latin text, it was clear that the intended audience was a
sophisticated, scholarly one, although it was not offered on the open market and was used
191

The suite of reproductions was published in four languages (Latin, French, Dutch and Spanish)
and in five editions, the last appeared in 1755.
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by the Barberini family in private gift giving. Produced on behalf of collectors, who were
often royal or of substantial means, reproductive engravings were sumptuously bound
and offered as gifts for the purpose of advertising and glorifying their owners' collections.
Rome was the nexus of religious, social and artistic pilgrimage and it is perhaps
not surprising that commercially-produced graphic reproductions of important
architectural and artistic features proliferated there. The public enthusiastically
purchased reproductions as riccordi of their visits. The august genealogy of what would
become known as the Recueil Crozat begins in Rome in 1704 with the Raccolta di statue
antiche by Domenico De' Rossi. It was the first image-oriented publication to be
accompanied by an informed text. Pope Clement XI commissioned the antiquarian,
Paolo Alessandro Maffei to write a detailed commentary. The information contained in
Maffei’s text was more than just artists and titles; it identified the sculptors, subjects, the
related ceremonies, and the ancient and contemporary customs for each statue. The
commentary signals an increased interest in mapping the historical context and continuity
of art and archaeology that gains momentum throughout the eighteenth century in
Europe.192
The true origins of the luxe print recueil are found in Paris during the reign of
Louis XIV. The tradition of illustrating royal collections such as the gardens, palaces,
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The interest in historicism as an approach to understanding art is more fully articulated in the
second half of the century by Winckelmann and others. At the end of the century, Emmanuel
Kant challenges the ideas of historicism in suggesting that art exists on its own merits and can be
experienced free of content. In The Critique of Judgment (1790), Kant stresses direct aesthetic
experience of a work of art without consideration of the importance of its subject matter after
which art could be admired for its sheer artistic beauty which overrides sacred or historical
message. See Kant on a priori judgment of beauty in Art and Theory 1648 – 1815, C. Harrison et
al., (2000) pp. 779-788.
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tapestries and paintings was already established in Paris in the late seventeenth century.
Often exhibiting high, but not standardized production values, these recueil were not
what one would call art books. The express purpose of these recueil was to demonstrate
the magnificence of the monarchy through display rather than engage amateurs of art.
Customarily, these early print collections were given as gifts by the king, although some
of the sets appeared occasionally on the commercial market.
The map of French print culture in the early eighteenth century can be divided
into three areas: a learned, scholarly culture that produced and/or read texts in Latin and
French; a court culture that was elitist and not necessarily learned; and a popular culture
that had neither social standing nor intellectual superiority but responded in varying
degrees to literary and artistic works. The graphic arts appealed to all levels and the
proliferation of print recueil produced in Paris in the early eighteenth century attests to
the interest of the creators of these projects to appeal to each stratum.
The first reproductive print recueil of paintings appeared in Paris in 1710. The
subject of La Gallerie du Palais Luxembourg peinte par Rubens Dessinée par les Ss
Nattier, et gravée par les plus Illustres Graveurs du Temps was the Marie de' Medici
cycle of paintings in the royal collection in the Palais du Luxembourg. As the title
suggests, the Nattier family first drew the compositions from direct observation in the
palace and these designs were then engraved in the studio by others. Neither
commentary nor descriptive text other than the captions identified the subject matter of
each engraving. Although this recueil was not expressly didactic, it celebrated Ruben's
achievement in painting through the use of engravings. In providing a virtual tour of the
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palais, the recueil also provided a visual component to the developing genre of Parisian
guidebooks.193 Moreover, this work was the first commercial recueil of a royal collection
produced in Paris. The demand for these prints was especially high, so that as each was
completed it was made available to the public, a practice that somewhat lessened the
impact of the finished bound product.
In the following decades, several luxe print recueil projects were produced in
Paris, among them Le Sacre de Louis XV a commemorative album for the coronation of
the new king produced between 1723-1728. In addition to these, two significant recueil
appeared in the late 1720s. Two amateurs, devoted to the graphic arts, organized the
reproductive print projects that by their scope and purpose elevated drawings to a level
that had heretofore been reserved for paintings. Pierre Crozat and Jean de Jullienne
conceived of two unusual and inventive recueil that pushed drawings into aesthetic
discourse. While the appreciation of drawings played a fundamental role in both, the
projects differed in scope: One sought to promote the most significant art collections in
France through image and text, while the other sought to promote the artistic talent of one
man through the visual medium of prints. Both recueils firmly linked graphic
reproduction to the practice of making, studying and collecting drawings.
When the sale of the artworks from Queen Christina's heirs to the Duc d' Orleans
finally concluded in 1721, Pierre Crozat received one hundred drawings in gratitude from
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Germain Brice published Description nouvelle de ce qu'il y a de plus remarquable dans la
ville de Paris in 1684. The book went through several editions, as mentioned in chapter three,
note 4, the fifth edition (1706) described the hôtel of Pierre Crozat and the highlights of his art
collection.
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the seller for his role in the transaction.194 In a letter to William, second Duke of
Devonshire, Crozat wrote that the Regent was delighted with his new collection of
paintings, and desired that a reproductive print recueil of exquisite quality be made to
publicize the acquisitions for "princes, des grands, et du public."195 Crozat undertook the
organization of the project, enlisting the assistance of Pierre-Jean Mariette and the comte
de Caylus, as well as a corps of engravers. The result was the Recueil d'Estampes d'après
les plus beaux Tableaux et d'après les plus beaux desseins qui sont en France dans le
Cabinet du Roy et dans celui du Duc d'Orleans, et dans autres Cabinets.196 (fig. 4.1) As
an enterprise, the Recueil project was both larger and smaller than expected: the original
intent was to publish reproductive prints of the paintings in the collection of the Regent,
but the focus widened to include paintings of the Great Masters found in French
collections.197 Multiple volumes were planned, but only two were completed: the Roman
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After the death of Queen Christina in Rome in 1689, Cardinal Azolini inherited her collection
of art. Three years later, Dom Livio Odescalchi purchased 7,000 objects from Azolini. Crozat
negotiated on behalf of the Duc D'Orleans with Livio's nephew and heir, Baldassare, Duc de
Bracciano Odescalchi-Erba Milanois. The purchase price was 90,000 Roman écus. See Le
Mercure, February 1722, p. 99-110. Unfortunately, the identity of those gifted drawings are not
known at present.
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The original intent was to cull paintings solely from French collections, but some artists were
not found in these collections, so Crozat sought additional paintings from important collections in
Italy.
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School (part 1) in 1729 and the Roman School (part 2) with the Venetian school in
1742.198 (fig. 4.2)
The Duc d'Orlean's paintings arrived in Paris in December 1721, but the
announcement of the project had appeared already in Le Mercure in February of that
year. The project was briefly mentioned as "M. Crozat le jeune fait aussi graver par
souscription les Tableaux du Roy, du Regent, & ceux des autres excellens Maîtres qui
sont dispersez dans les fameux Cabinets de Paris. Messieurs Watot [sic], Nattier, & un
autre, sont chargez de les dessiner."199 From February through April 1722, Le Mercure
published detailed descriptions and commentary about the new acquisitions in which the
public learned that the purchase entailed 250 artworks of "de toutes grandeurs." The
notices traced the provenance of the paintings from the Gonzaga dukes and princes
through Ferdinand II to Gustavus Adolphus, Queen Christina's father, who had looted
them from Prague. Among this group were paintings by Titian, Raphael, Correggio,
Veronese and Rubens.200 Christina was, herself, an avid collector, having acquired a
number of paintings in the sale of Charles I in 1649.201 After Christina abdicated the
throne of Sweden in 1654, she settled in Rome where her interest in classical Italian art
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was well satisfied. Her taste for works by the Renaissance masters was already known:
In a letter to Paolo Giordano in 1649, Christina wrote of the paintings seized from
Prague, "Apart from 30 or 40 original Italians, I care nothing for any of the others. There
are some by Alberto Durer and other German masters whose names I do not know, and
anyone else would think very highly of them, but I swear that I would give away the lot
for a couple of Raphaels, and I think that even that would be paying them too much
honour."202 She shared with the French court and other Parisian collectors the taste for
the classical Italian artists of the High Renaissance such as Raphael, Correggio, Leonardo
among others.
Several contemporary reports of the purchase appeared in the Parisian press and
these accounts indicate a target audience of readers with a taste for sixteenth-century
Italian paintings. These accounts also give an indication of contemporary taste with
regard to specific media and it is interesting to see how artworks are described for the
public of informed amateurs. The notice in Le Mercure of February 1722 highlights the
acquisitions from the Florentine and Roman schools. The author makes a particular point
of stressing the existence of reproductive engravings wherever possible. For example,
the writer notes that the number of reproductive prints made after the six paintings by
Raphael totaled over 750 engravings.203 The description of the painting, The Holy
Family with Saint John, reveals a concern with imparting critical information such as the
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Le Mercure, February 1722, 103. “Dans le peu de temps qu’il a vêcu il a pourtant fait une si
grande multiplicité d’excellens ouvrages, qu’on voit jusqu’à 750 Estampes graveés d’après ses
ouvrages.
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medium, the condition of the painting, qualitative analysis of the color and the
arrangement of forms. The entry concludes with the name of the artist who engraved the
reproductive print. The author also demonstrates an awareness of current and historical
sources on the painting and includes descriptions and comments about it in other
contemporary sources, finally concluding with the affective account that the viewer is
charmed before he or she knows the subject of the painting:
"Au reste, les couleurs, les carnations, les draperies, les attitudes,
& le tout ensemble de ce Tableau, sont un tel effet, que de si loin
qu' on l'apperçoit il charme les yeux, avant même qu'on en
distingue encore le sujet."204

Another detailed entry describing a small painting of the Rape of Ganymede,
explains the subject matter by recounting the myth from Ovid's Metamorphoses. The
author expresses his doubts about the painting’s attribution to Michelangelo, claiming it
is an uncharacteristic work by the artist. By the time of Crozat’s after-death inventory
there is no painting attributed to Michelangelo listed, so perhaps the author’s doubts were
shared and confirmed by his colleagues.205 While the doubt of authenticity seems out of
place in this venue, the observation is characteristic and the prerogative of informed
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Margret Stuffman's seminal article on the art collection of Pierre Crozat does not
record any paintings by Michelangelo. See "Les Tableaux de la collection de Pierre
Crozat," Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 6th series, LXXII, 1968, pp. 1-144.
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amateurs of the time. As noted earlier, the writings of Bosse, de Piles and others,
instructed amateurs on the criteria used for making these aesthetic judgments.206
The article also highlights five gouache (guazzo) cartoons by Julio Romano. The
subject of the set was the Loves of Jupiter and these were painted on paper. A particular
favorite of the author, cartoons were also of great interest among many collectors at this
time, perhaps because of the role of cartoons in the process between idea and artwork.207
By their nature, cartoons reveal the ideas and practice of the artist in the same manner
that drawings can.208
The March 1722 avis in Le Mercure continues this format of reporting on the new
acquisitions of the Duc d'Orleans, and here one finds described eleven paintings by
Correggio beginning with the Noli me tangere in which the author informs the reader that
"Correge a fait voit la rapidité de son génie dans ce Tableau," and mentions the "singular"
manner of Correggio with regard to landscapes. Eight other paintings are briefly
identified, but two paintings merit more discussion. The author highlights the painting,
La Danae, with several paragraphs containing an ekphrastic description of the
composition and in particular, Danae's body and the golden rain that falls on her. The
206

The tools of attribution become more systematized in succeeding centuries. To be successful,
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reader is told that one can only see the most sublime expressions, delicate "melting" of
colors and charming use of brush. The entry continues:
Les contours y sont tendres & coulants; le racourci merveilleux;
enfin toutes les pensées en sont ingenieuses, les airs de tête
nobles & graciuex, la beauté & la grace se trouvent par tout.209

How these effects are achieved is not explained, but one notes an interest in establishing a
"received" taste in the viewer. The reader is directed to study the engraving of the
painting by Duchange & des Rochers to understand the subtleties of the composition.
The entry immediately following regarding Correggio's Leda, notes that this painting and
the following have been "mis en Estampe par les mêmes Graveurs." In effect, these
entries pair paintings and reproductive prints, with no taint to the image represented by
the print. The entries also prefigure the print recueil that will be made of this collection.
Pomian notes the trend towards more accurate and detailed descriptions, as well
as a correlation between the status of an artwork and the length of its description in art
sales catalogues in the late 1730s. In addition to this observation, it is worth noting that
classification by school and placement in a hierarchy according to aesthetic value is
present already in the 1720s as is demonstrated by these notices.210 Moreover, the notices
in Le Mercure are descriptive and "print-centric" which illustrates the primary function of
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the print for the viewer of paintings. In the absence of a reproductive process that could
re-create a painting in color, the reproductive print stood in its stead without appearing
diminished in aesthetic value. The focus on the reproductive print in the text may suggest
the involvement of the young Pierre-Jean Mariette in its preparation. He is the undisputed
author of the entries in the Recueil as well as the 1728 announcement in the Mercure, but
it is also likely that he was involved in the early notices to some degree since he was
already active in the Crozat group and in attendance at the réunions on the rue de
Richelieu. Along with his father, Jean Mariette, he possessed a comprehensive
knowledge of the history of prints and printmaking and had access to the extensive
records kept by his family's print dealing business.211
The pairing of reproductive prints with paintings in the text suggests the parity
with which they were viewed at this time. In addition to sizes and detailed provenance
listed for the artworks, the author demonstrates an extensive knowledge of the world of
reproductive prints based on the specialized information included in the entries such as
the number and types of reproductive prints available.212 The ubiquitous nature of
211

The Mariettes were the third and fourth generation of a dynasty of print dealers and publishers.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, they formed print collections for kings and nobility
throughout Europe. The young Pierre-Jean spent two years in Vienna, beginning in 1717,
organizing the print collection of Prince Eugène of Savoie, who knew his family well. For
information on the biography of Pierre-Jean, see Bacou, Le Cabinet d’un Grand Amateur, P. J.
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reproductive prints is evident from the numbers noted in the text; for example, the author
reveals that 750 engravings after the compositions by Raphael are known. The text
prepares the viewer for what the authors hope the images in the Recueil will accomplish,
namely three of the six principal merits of prints identified by Roger de Piles in the
Abregé de la vie des peintres in 1699: the images will instruct in a manner more forceful
than words, act as aide-mémoires, and represent objects or persons that would be difficult
to view.213
Paintings of the highest caliber were chosen for the recueil and the accuracy of
the reproductions was of such importance to Crozat that he moved four printing presses
into his hôtel so that the engravers could work directly under his supervision from the
paintings themselves rather than after drawings of the compositions.214 Crozat intended
the recueil to be something distinctive and apart from other bound picture books of
paintings. This would be a book with high quality, faithful reproductions and erudite,
informed commentary that would celebrate the best artworks in France. To accomplish
this he drew from the royal and noble art collections as well as his own holdings. Among
these innovations, he also planned that this recueil give the same treatment to drawings.
The Recueil Crozat was intended to elicit sustained viewing of its images as well
as engagement with an erudite text. Francis Haskell suggests that the difference between
Crozat's recueil and other scholarly works is that its principal aim was to make art objects
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accessible to a wider audience of art enthusiasts.215 The fact that the book was printed in
French, not Latin supports this view. However, the centrality of the image combined
with the scholarly text creates a new type of display: one that evoked a sense of pleasure
in viewing at the same time that it raised the taste and level of information the viewer
possesses. The combination of text and image was not unheard of in either the late
seventeenth or early eighteenth centuries, but the role of the text in the Recueil Crozat
secures for the work a seminal place in the history of printed recueil. It is the first
illustrated art history book with commentary that provided a critical apparatus for
discourse. Paintings and drawings coexist in the Recueil in much the same manner as
they did in Crozat's cabinet, creating a mimetic performance of viewing and appreciation
of drawings through the means of engraving.
Mariette described the project in the announcement published in the Mercure de
France in May 1728: "This collection of prints from different Masters on different
subjects becomes interesting, in that it both delights and instructs; one can thus know the
character and style of each Master. Without costing much, one can form a complete
Cabinet, in which (one finds united) that which is of value to many others."216
Implementing the English practice of advance subscription, Crozat found interested
purchasers in London, Paris, Rome, Venice and Amsterdam. Because books could be
imported more cheaply than unbound prints, English subscribers had special terms; they
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waited longer but would receive two bound volumes containing the first installment of
sixty prints.217
As described by both Crozat and Mariette, the objectives of the project were to
delight, instruct and display. The Recueil also allowed viewers to share the experience of
collecting art alongside the great men of France by proxy. In his essay on prints, de Piles
wrote of their usefulness. He described prints as the "depositories of all that is fine and
curious in the world." Prints were the best way of forming one's taste by comparing the
works of different painters. The 1699 essay notes the six good effects of prints: They
divert by imitation; instruct more forcibly than speech; shorten the time taken to
remember things that have escaped one's memory because they can refresh with a glance
of the eye; represent the absent or distant (such as a city or historical event); provide an
easy method of comparing several things at once; and give the taste of good things.
Benedict Leca places the Recueil and the figure of Crozat in the early phases of a
crucial shift in the early eighteenth century where there was still a "marked recognition of
blood as the arbiter of the moral qualities of the individual-- including princely virtues of
magnificence, taste and discernment."218 An amateur such as the comte de Caylus, the
son of a mother who maintained a presence at the court of Louis XIV and by being the
nephew of the King’s favorite, Madame de Maintenon, moved between both aristocratic
and scholarly spheres. This period in French culture is characterized by a significant
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feature characterized by transition, one in which social rank bows to connoisseurship.219
The figure of Caylus is emblematic of how the interest in the arts cut through two of the
social stratum of French culture. One of the greatest connoisseurs to emerge from the
Crozat group was the print dealer and publisher, Pierre-Jean Mariette, a businessman by
trade, and yet, he and the comte de Caylus, were equals in their appreciation of the
graphic arts. The appreciation of drawings was the leveling factor in the cabinet on the
rue de Richelieu. Crozat, a wealthy man, but not noble by birth, amassed a collection of
"princely proportions" to which he directed his intellectual curiosity and passion. As
specialized knowledge became more systematic in the eighteenth century, the world of
Crozat's réunions functioned in practice as a microcosm of the shifting world of
information in France.
Crozat’s goal was to have the Recueil ready in a few years, but there were several
setbacks. The coronation of Louis XV in 1722 diverted many of the principal engravers
to work on a commemorative volume of the coronation, Le Sacre de Louis XV beginning
in 1723 continuing to at least May 1728 when the Mercure de France printed an extract
of a letter from Crozat to the Duke of Devonshire in which he complained about the lack
of engravers for the project.220
The death of the Duc d'Orlèans in 1723 forced the entire financial responsibility
for the project onto Crozat and although this must have caused him concern, it did not
thwart his determination for the project to succeed. In a letter dated 19 May 1724, Crozat
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gives a first-hand description of the recueil project, to the Florentine historian and
collector, Francesco Gabburri (1676 - 1742). Crozat learned that Gabburri, himself, was
undertaking a reproductive print project and was planning to make the engravings after
drawings of the paintings. Crozat urged Gabburi not to proceed with this plan, because,
as Crozat explained, it is always preferable to engrave from the actual paintings rather
than after drawings, because the drawings are also in the end only copies, and these have
less (ideal) beauty than the originals. Copies, he finds, do not excite the creativity or
taste of the engravers, and for that matter, he advises that "il vaudrait mieux que les
tableaux fusent gravés au lieu.221 He asks Gabburri if these are the same artists who
made the engravings after the paintings of the Grand Duke and if so, offers helpful
criticism: some of them [the engravings] should have been made with more attention and
better care.
This letter also reveals the goals of and progress on the Recueil project as of May
1724. Crozat writes that he is in the process of organizing the engravings after the
paintings in order, of forming different "classes ou écoles." The Roman school is just
being engraved, and, he tells Gabburri they are near the quality of Edelinck who engraved
the Holy Family painted by Raphael, which he is certain Gabburri knows, to establish the
level of quality of the prints. Crozat intends for the first volume to contain 100 prints, a
preface on the art of engraving, as well as an abrégé on the lives of the painters. Each
221
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painting was to have a brief description, a catalog of the important works by the artist, the
locations where the artworks are found and a list of those that are already engraved.
Crozat indicates to Gabburri that the project will be finished in the next year because only
twenty-four paintings remain and these are all currently with the engravers.
His purpose in writing Gabburri was to solicit paintings for the next part of the
project, the School of Florence. Because collections in France lacked significant
paintings by a number of the artists of the Florentine School such as Pontormo, Cigoli,
and Passignani, Crozat wrote requesting that the Florentine select the paintings of highest
quality and have copies drawn to be sent to Paris for engraving. The goal of his project,
he wrote, was to please collectors of paintings and prints. He also hopes that this project
will bring attention to the engravers who will make a name for themselves in their art.
Above all, he stresses his desire that the engravers create reproductions that are
unmatched in their accuracy and quality, “et pour les encourager á faire toujours de
mieux en mieux."222
When the first volume of the Recueil Crozat was distributed finally in early 1729,
it set a standard for the reproduction of drawings as well as influenced the standards of
book production. The prints for the first volume were distributed in two installments in
1729. When bound in its complete state, the first volume contained 140 reproductive
prints, and of these 46 reproduced drawings.223 All but five of these 46 plates were of
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drawings from Crozat's collection. The prints themselves were of a large size, expressly
designed so that the critical study of the artworks was possible. The overall sheet
dimensions in the copies of the Recueil Crozat consulted for this study are 530 x 385
millimeters (height by width), which in eighteenth-century book format classification is a
grand in-folio, the large format size of the recueil was intended to impress. The plates on
the sheets are generally 440 millimeters high and 215 millimeters wide.224 Thus, without
captions the images were 16 x 8-10 in. Marketed as an object of luxe, the book was to be
sold in two installments at 80 livres each.225
One might expect the preface of the Recueil to focus on the important French
collections or their collectors, but the introduction is largely about prints. The style of the
preface to the Recueil, traditionally thought to be by Crozat himself, is written in a tone
that is immediate and direct. It is likely that Mariette had an influence regarding content,
but it does not necessarily follow that he is the sole author of the preface as some suggest.
Crozat proves himself an articulate correspondent as his letters illustrate, so he should not
be disregarded out of hand as the author of this portion of the text. The preface has less
of the critical dimension of the individual entries that are more clearly attributable to
Mariette. The preface canvasses a number of topics such as the history of printmaking,
the problems of "copies from copies" (a point we know to be of particular concern of
Crozat based on his correspondence with Gabburri), and the need for more detailed
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The four copies that I have examined have all been bound in red Moroccan leather with gold
tooling on the cover with gold-tipped edges and marbled end papers.
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information about paintings than is typically found in other writings. Just as the book
was meant to give primacy to French collections of art, the recounting of the history of
printmaking in the preface foregrounds the achievements of the nation in resolving
problematic issues found in Italian and Netherlandish printmaking. The success of the
French printmakers, according to the preface’s author, is based on several traits, among
them the understanding that drawing forms the basis of any art, so excellent drawing
skills are essential to the craft. Furthermore, French artists strive to understand and
convey an artist's treatment of each element in a composition through drawing. The
author suggests that French printmakers arrived at the perfect balance of etching and
engraving in the reproductive print by recognizing that objects should be rendered
according to their own character and that not all effects can be rendered with the burin:
Les degradations de lumiere & les effets du clair-obscur
n'ont pas esté traitez par eux avec moins de soin:
ainsi tantost [sic] en se servant du Burin seul, &
le plus souvent en ayant recours à une maniere de
graver, dont on peut les regarder comme les autheurs, & qui
consiste à marier l'eau-forte avec le Burin (maniere tout à fait
propre à rendre les Tableaux,& qui plaist autant par le fini que
par l'art qu'on y peut introduire) nos Graveurs ont conduit leur
art a ce point de perfection où nous le voyons aujourd'huy.226

Thus, the mixed-intaglio technique (etching and engraving combined), the new technique
developed by French engravers, allowed for greater nuance in rendering the effects of
226
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chiaroscuro through successive and modulated etched lines while the burin could
reinforce the regularity of line through hatching and contour. According to the author,
the balance between the two techniques allows the French printmaker to render the two
primary aesthetic elements-- that of "color" or light (chiaroscuro) and line in any
composition by taking a part of what Northern and Italian artists do best and making it
“uniquely French”.
Crozat is confident that the quality of the images will be equally pleasing to
"amateurs & gens de l'art” and will be historically and stylistically edifying:
"lls auront la satisfaction de pouvoir sans sortir de leur Cabinets
comparer les differentes manières de composer & de dessiner,
ils y reconnoistront les divers estats de la Peinture & les progrès
que les differents Ecoles ont faits dans chaque temps.227

Crozat explains that drawings are included in the Recueil because "nothing is
more proper than drawings for discovering the character of each master" and [this] is
useful to curieux and to those who study painting.228 Special attention is paid to how the
drawings are to be reproduced: The drawings in pen or crayon are etched in the spirit of
the original and consideration is given to reproducing the "impetuosity" of the artist's
imagination and the strength of genius. Crozat assures the reader that the recreation of
the drawings is done with meticulous attention to detail, without omitting or changing
anything. The drawings in ink or in chalk have been "engraved in eau forte" (etched) in
227
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the spirit of the originals, following each trait. An interest in the process of creation
leads the etchers to include the pentimenti in their reproductions; the entire early process
of creation is a characteristic prized by de Piles as well as other members of the Crozat
group. The most unusual feature of the reproductive methods employed in the recueil is
the hybrid technique "re-" developed for reproducing the wash drawings. To reproduce
drawings of this type, Crozat wrote, it was necessary to abandon "la Graveure ordinaire
pour avoir recours à une autre pratique plus propre à representer tout l'effet de ces
Desseins."229 The revival of the technique speaks to the specific interest that Crozat and
his colleagues had in achieving verisimilitude in the reproduction of drawings given the
limitations of current reproductive practices.
The eight-page preface is largely concerned with a discussion of printmaking, but
nearly half of the text describes the techniques utilized in replicating the drawings.
Because the principal method of reproducing the drawings is based on the chiaroscuro
woodcut tradition, the preface includes the history of the chiaroscuro woodcut technique,
crediting its discovery to "Hugues de Carpi" (Ugo da Carpi) in the sixteenth-century
Italy. A detailed explanation of the process by which one makes a woodblock print using
contour and tonal blocks follows: the first plate prints the line of the figures and the
strongest shadows, while the same paper pressed onto a second plate leaves the basic
color of the figures, and the half tints or the lightest shadows. More variety can be
achieved by passing the print under a third and sometimes a fourth plate in order to
augment the shadows. In all the plates, however, the natural color of the paper remains
229
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where the wood has been carved away which represents the brightest colors. The author
identifies these prints as "clair-obscur," noting that the Italians call them "Estampes à
trois teintes."230 The "new" technique of printmaking displayed in the Recueil combines
both etching and the chiaroscuro woodblock technique. A chiaroscuro woodcut print is
created by the use of a black line block to create the design outlines and one or more tone
blocks that together create background colors, shadows and highlights. The "innovation"
that was developed for the Recueil Crozat was to substitute a copperplate etching for the
black line block. This renders a sharper contrast line and mimics the line of pen and
ink.231
The purpose of the recueil, Crozat continues, is for those who want to study a
school of painting attentively to perfect their taste. In addition, he notes, the recueil is
helpful in instructing young painters in technique through observation of the older
masters. In addition, biographical data is included as well as information suitable for
critical discussion. All of this, Crozat advises, will give the viewer connoissance
(knowledge) of the artists and their artworks. The text also places special focus on the
provenance of the artworks. And finally, in keeping with the print-centric focus of the
text, the history of the reproductions of the paintings and drawings is also included.
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A hybridization of the intaglio and chiaroscuro technique appears in Italy in the 1530s, both
Parmigianino and Beccafumi created the prints using woodblocks and the metal plate. While
there is only one extant print where Parmigianino used the technique-- Peter and John Healing
the Lame Man at the Beautiful Gate after a tapestry design by Raphael, Beccafumi made use of
the technique in a number of prints to create the effect of pen and wash drawings. For a
discussion of the chiaroscuro woodcut tradition in Italy, see David Landau and Peter Parshall, The
Renaissance Print 1470- 1550. New Haven and London, 1994, pp. 269-270.
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The text for the first volume follows the heading Abregé de la Vie des Peintres de
l'Ecole Romaine, et Description de Leurs Tableaux et Desseins. The original plan was to
divide the art of Europe into national schools and subdivide these into regions that would
be then be organized chronologically. The first volume following this formula to appear
was the Roman School. Within the regional school, masters are followed by lesser artists
and with regard to medium, paintings appear first, followed by drawings. Since only the
Roman and Venetian volumes were completed, it is difficult to infer a hierarchical
structure to the Italian regional schools. Even so, it is likely not coincidence that the first
two volumes produced, the Roman and Venetian schools, represent a balance between
line and color, visually settling the debate between the two aesthetics that dominated
academic circles since Vasari.
A few examples of the descriptive text and the quality of reproductions will
demonstrate the structure of the book and reveal the character of its layout and design as
well as give a sense of the sophisticated content of Mariette’s entries. Crozat was not
adverse to seeking designs of artworks from other sources, as noted previously, and his
desire to publish a chronological view of Roman painting led him to search elsewhere for
representations of paintings from Roman antiquity since there were no representations of
them in France. Therefore, the first two engravings in the Recueil represent wall
paintings from antiquity in the Barberini Palace in Rome produced by the engraver Jean
Jerome Frezza. Unfortunately, these engravings are not an auspicious beginning to this
extraordinary book; the figures lack subtle modeling and the overall effect is static and
flat. These plates are followed by an engraving of the Lamentation or (Jesus Christ au
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Tombeau) painted by Perugino from the Cabinet of the Duc d'Orleans. In addition to the
artist, title and the present collection, the caption indicates that the painting is on wood
with a height of 5 pieds and width of 5 pieds, 3 pouces.232 In the text, the entry on
Perugino begins with brief accounts of the artist's early years in Florence studying with
Leonardo da Vinci under Andrea del Verocchio and his later years working in the
Vatican in Rome. The biographical entry concludes with a short paragraph on Perugino's
style of painting that Mariette deems dry. His knowledge of the artist’s oeuvre and the
locations of examples of the artist’s work is thorough: Mariette informs readers that while
all types of paintings could be found by Perugino in Italy, the only paintings by the artist
in France are painted on wood.
Mariette's method of criticism exhibits an awareness of period style, in his entry
on Perugino's Entombment, he notes "the figures of this painting are nearly as large as in
nature: the composition is simple and "un peu Gothique." He notes the graciousness and
naiveté of the heads, and the beauty of the brush and the colors."233 Mariette adds a
detailed provenance for the painting, noting that it was commissioned by Claude
Gouffier, Duc de Roannes, (Duc de Rohan) grand Ecuyer of France who died in 1570,
and whose arms are present in the painting together with those of his first wife,
Jacqueline de la Tremoüille.
Next follows the first reproduction of a drawing. (fig. 4.3) The subject is the
lamentation of Christ, titled Jesus-Christ Descendu de la Croix. Mariette records the
232
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medium of the drawing as pen and ink. He also notes that it was the "premier pensée" of
the artist and was formerly in the cabinet of the comte Malvasia (of Bologna) now in the
cabinet Crozat.234 The corresponding plate for this entry is an etching (no. 3*) by the
Comte de Caylus, (who is never fully named in the book, but is noted as Mr le Comte de
C or more often as Mr le C. . . de C. . .).235 The figures appear lightly rendered as one
would expect of a sketch, however, Perugino’s talents as a draftsman are not so easily
conveyed by Caylus’ reproduction which exhibits capable line but no subtlety.
The first chiaroscuro woodcut print (no. 3**) is after a drawing of L'Invention de
la Croix by Pinturicchio, who follows Perugino as his student. (fig.4.4 ) Mariette's entry
on this drawing is brief: He notes that it is a finished study (assez fini) made with brush
and wash formerly in the cabinet of Canon Vittoria. The caption lists the title, artist,
location and indicates that it was engraved in wood by Nicolas le Sueur. Le Sueur (1691
- 1764) cut all of the woodblocks for the thirty chiaroscuro prints found in both volumes
of the Recueil Crozat. The black and white image illustrates especially well the layering
effect of the several tonal blocks. The first block establishes the black contour lines for
the forms and the background color, while two successive plates lay-in the middle tone
and darkest shadows. The effect of white heightening is produced by the negative space
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The comte de Caylus provided the visual component for the entries on drawings. He
etched many of the plates for the drawing reproductions and nearly all of those etched
plates used for the mixed chiaroscuro plates. Caylus' etchings of pen and ink drawings
included numbers 3, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 65, 68, 69, 70, 78, and sanguine, 37;
ink or chalk with white chalk highlights nos. 3** and 76; and brown ink wash with white
heightening 38,39,40,44,65, 67,71, 78, 79, 83.
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of carved away block. This reproduction demonstrates the effectiveness of the
chiaroscuro technique to evoke the feeling of wash and heightening.
Plate 41 illustrates the dual technique of etching and engraving after the drawing
by Raphael depicting Christ carried to the tomb. Comparing the print (fig. 4.5) with the
drawing (fig. 4.6) demonstrates the attention to detail that Caylus paid to rendering the
delicate drawing of Raphael. There is much more refinement in the execution of this print
etched in reverse, than in that of the copy after Perugino (fig. 4.3). Caylus, whose heavy
handling of the needle creates a thicker line, strives for delicate shadows rendered
through cross-hatching. Caylus recreates all of the hatching in the same pattern and
degree as Raphael, as one can see for example, in the chest of the man holding Christ’s
legs and Christ’s chest as well. Caylus is not quite as delicate as Raphael, however, and
the slight “whispers” of figures (or pentimenti) on either side of the composition in the
drawing are etched more deliberately in the print. One senses that every figure, gesture,
and line in the drawing has been studied and considered by Caylus.
The hybrid chiaroscuro print was an effective solution for reproducing images
that could not be best served by etching or engraving alone. Paul-Ponce-Antoine Robert
is generally acknowledged as the originator of the technique. Robert etched Plate 131 in
the Recueil (fig.4.7) after the drawing, The Assumption of the Virgin by Giuseppe Passeri
while Nicolas Le Sueur carved the woodblocks. This reproduction, in particular,
demonstrates just how effective the etching and woodblock combination can be when two
colors are used. A comparison of the two plates, nos. 44 (fig. 4.8) and 67 (fig. 4.9) serves
to illustrate the difference in the etching skills of the professional artist, Robert, and the
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amateur etcher, Caylus. Robert etched the Studies for the painting of the School of
Athens from a composition by Raphael and Caylus etched Timoclé judged by Alexander
after a drawing by Perugino. In Robert’s print, the figures are delicately rendered
through contour and hatching, convincingly modeled in “space”. Caylus’ figures are
dominated by their contours that are more lively than the figures that they define. While
Caylus is not an inspired artist and his interpretations are limited by his abilities, he
demonstrates the interest of the amateur of drawings to experience the creative act. In the
act of re-producing, he re-conceives and re-creates the artworks of the great masters.
In examining the Recueil, the viewer moves back and forth between the
reproductions and an erudite text. The text is generally acknowledged to be by Mariette
and one of his key contributions to the entire work is his descriptive method. The entries
are characterized by formal analysis, yet there is less interest in subject matter than in
materials and attribution. Some of the entries are more scholarly than one would expect
from a book targeted for wide audience appeal. For example, the entry on Raphael is the
lengthiest in the book and reflects a wide-ranging command of the theoretical literature,
provenance, and subject of Raphael by its author. A close reading of the text reveals that
Mariette read widely from historical treatises on art. The entry is densely written and the
marginal references are extensive, footnoted texts are historical and contemporary:
Vasari and Bellori are the most referenced authors, as well as Dolce, de Piles, and
Condivi among others.
The entries on drawings establish them as historical objects alongside paintings;
this kind of parity existed only in the cabinet of Crozat but was now codified in the
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Recueil. In addition to being valued as historical objects, the drawings were also points
of access for understanding the creativity, inspiration, in short the "mind" of the artist
who created them: traits which were not always directly evident in paintings. The May
1728 notice in the Mercure de France made this precept explicit for he public:
Les desseins sont, pour ainsi parler, la pierre de touche
pour parvenir à la connoissance du degré de merite de
chaque Autheur [sic]: chacun s'y donne pour ce qu'il est,
sans pouvoir se déguiser.236

In addition to being the point of access for understanding the quality or value of the
artist's talent, the selected drawings are significant because they reveal something of the
artist's process. The highest praise in the text is reserved for the premières idées, for they
are conceived, as Mariette notes, at the time when the esprits sont plus en mouvement and
they have not yet been weakened by second thoughts.237
By the time the second volume with text was issued, the project had dissipated
due to a number of factors. Paul-Ponce-Antoine Robert completed forty-two plates for
the second volume before his death in 1733 and these were distributed without text
sometime after that event. Crozat died in 1740 and Mariette catalogued the plates in his
possession for the estate auction that took place the following year. The complete set of
plates for both the Roman School (140 plates as lots 1-137) and the Venetian School (42
plates as lots 1 - 42) were listed in the sale catalogue, Description sommaire des Desseins
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des Grands Maistres du Cabinet de Feu M. Crozat. The plates for all of the reproductions
were sold together. In addition to the plates, approximately 400 printed sheets with text
on large- and small-sized paper, 36 finished drawings made for this suite (already
engraved, and nine drawings which had not yet been engraved were added in the group.238
An association of booksellers acquired the plates at the auction. Fortunately,
Mariette completed the text and put the second volume in its proper order. The final
volume of the ambitious project containing the second part of Roman school and the
Venetian school was published and distributed in 1742. (fig. 4.10) Only two drawings
were reproduced in volume two and these were two chiaroscuro woodblock prints by
Nicolas le Sueur. Plate 42, after a drawing by Paolo Farniati, (fig. 4.11) stands as the last
reproduction of a drawing in the Recueil. The chiaroscuro woodblock technique is most
effective in reproducing wash drawings but on its own the contour lines appear thick and
stagnant. In this case, Caylus’ etched line (his contribution to the hybrid-technique)
would have rendered this a more compelling print. Unfortunately by the 1730s, Caylus
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was no longer associated with project, and this could be the reason for the paucity of
drawings in the second edition.239
François Basan, print seller and auctioneer, published a second edition of the
Recueil in 1763. (fig. 4.12) In this edition, some of the woodcut images that had been
carved by Le Sueur and Robert were replaced by images created by Philippe Charpentier
using the new technique of aquatint. This newly developed method, known as manière
de lavis, used resin melted on a plate dipped into acid for varying lengths of time to
achieve lighter or darker tones. Although Basan declared that this new technique was
better at reproducing the wash effect of the drawings, this reproduction is less expressive
than the chiaroscuro woodcut prints used in the earlier edition. Comparing the plate by
Charpentier of The Fall of Phaeton after a drawing by the Cavaliere d’Arpino (fig. 4.13)
with that of the combined etching and woodcut technique by Caylus and Le Sueur from
the 1729 edition (fig. 4.14) illustrates the differences in the two techniques. The aquatint
plate has only one application of color while the additional blocks of the chiaroscuro
technique provide a tonal range much more descriptive of the forms.
The revival of the chiaroscuro woodcut technique rapidly spread throughout
Europe, and the Crozat group was in large part responsible. Anton Maria Zanetti, the
Elder (1680 – 1767), a Venetian collector and printmaker, who had met both Crozat and
Mariette earlier in Italy and corresponded with them, visited Paris for a year beginning in
May 1720. He may have stayed with Crozat for much of that time and would likely have
239
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been present at some time while the planning of the Recueil was taking place. During
that year, Zanetti also traveled to London where he purchased 130 drawings by
Parmigianino from the second earl of Arundel. In London, he also saw the current
printmaking initiatives of a number of London-based printmakers who were also
exploring the potentials of the chiaroscuro technique such as Elishu Kirkall, Arthur Pond
and Charles Knapton. Although from a series of prints published in the 1730s, this
example of the hybrid technique by Arthur Pond, the English print-maker and dealer,
demonstrates the use of the combination woodcut and etching technique that Zanetti
would have encountered during his visit to London a decade earlier. (4.15) Zanetti
remarked in a letter written several years later that it was the high esteem and value that
he saw put on this kind of print in London that inspired him to revive the technique.
Zanetti would likely have shared his enthusiasm with the Crozat group on his return to
Paris after visiting London. Upon his return to Venice, Zanetti assiduously copied his
cache of drawings by Parmigianino, reproducing them in the chiaroscuro woodcut
technique. He prepared two dedicatory prints after drawings by Parmigianino in his
collection: Standing Young Woman, dated 1724 and dedicated to Pierre-Jean Mariette and
dated 1724. (fig. 4.16) and Marsyas and Apollo, dated that same year, and dedicated to
Pierre Crozat (fig. 4.17). The dedicatory print did not have the public circulation of the
Recueil; it was intended for a more private, intimate audience. Zanetti’s recreation of the
drawings in his collection connected his pleasure of the visual with the practice of the
technical. The prints that he dedicated in Latin to his friends were reminiscent of the
Renaissance tradition of dedicatory works, but were now linked in pictorial form to the
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republic of letters. In 1749 Zanetti would publish two volumes of chiaroscuro prints after
his drawings by Parmigianino.240
The idea of “re-production” did not have a pejorative connotation in the
eighteenth century. In the preface of the Recueil, Mariette implies that there is no loss of
aura between an original and its reproduction. Given that no loss of value or status from
one to the other is implied suggests that to Mariette the reproduction stands in direct
reference to its exemplar. Nevertheless, not all contemporaries agreed with this tenet.
Jonathan Richardson the Elder, who privileged original printmaking over the
reproductive, was a dissenting voice in the belief that reproductive prints were equal to
the objects they copied:

"It is impossible for anyone to transform himself and become
another man; a hand that has always been moving in a certain
manner cannot at once or by a few occasional essays get into
a different kind of motion. . . every man will naturally and
unavoidably mix something of himself in all he does."241
The Recueil made manifest the practice of the Crozat group, in it drawings were
considered significant artworks in and of themselves.242 But the Recueil was not the only
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printmaking endeavor focused on drawings that elevated their status in the public
appreciation of artworks. Jean de Jullienne, made a significant contribution to history of
the reproduction of drawings in the 1720s as well. Jullienne, a textile dyer and
manufacturer by trade, was also a collector of drawings, and an amateur engraver. He
studied art with François Boucher and counted Antoine Watteau among his circle of
friends. It is difficult to know fully the extent to which Jullienne was involved with the
Crozat group since he is known primarily as one of the collectors in the circle of the
Comtesse de Verrue, whose collecting passions were directed at contemporary French,
and Dutch and Flemish art.243 Mariette does not mention his attendance at the Crozat
réunions, a fact, of course, that does not eliminate him from the group.244 If he was not
directly present, he had contact with the wider circle of Crozat affiliates which included
Watteau, the comte de Caylus and Mariette among many others. Shortly after the death of
Watteau in 1721, Jullienne conceived of an unusual undertaking—to reproduce Watteau's
entire graphic oeuvre. Even when the artist was alive, the enthusiasm with which
collectors pursued his drawings and their subsequent disappointments in acquiring them
were legend. According to his biographers, Watteau kept his drawings in portfolios and
used them continuously as source material for his paintings and was not in the habit of
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selling them.245 During his lifetime, he was known to have parted with only a few
counterproofs, and at his death his drawings passed all or in part to four friends. The
vagaries of the bequest(s) are based on varying accounts by both contemporary and
modern biographers. Jullienne was one of Watteau's intimates who received some
drawings in bequest; eventually he would own over 500 drawings by the artist.
In November 1726, a notice in the Mercure de France, announced the sale of
Figures de différents caractères de paysages et d'études dessinés d'après nature par
Antoine Watteau, tirées des plus beaux cabinets de Paris. (fig. 4.18) This would be the
first of a two-volume set of 351 prints after Watteau's drawings:
"Voici un grand Ouvrage que les Curieux en Peinture
& en Estampes attendent avec beaucoup d'impatience...246
The announcement assured the public that the engravers preserved all of
"l'esprit, le feu, la finesse & l'élegance du dessein..." of M. Watteau's works.
Further, "for a small sum, the pubic could satisfy its curiosity in the absence of the
originals and possess the most beautiful works by this skillful master." This claim
reiterates the important supposition that the prints stand in place of the drawings. The
Recueil Crozat had not yet been published though the scope of the project had been well
publicized for several years. The world of collectors and artists would have known that
Crozat's project celebrated the paintings in the most important collections in France and
the drawings from M. Crozat. Publishing recueils of historic paintings was, if not
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common, a known commodity. Even though Crozat's project would be unique in its
inclusion of reproductions of drawings, it would retain its status as a recueil of classical
artworks. Jullienne's project was unusual in that it focused on a contemporary French
artist and was solely concerned with the replication of the artist's graphic repertoire.
When the second volume appeared, Jullienne wrote in the preface that Watteau's
draftsmanship is 'inimitable' and a 'new style'. "Each image, as it comes from his hand,
has a genuine and natural character, to the extent that the drawing on its own can satisfy
the attention of the viewer, and does not need to be seen as part of the composition of a
larger theme for its success."247
A number of artists were enlisted to create the etchings from the drawings,
François Boucher was among them and so, too, was the Comte de Caylus. Watteau and
Caylus enjoyed a long association. They drew side by side at Crozat's country house,
Montmorency, and copied drawings from his collection. Caylus was also preparing an
"hommage" project of etchings that he titled Suite de figures Inventées par Watteau
Gravées par son Ami C before the artist’s death.248 At the same time, Caylus was
working on the Recueil Crozat, so Jullienne and Crozat would have been aware of each
other's projects.
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See Marianne Roland Michel, Watteau, an Artist of the Eighteenth Century, for a thorough
analysis of Jullienne's project, 1984, pp. 243- 256, here quoted p. 245.
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This series was published by the widow of François Chereau, rue S. Jacques in Paris.
The frontispiece gives us a terminus ante quem for the circulation of the finished suite of
etchings; Marguerite Caillou Chereau took over the publishing firm after her husband's death in
1729. The exact date of publication is uncertain, but we do know that some compositions were
etched while Watteau was still living (Caylus mentions them in his letter the in the 1720s. Some
of Caylus' compositions were also included in Jullienne's publication after Watteau's designs. See
Roland Michel (1984) p. 245.
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The plates of the Figures de différents caractères were etched, and only later to
be gone over with the burin when the plates had worn down after subsequent printings.
There was no attempt to replicate the various media that Watteau employed such as
sanguine, trois crayons or wash drawings or the combination technique that was being
used for the Recueil Crozat reproductions. The book of prints served a dual purpose; at
once it could serve as a stylebook for artists who would find its motifs and subjects
invaluable, and it would also provide collectors with the entire graphic production of a
great contemporary French artist. This dual purpose could expand the books' market, and
the cost was not prohibitive at a cost of 48 livres for each volume. A reasonable cost was
not the case with the subsequent publications, when a few years later, Jullienne
supplemented the two-volume catalog with reproductions of Watteau's paintings, and
offered a complete four volume Recueil Jullienne for 500 livres to the first 100
subscribers. Thereafter, the set cost 800 livres. Like Crozat, Jullienne targeted the
serious, well-informed, wealthy collector, but these volumes did not include a critical text
and were more similar with earlier books that contained images only.
Jullienne himself selected the motifs to be engraved and in doing so actively
modified the "received" style of Watteau. The goal of Jullienne’s endeavor was not one
of verisimilitude, but one of capturing the spirit of the art. Watteau’s beautiful and
delicate technique of working in chalk is not translatable through the medium of etching,
even though the delicacy of the figures can be adequately drawn. Two illustrations of
this point can be seen in the etchings that François Boucher made after Watteau’s
compositions. The figure of the Young Woman leaning on her elbow, wearing a mantilla
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by Watteau (fig. 4.19) is faithfully recreated in Boucher’s etching (fig. 4.20) but the
dramatic interplay of color and the handling of the trois crayons technique cannot be
recreated very convincingly, even though Boucher is adept at creating delicacy and
atmosphere with an etching point. Boucher’s handling of the needle is impressive,
Mariette wrote of Boucher that “his light and spirited needle seemed made for this
work,”249 and he does capture much of the feeling of the drawing of a Woman seated on
the ground, leaning forward. (figs. 4.21 Boucher and 4.22 Watteau) The critical reception
of the Figures was enthusiastic from both artists and collectors.
These two commercial enterprises targeted a select audience of artists, amateurs
and connoisseurs, were made with the intention, either wholly or in part, to elevate the
appreciation of drawings. Both the Recueil Crozat and the Figures des differents
cáràcteres established the importance of the reproduction of drawings and confirmed that
prints could suitably recreate them, although a demand for greater verisimilitude would
soon eclipse the achievements of reproduction gained here.
In a relatively short period of time, the development of several new techniques
revolutionized the degree to which prints could imitate drawings. By the mid-eighteenth
century, drawings could be reproduced in facsimile. Beginning with the ability to print in
three and four colors, a technique that was developed by Jakob Christoffel Le Blon in the
early 1720s (but practiced with greater success in the late 1730s), greater tonal ranges and
colors were possible. In later decades printers developed techniques by which they could
imitate a variety of implements and effects: in the 1750s it was possible to imitate chalk
249

Mariette, Abecedario, (1852) vol. 1 pp.165-166. “Sa pointe legérè et sprituelle sembloit faite
pour ce travail.”
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lines in what would be called manière de crayon (chalk-manner); in the 1760s the
development of the technique of aquatint made the reproduction of wash drawings
possible through manière de lavis (wash manner); while in pastel manner, printing with
four colors often on colored paper made the imitation of red, black and white chalks
possible.250 While it is not necessary to forge a direct link between the hybrid chiaroscuro
woodcut technique used in the Recueil Crozat and the revolutionary printmaking
techniques that develop in France later in the century, it is certain that the rising aesthetic
value placed on drawings in the first half of the eighteenth century by the Crozat group
and its desire to more faithfully reproduce drawings contributed to the development of
facsimile prints of drawings.
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The richness of this period of reproductive printmaking is meticulously covered in Colorful
Impressions: The Printmaking Revolution in Eighteenth-Century France, Margaret Morgan
Grasselli, ed.; exhibition catalogue, National Gallery of Art, 26 October 2003 – 16 February
2004.
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A Graphic Fellowship:
Pierre-Jean Mariette and the Comte de Caylus on the matter of drawings

The fellowship of Pierre-Jean Mariette and Anne-Claude Tubières de
Prestel, le Comte de Caylus helped focus the appreciation of drawings in early
eighteenth-century Paris within the intersecting worlds of artists, collectors and
academicians. Their collaborative efforts in the 1720s and 30s, as well as their individual
endeavors, then and in later decades, advocated the importance of drawings as more than
a discipline in service to another art. Indeed, early eighteenth-century Paris was the locus
for the increased valorization of drawings as an independent art form.251 As discussed in
previous chapters, this elevation in the status of drawings was in large part a product of
direct engagement and discussion of drawings and the influence of amateurs outside the
official taste-making institution, the Acadèmie royale. Like-minded artists contributed to
this discourse and the friendships that these amateurs enjoyed with artists such as
Antoine Watteau and Edme Bouchardon resulted in print-making initiatives that
transformed the taste for drawings at this time. One of the key elements in effecting this
251

On the trade and interest in drawings among collectors in Paris in the early eighteenth century,
see Colin Bailey, “On the early appreciation and marketing of the drawings of Watteau” in
Wintermute et al (1999) pp. 68 - 92; Beverly Schrieber Jacoby, “François Boucher’s Stylistic
Development as a Draftsman: The Evolution of his Autonomous Drawings,” pp. in Drawings
Defined, Strauss and Felker, (1987) pp. 259 – 279; and Suzanne Folds McCullagh, “Eighteenthcentury French cabinet drawings,” in Drawings: Masters and Methods Raphael to Redon, Diana
Dethloff, ed. (1992) pp. 89-102.
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change, was the placement of drawings in a social framework for discussion. A relaxed
social context, away from the academic milieu, eliminated the need to see drawings in a
doctrinal manner.252 This practice did not originate in Paris in the Early Modern period;
David Rosand notes that among others, artists’ collections were the loci of discussion and
exchanges in Italy as early as the sixteenth century.253 The social exchange that occurred
among the collectors and to a lesser extent artists over the collections displayed in Paris
in the early eighteenth century was a harbinger for the larger, political framework that
would play out later in the century. Discourse, freely exchanged, in which the
domination of doctrine is eschewed, gives rise to an opinionated and empowered class.
In this instance, it is a class of collectors and critics, but in later decades, a similar
rejection of absolute power and policy has more dramatic and negative consequences.
Although their lineage and status differed, both Mariette and Caylus developed
and maintained more than a casual interest in the arts. Mariette worked in the arts trade;
he was the fourth generation heir to a print-selling and making dynasty. The family firm
served the taste for the graphic arts of royalty and aristocrats as well as a number of
connoisseurs and amateurs; King Joao V of Portugal; Prince Eugène of Savoy; William
Cavendish, the second Duke of Devonshire; and John Spencer were some of the notable
collectors who were patrons of the Mariette firm. Raised to succeed his father in the
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This is not to say that the amateurs and artists who viewed and discussed drawings were
uninterested in the dictates of the art market. An original drawing by a Great Master such as
Leonardo, Raphael or Michelangelo would always have greater financial worth than their
followers.
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See Rosand, David. “Raphael, Marcantonio and the Icon of Pathos,” in Source: Notes in the
History of art. 3, pp. 34-52.
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family business, the young Mariette developed a profound visual literacy with regard to
the printed arts. At the age when young men of means set out for Italy on the Grand
Tour, Jean Mariette sent his son to Vienna to organize and catalog the print collection of
Eugène, duke of Savoy where the young man honed his talents for organizing prints as
well as evaluating them. Pierre-Jean set off for Vienna in early 1717 (probably
January/February) where he stayed until late 1718. He did not return to Paris until 1720
and in the interim travelled in Italy and other countries where he made copious notes
about the artworks he encountered. These writings combined with his exceptional visual
literacy and precise memory formed the basis for the analytical skills that served him as a
devoted connoisseur of the arts. Upon his return to Paris, Mariette became a regular
attendee at Crozat’s Sunday meetings. It was here that he formed some of his strongest
and lasting friendships—with Crozat and Caylus; the Venetian amateur, Anton Maria
Zanetti; and later, the artist, Edme Bouchardon. At these meetings Mariette brought his
expertise in prints and the organization of his knowledge to bear on the subject of
drawings.

In his lifetime, Mariette's reputation and that of his firm were highly

regarded as one of the most important sources for print dealing and publishing on the
continent. His later professional life, however, was eclipsed by his reputation as a
connoisseur, most notably of the graphic arts, and he was widely known in aesthetic
circles throughout Europe through his extensive correspondence. His life-long project
was the preparation of a biographical history of art and artists. Mariette's contribution to
the lives of the artists format, indeed the description of art and the development of an art
historical literature, was to standardize the format for the description of art, (artist, title,
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medium, size). His attention to provenance and analysis of form was unparalleled in his
time.254 He would inherit his father's professional and personal collections of prints and
drawings, but his interest in drawings eclipsed any of his forebears and when he died his
collection of drawings, prized for its high quality, numbered approximately 9,400
sheets.255 The after-death sale of Mariette’s collection consisted mostly of drawings and
prints and took place in forty-two sessions staged over several months in Paris in late
1775 and early 1776. An examination of the sale catalogue, Catalogue Raisonné des
différens objets de curiosités dans les sciences et arts, qui composoient le Cabinet de feu
Mr Mariette, allows a unique view into the collector’s realm.256 The print-seller and
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What the modern reader today knows as Mariette’s Notes manuscrits is a combination of
Pierre-Jean’s emendations and additions to Orlandi’s Abecedario published in 1719, his own
notes intended to be published as a biographical history of art and a large collection of notes on
artists, their works and related prints which he received from his father, Jean. This multi-volume
set was collated, edited and reorganized by Phillipe de Chennevières and Anatole de Montaiglon
and was published in France from 1852 to 1868. Thus, the magnitude of Mariette’s contribution
to art historical literature was unknown to his contemporaries. He was one of the prolific
members of the Republic of Letters, however, and his correspondence with notable collectors,
librarians, dealers, and artists throughout Europe demonstrated his authority as an expert in prints
and drawings as well as engraved gems and other matters of the history of art-- especially Italian
art. On selected letters by Mariette relating to the arts, see Bottari-Ticozzi (1685 - Bottari/Ticozzi
(1822 – 1825); Jay, (1817); and Nisard (1877) for Mariette see volume 2.
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Pierre Rosenberg has begun the assiduous task of recreating the drawing collection of PierreJean Mariette dispersed at auction after in facsimile. Mariette’s collection of French drawings was
published recently. See Rosenberg, Les dessins de la collection Mariette: École Française,
(2011) 2 vols.
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Mariette died on 10 September 1774 and the dispersal of his collections at auction took place
between February 1775 and January 1776. The first sale dates for the collection were 1-27
February 1775 where 811 lots of prints and 164 lots of books were offered for sale. The next sale
began 13 May and days after finishing by the end of the month, this sale had a few lots of
drawings (295) but was primarily a sale dedicated to books; the last portion of his sale began on
15 November and concluded on 30 January 1776. According to Lugt (1938), 2941 lots were listed
in total: of these, 25 lots were paintings, 1338 drawings, 1491 prints, 58 sculptures, 25 engraved
gems, 3 medals and 1 miscellany. An invaluable source for this sale information is Frits Lugt,
Répertoire des Catalogues de Ventes Publiques, Première Période vers 1600 – 1825. La Haye,
1938, who records the sales as nos. 2356, entry no. 2453. The actual sale catalogues for the sales
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dealer François Basan, drew up the inventory and published the sale catalogue as well as
served as the auctioneer.257 In the preface of the catalogue, the Abrégé de la vie de M.
Mariette, Basan does not rise to the standard set by Mariette when he wrote the catalogue
for Crozat’s sale in 1741, a benchmark of scholarly observation about the man and his
collection. Basan’s gifts were simpler: he contented himself with reference to the man,
remarking that as a youth Mariette possessed the same qualities for which he was so
admired as an adult, namely his serious character, extraordinary memory, sagacity and
enthusiasm for hard work. Mariette’s importance to the important artists of his day is
underscored by Basan, who notes that his opinions were sought by such artists of renown
as the Coypels, Le Moyne, Bouchardon, Van Loo, and others who “all pay homage to his
genius.”258 Although the tone of Basan’s praise is typical of commemorative writing by
one who has known his subject for many years, one suspects that these are notes that ring
true of Mariette’s gifts:
This famous collection. . .is the result of his vast knowledge;
nothing that concerned the Arts, was unfamiliar to him. All of
the treatises . . . be they Italian, French or English were in his
possession. In nearly everything, he added scholarly notes,
sometimes critical and always instructive.259
are found at Paris, Bibliothèque de France, Cabinet des Estampes, shelf marks yod 104, 109; yod
104 (2).
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Pierre-François Basan (1723-1797), well-known for his Dictionnaire des graveurs that he
compiled and published in 1767, also published the second edition of the Recueil Crozat in 1763,
see Chapter IV, p. 132.
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Basan (1775) Mariette sale catalogue, p. v.

Basan (1775), p. vi – vii. “Cette collection si fameuse, à juste titre, & que j’annonce, est le
résultat de ses connoissances multipliées; rien de ce qui concerne les Arts, ne lui étoit étranger.
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One of the most valued artifacts from the Mariette sale is Gabriel de Saint
Aubin’s personal copy of the printed sale catalogue in which he not only recorded the
price of each lot and the buyers’ names, but annotated the pages with roughly twelve
hundred sketches of the artworks offered for sale.260 (fig. 5.1) Saint-Aubin’s notes
provide additional direction on the later provenance for many artworks by indicating the
prominent dealers and collectors who bought at the sale. Other annotated Mariette sale
catalogues have come down to us with more complete notations of purchasers and prices
but none with drawings of the compositions as sketched by the idiosyncratic artist.261 On
page 19, here illustrated, and on other sheets, one finds the names of prominent collectors
such as the Abbé Tersan and the English collector, Robert Strange as well as dealers such
as François Jouillain and his son François-Charles; and Charles-Antoine Jombert for
example.
At the connoisseur’s death, Jean-Denis Lempereur, a collector, goldsmith,
engraver, and friend of Mariette had been charged by him to negotiate the sale of his
entire collection to the Crown. When negotiations for the outright purchase failed and

Tous les traités sur cet objet tant Italiens, que François & Anglois, étoient en sa possession. Dans
presque tous il y a joint des notes savantes, quelquefois critiques, & toujours instructives.”
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The annotated sale catalogue is in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, acc. #
37.1713. See also Rosenberg, Pierre et al, La Vente Mariette: Le catalogue illustré par Gabriel de
Saint-Aubin, Paris, 2011.
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Other Annotated copies can be found at the National Art Library, Victoria & Albert Museum,
London, pressmark CLE B22; as well as an additional catalogue at Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston, pressmark 37.1713.1-447, which was the personal copy of the artist Gabriel de Saint
Aubin, who attended the Mariette sale viewing and illustrated his copy.
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the collection was dispersed at public auction, Lempereur acted as agent for the royal
collection which was the largest single purchaser at the sale.262 The annotated catalogues
provide critical direction for the continued provenance for Mariette’s collection as well as
the study of the Parisian art trade. The Saint-Aubin copy of the sale catalogue is
invaluable for enabling us to add a visual component to the study of a period
undocumented by photo reproductions.
If Mariette was the leading connoisseur of his time, Caylus was the leading
amateur. As the grand-nephew of Madame de Maintenon, Caylus was an aristocrat from
an family who enjoyed favor at the court of Louis XIV. Caylus demonstrated a wide
range of interests in the arts as was often popular for men of his status. He collected art
and antiquities, was a frequent guest at the salon of the comtesse de Verrue, known for
her interests in contemporary French as well as German, Dutch and Flemish art, and in
later years, that of Madame Geoffrin who hosted a salon for artists as well as men of
letters.263 In addition, he wrote and published lascivious tales (known as oeuvres
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Lempereur purchased 1300 drawings at the sale. For a thorough account of details on the sale,
see “Documents sur la Vente du Cabinet de Mariette” in Nouvelles Archives de L’art Français
pp. 346 – 370; Charles Blanc, Le Trésor de la Curiosité L’art des Catalogues de Vente, vol 1,
Paris, 1857, pp. 262 - 304; and Antoine Jules Dumesnil, Histoire des plus célèbres amateurs
français et de leurs relations, avec les artistes, faisant suite à celle des plus célèbres amateurs
italiens, Paris, 1856-58.
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Ziskin (2012) provides a detailed analysis of the competing salons of artists, authors,
collectors and patrons in Paris at this time. The two leading artistic salons were headed by Pierre
Crozat, whose taste in the arts was Italo-centric and primarily for arts of the Renaissance and
seventeenth century and the salon of Jeanne-Baptiste d’Albert de Luynes, the comtesse de Verrue
(1670 – 1736) whose interests in modern French paintings as well as her collections of German,
Dutch and Flemish art appealed to those who followed different tastes from the Crozat group. See
Ziskin for her account that casts these two groups as the Ancients and the Moderns, pp, 69 – 71
and 93 - 117. Pomian(1987/ Eng. Trans. 1990) notes “a whole group of collectors revolved
around Verrue.” p. 160. After 1750, Madame Geoffrin hosted a popular salon for artists on
Mondays (and for men of letters on Wednesdays. Caylus maintained a warm regard for Mme.
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badines)264 as well as pursued the “gentlemanly art” of etching. His pursuit of drawing
and etching was undertaken with more seriousness than a pastime, however, for he
studied these arts alongside several notable artists and académicians. Caylus learned
print-making and drawing with Charles-Antoine Coypel, who later became First Painter
to the King; studied drawing and etching alongside Antoine Watteau, and initiated a
series of etchings after the drawings of Edme Bouchardon.265 His interest in the arts from
the doctrinal side of the academy to the animated salons allowed Caylus to move easily
between both worlds. Already known for his lively attendance in several salons, it was
an indication of his seriousness about the arts that he was accepted in the formal realm of
the Académie royale. Caylus was elected an honoraire amateur at the institution in 1731
where he remained a committed and vocal member until his death. Over the course of his
tenure there, Caylus used his position to presented over 27 discours to the Académie at
the members’ Saturday meetings. Many of his discours were biographical in nature, and
as previously noted his discours on the artist and theorist Du Fresnoy had a restorative
effect on the reputation of the artist; in addition, his biography of Watteau, delivered in

Geoffrin, who as an important patron and collector made In a letter dated 10 Avril 1763 to Le
Pere Paciaudi, he refers to her fondly as la dame de lundi, her sobriquet deriving from the day of
her salon. See Charles Nisard, Correspondance inédite du Comte de Caylus avec le P. Paciaudi,
Théatin (1757 - 1765). Paris, 1876, p. 302.
264

Caylus was among the regular attendées at the home of the actress Mademoiselle Quinault,
known as the Société du bout du bac. From these meetings, 12 volumes of licentious stories were
published under Caylus' name and it has been generally accepted that
he was the author of many of the tales.
265

Caylus made etchings after a number of Watteau’s drawings for Jullienne’s Figures differents
project, but his prints were not included in the final recueil.
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1748, has long been considered an important account by an intimate of the artist.266
Among these lectures, Caylus addressed the members on two subjects close to his heart:
drawings and amateurs. His discours on drawings, given in 1732, extols the importance
of the act of drawing, acknowledging its place in the process of creativity but also
considers the attraction in the study and analysis of the objects themselves. Caylus’ 1748
address on the subject of Amateurs, given at a time when the term amateur had acquired
pejorative connotations due in part to the rise of salon criticism, aims at a recuperative
effect on the relationship between artist, patron and collector.267
As he matured, Caylus developed a more systematic and scholarly approach to his
collections, focusing his attentions on antiquities, engraved gems and inscriptions. His
writings on the antique gained him admission to the Académie Royale des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres in 1742. The primary scholarly focus of his later years was the publication
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The text was read to the members of the Académie royale by the secretary of that institution on
February 3, 1748, Proces Verbaux, 6th register. It is generally accepted that Caylus wrote his
biography much earlier in time and closer to the date of Watteau’s death. See Graselli and
Rosenberg (1984) p. 29. A manuscript at the Cabinet des Estampes, Paris (Ya 14j) lists all of the
biographies written by Caylus (for the Academy?) with the exception of those on Bouchardon and
Mignard. The manuscript is of special significance in that it contains annotations in the hand of
Pierre-Jean Mariette.
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I should note that the conférences or discours were actually read out to the audience by a
member of the academy. Also that there has been debate over the actual number of times that
Caylus addressed the group. The procès-verbaux, the minutes of the meetings of the Académie,
originated in 1747. According to these records, Caylus spoke only twice—once in 1732 and
again in 1747. The research of Rocheblave and Fontaine based on findings in manuscripts at the
Sorbonne, the library of the École des beaux-arts and at the Cabinet des Estampes, have corrected
that misconception. On Caylus’ discours sur les dessins, the minutes read: “M. Coypel a relu le
discours que M. le comte de Caylus a composé sur les dessins et dont il avait fait lecture à
l’assemblée du septième du mois passé, et la Compagnie y a trouvé la même beauté.” See S.
Rocheblave and A. Fontaine, “Les conférences inédites du comte de Caylus a l’Académie royale
de peinture et de sculpture,” in Bulletin de la Société de l’histoire de l’art français. 1907, pp. 100
– 104.
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of the seven volume, Recueil d'antiquités égyptiennes, étrusques, grecques, romaines et
gauloises which reproduced his extensive collection of coins and other archaeological
objects appearing between 1752 and 1767.268
Before his interest in antiquities and inscriptions, however, Caylus spent a
significant amount of three decades engaged in contemplation of drawings and
reproducing them. He learned etching and engraving with Charles-Antoine Coypel and
his diligent practice of reproductive etching gave him an exceptional understanding of
process as well as artistic translation. His output was prodigious by any standard: lot 975
in Basan’s catalogue of the Mariette sale, describes Caylus’ etchings after drawings from
the Cabinet du Roi as “four large volumes in-folio containing more than 3200 pieces.”269
268

Writing to the French Academy of Inscriptions' foreign correspondent in Rome, Paolo-Maria
Paciaudi, known as le père Paciaudi, between 1757 and 1765, Caylus reveals himself a passionate
and mindful collector. Paciaudi had previously served as librarian and antiquarian for the Ducs of
Parma, Philippe and his son Ferdinand and had been moved to Rome in 1755 where he acted as a
primary conduit of artworks, books and letters that passed between collectors and dealers in Italy
and France. He received his appoint from the Academy of Inscriptions on April 22, 1757. PierreJean Mariette was also a correspondent with Paciaudi and in many of his letters from Paris,
encloses additional missives to be passed on to other collectors and dealers such as Anton Maria
Zanetti. Mariette wrote to Paciaudi with the news of the deaths of both Caylus in 1765 and
Zanetti in 1767. See Nisard, Charles. Correspondance inédite du Comte du Caylus avec Le P.
Paciaudi, Théatin (1757-1765) suivie de cells de L'Abbé Barthélemy et de P. Mariette avec le
Même. 2 vols. Paris, 1877. vol. 1 p. xxx.
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In addition to lot 975, Caylus’ graphic oeuvre is well represented in Mariette’s collection. A
brief examination of the presence of the former’s prints at the sale demonstrates the wide ranging
subject matter of Caylus’ work. Reference is made to François Basan, Catalogue Raisonné des
différens objets de curiosités dans les ceinces et arts qui composoient le Cabinet de feu Mr
Mariette Controleur général de la Grande Chancellerie de France, honoraire Amateur de
l’Académie Rle, de Peinture, et de celle de Florence, Paris, 1775. Caylus is also listed as having
made prints sold in the following lots under the category of Works by Edmé Bouchardon: lot 889
--69 subjects of Fables and Histoires by M. le C. de C*** and Etienne Fessard; lot 890 --110
pieces comprising several suites and statues & different studies, after the antique engraved by the
Comte de Caylus and others; lot 891 – 60 different subjects and studies of figures and animals, by
le C. de Caylus and others; lot 892 -- 84 pieces les cris de Paris & différents charges &
caricatures, by le C. de Caylus & Fessard; lot 893 --45 vignettes by le C. de Caylus and others;
and lot 895 – 72 pieces of architecture, vases, fountains and studies of figures by le C. de C***
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Caylus' role in the elevation of the status of the graphic arts may be eclipsed by
his participation in other pursuits ranging from the scholarly to the satirical. He was
catholic in his tastes: among his accomplishments were the publication of pornographic
novels, the revival of the sixteenth-century chiaroscuro woodcut technique, an in-depth
study of the practice of encaustic in the paintings of antiquity and the product of which he
was most proud, his Recueil d'Antiquités, a work which broke ground in the analysis and
presentation of the works of antiquity. This last work took nearly twenty years to
complete and was, in his own mind, his greatest accomplishment. In a letter to le père
Paciaudi in 1758, Caylus wrote that vanity was not the objective in his work on
antiquities. He did not acquire them in order to fill a cabinet, as a curieux would, he
made a course in antiquity:
Je vous prie toujours de vous souvenir que je ne fais pas un cabinet
que la vanité n'étant pas mon objet, je ne me soucie point de morceaux
d'apparat, mais que des guenilles d'agate, de pierre, de bronze, de terre,
de vitre, qui peuvent servir en quoi que ce soit à retrouver un usage ou
le passage d'un auteur, sont l'objet de mes désirs. Je ne fais point
un cabinet, je fais un cours d'antiquité, et je cherche les usages, ce qui
les prouve, les pratique ce qui les démontre.270

and others, pp. 342-343. Also in the sale catalogue section of Italian drawings, under Vinci, lot
787 in which sixty têtes & caricatures by Leonardo were listed, the prints that M. le C. de Caylus,
bound in a petit in-folio bound in black Moroccan leather was included. On Caylus’ graphic
oeuvre, see Marcel Roux, Bibliothèque nationale, Cabinet des estampes, Inventaire du fonds,
français – Graveurs du XVIIIe, 14 vols, Paris, 1930 – 1977, esp. vol. 4, pp. 53-155.
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Letter dated Paris, 12 Fevrier, 1758 as published in Nisard (1876), vol. 1, p.4.
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The deep friendship and collaborative efforts of Mariette and Caylus did much to
advance the importance of drawings in the early decades of the eighteenth century.
Together they worked diligently on the Recueil Crozat in the 1720s: Mariette chiefly on
the text and Caylus on the reproductions as has been previously discussed. Before the
release of the first volume of the Recueil Crozat in 1729, Pierre-Jean Mariette and the
comte de Caylus were collaborating on a smaller and more intimate recueil based solely
on prints and drawings. This endeavor displays the strength of their talents--one wrote a
comprehensive and learned essay on Leonardo which demonstrated a sophisticated
command of current issues of connoisseurship, provenance, attribution and authenticity
with regard to da Vinci's prints and drawings while the other created a graphic
accompaniment to the essay that rises above mere illustration.
The impetus for Mariette's undertaking lay in his family’s ‘recent’ acquisition of
an album of pen and ink caricature drawings by Leonardo.271 Jean Mariette, Pierre-Jean’s
father, purchased it from the dealer Salomon Gautier in the 1720s. Gautier, in turn,
acquired it from a collector in Amsterdam in 1719.272 The younger Mariette used these
drawings as a point of departure for a twenty-two page essay on Leonardo that
271

Département des Arts Graphiques du Musée du Louvre, Paris. RF28725-RF 28785. Known as
the Mariette Album of drawings after Leonardo da Vinci. The provenance of the album has been
traced from 1719 and for the purposes of this study, the study of its eighteenth-century
provenance reveals Mariette’s enthusiasm that the drawings were indeed by Leonardo: Siewert
van der Schelling sale, Amsterdam, 1718, purchased by Gautier, “bric-a-brac salesman from
Paris,” for 374 guldens (740 francs); purchased from Gautier by Jean Mariette for one thousand
francs; Pierre-Jean Mariette sale, Paris, 1775, lot no. 787; purchased by Remy for 240 francs. An
up to date Provenance can be found in Bambach et al, Leonardo da Vinci Master Draftsman,
exhibition catalogue, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, (2003) no. 137, p. 680.
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The album is 13 1/8 x 9 ½ in. It contains a frontispiece, thirty-eight caricature heads copied
from drawings by Leonardo and an additional twenty-two drawings after other artists.
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culminated in a catalogue of the known reproductive prints after works by the artist.
Taking the form of a letter of address, Mariette's Lettre sur Leonard de vinci, peintre
Florentin à Monsieur le C. de C, was first published in 1726 chez Mariette on the rue St
Jacques aux Colonnes d'Hercules.273 The first printing was devoid of Caylus' illustrations,
and yet by the structure of the text, Mariette drew his friend into the discourse by making
Caylus the "recipient" of the "letter." "Monsieur le C. de C." was the manner in which
Caylus signed the plates he executed in the Recueil Crozat and though not named
directly, those in their immediate circles would have understood the reference. Choosing
Caylus as the dedicatee confirms their dialogue on connoisseurship of the graphic arts
based on a mutual interest in drawings and intellectual curiosity.
Mariette’s letter on Leonardo is the first profound scholarly writing on the
drawings of Leonardo. Although the tone of the essay is conversational, Mariette
employs rhetorical devices to present his views on drawings connoisseurship. He poses
the question of why Vasari wrote so well about Leonardo. His response is rooted in his
own practice and also in the de Pilian notion that sustained engagement with art is what
allows understanding of it or pénétration:
Car pourquoi Vasari a-t’il si bien écrit de Leonard? Si ce n’est
parce qu’il l’avoit connu de plus près, & que pour l’avoir étudié
avec reflexion & avoir bien compris la manoeuvre, il étoit à
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In their translation of the notes of Pierre-Jean Mariette, Abecedario, Chennevières and
Montaiglon indicate that the text by itself was published in 1730. See vol 3, p. 139, note 1. Both
Dumesnil (1858) p. 39 and Viatte (1967) subsequently note that the text was published without
the prints in 1726, which makes the statement by Mariette about the recent acquisition more
plausible.
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portée d’entrer dans des détails de particularitiez, que tout autre
que lui auroit pû difficilement développer.274
In order to know the Masters well, Mariette writes, it is necessary to have examined their
works for a long time. The attributions of the works must be undisputed, however,
because without that, Mariette deems it impossible to accurately judge the degree of an
artist's skill... Sans cela il me paroît impossible de décider juste de degré de leur
habileté."275 Looking at artworks known to be authentic is one of de Piles’ rules for
developing connoissance. Because ‘Mr le C de C’ has engaged in study of the drawings,
Mariette is certain that the etchings can stand for the drawings.
Mariette places his drawings in the lineage of the great collections of Leonardo
and lists the important holdings both public and private. The text is scholarly and
demonstrates deep bibliographic knowledge as well as an awareness of important
European collections. Mariette observes that the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan is the
largest repository of drawings by Leonardo276 and of the private collections, he singles
out that of Thomas Howard, the second earl of Arundel as the largest, noting that Arundel
paid an extravagant price in Spain for one of the volumes now in the Ambrosiana.
Mariette's material for his research is based on several sources: observation-- his travels
to Italy when he returned from Vienna and his work organizing the Savoy print
274

Mariette, Pierre-Jean. Lettre sur Leonard de vinci, peintre Florentin à Monsieur le C. de C,
chez Mariette, Paris, 1730, p. 2.
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Mariette (1730) p. 2.

Mariette is referring to the fact that shortly after the death of the founder of the Ambrosiana,
Charles Borromeo, the library acquired fifteen codices of the artist.
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collections as a young man; wide-ranging research -- his assiduous study of the sixteenthand seventeenth-century sources; he was conversant in the works of Vasari, Lomazzo,
Baldinucci for example;277 and extensive conversation and correspondence.
Mariette believed that his album possibly belonged to Arundel. To support this
claim, he resorts to his extensive knowledge of prints and their histories.
"I base my conjecture on (the fact) that several of these heads have been engraved
previously and by Wencelaus Hollar. You cannot ignore that this artist was in the service
of the Earl of Arundel and that the rich Cabinet of this lord furnished him the greatest
part of the drawings of the Masters that he engraved."278 According to Mariette's count,
Hollar made nearly 100 prints contained in several suites after the works of Leonardo and
within this oeuvre there are reproductions of many of the caricature heads in the Mariette
album.279
In addition to the link to Arundel and Hollar, Mariette proposes that this album is
also the one that Paolo Lomazzo describes in Trattato della Pittura of 1585 because the
description of the album, at that time in the hands of the Milanese painter Aurelio Luini,
whose father, Bernardino, was a student of Leonardo, has such similarities with
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The printed sources for Mariette's essay on the drawings of Leonardo include: Leonardo's
trattato della Pitture, (trans. into French in 1651); Vasari's Life of Leonardo in the Vite; Giovanni
Paolo Lomazzo, Trattato della Pittura, Milan 1585; Filippo Baldinucchi, Professori del disegno,
1681 - 1728; Roger de Piles, Abrégé de la vie des artistes, 1699, entry on the life of Leonardo.
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Mariette relates the circumstances of Hollar's relationship with Arundel. The two met in
Cologne in 1636 and Hollar returned to England with him later that year. Mariette (1730) pp 4-5.
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What Mariette does not know is that the drawings in his father's albums were themselves
copies of the originals by Leonardo. Carmen Bambach addresses this issue in her catalogue of
Leonardo’s grotesques in the Paris – New York exhibition 2003- 2005, catalogue entries 64-67.
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Mariette's album.280 "There is much connection between the number of drawings and the
quality of the subjects they represent...of old men, peasants and women who grimace and
laugh, Mariette notes." Finally, Mariette comments on the physical state of his album,
noting that the "recueil passed successively through the hands of curieux who knew its
value. "The conservation of the drawings, the neatness with which one has mounted
(them) onto larges size sheets of paper in order to make an appropriately sized
volume.....all these are indications that do not appear equivocal."281
One of the most important aspects of Leonardo's art to Mariette is the artist’s
connection to nature. Mariette believed that Leonardo was the first “qui se soit formé une
maniere sur la Nature..." and second, that he was able to subject art to some order or
rules. As source material, Mariette footnotes the 1651 French translation of Leonardo's
Trattato della Pittura whose illustrations he thought superior to the seventeenth-century
Italian copies.282 Leonardo urged artists to imitate nature and because nature exhibits so
much variety, art should as well. It is because of Leonardo's strong affinity for a truth that
follows nature, Mariette believed, that he was drawn to the subject of the unusual figures
found in the album. Leonardo observes attentively everything that passes under his eyes:
Si la fécondité & la pénétration de son genie lui fournissoit quelque
280

Mariette refers to Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo, Trattato della Pittura, Milan, 1585, vol. 6, c. 32.
Current scholarship suggests that the album Lomazzo refers to is autograph. See Paris 2005
exhibition catalogue.
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Mariette, 1730, p. 6.

Mariette, 1730, pp. 8-10. The French translation is based on two Italian manuscript copies,
one given by the Cavaliere del Pozzo to M. de Chantelou contains figural illustrations which he
added to clarify text, when these were printed the French engraver made additions as well. See
chapter 2 above.
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idée singuliere, il s'en servoit volontiers, mais c'étoit toujours après
l'avoir confrontée avec la Nature son unique guide.283

Mariette quotes a story recounted by Lomazzo to substantiates Leonardo's working
methods and offers Leonardo's authorship of the drawings:
S'étant proposé de peindre une assemblée des Paisans dont
les ris simples & naifs pussent exciter les mêmes mouvemens
dans les Spectateurs.

Lomazzo tells the likely apocryphal tale that Leonardo invited a number of common
people to dinner and before the meal began told amusing stories and jokes that caused
them to laugh and smile. The artist took the opportunity to study their gestures and faces,
and when free, went to his cabinet and drew the funny scene from memory. Mariette is
convinced by this story, stating that Leonardo's object was to make exacting research.
Unlike the Carraccis and others, Mariette writes, Leonardo was not making simple jests
but studying physiognomy and the passions that the faces revealed. "It is natural to
believe that the recueil of drawings of heads of which I write is one of these in which
Leonardo noted the most peculiar physiognomies," Mariette writes to Caylus. Noting
that the first 38 heads were by the same hand,284 he follows "although one recognizes the
caricatures, it is without doubt, that these heads have been drawn from nature.... I want
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no other proof."285 The modern viewer may doubt strongly that the heads in Mariette's
album were literal depictions of nature. The drawn faces appear highly exaggerated and
satirical, much like a version of a Dutch tronie, meant to be imaginary and not literal
portraiture. Leonardo was an artist who paid great attention to ideal beauty; can it not be
said that here he is exploring its antithesis? Yet, Mariette is convinced that the attention
to detail confirms Leonardo’s truth in nature. The treatment of the eyes, ears and the
illusion that the hair appears to be “so truthfully attached to the flesh” prove that these
drawings are done from life.
In addition to copying the drawings by Leonardo in this album, Mariette reveals
that M. le C, will supplement this group by also etching four of Leonardo’s sketches in
the Crozat collection from Vasari’s Libro dei disegni as well as one in the cabinet of the
King. (These five additional engravings will be discussed in further detail below.)
A Catalogue des pieces qui ont esté Gravées d'après les Tableaux ou Desseins de
Leonard de Vinci [sic] follows Mariette's essay on Leonardo. This is the earliest
historical list of the known reproductive prints on the artist with evaluative commentary,
bibliographic information and sizes. The list illustrates the criteria by which Mariette
collected data, giving insight into the type of working notes he made. Beginning with the
Last Supper, Mariette records the four prints known to him, the oldest by an anonymous
old Master. This print, Mariette deems "poorly designed and even more poorly
engraved" and the author laments how unfortunate for the artist that his work often falls
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"Quoique chargées on reconnoît, à n'en point douter, que ces têtes ont éte dessinées d'après
nature." Mariette, 1730, p. 17.
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into the hands of mediocre engravers.286 The entry on the second print, an etching, is
terse: only its size and attribution to an anonymous artist are recorded. The third print
described is an etching that was made under the direction of P(ieter) Soutman (15801657) who worked in Ruben's studio. Mariette notes that the only redeeming quality in
the print is its passable understanding of clair-obscur. He finds the etcher's grasp of
design intolerable. In particular, Mariette notes that the etcher reproduced only the upper
part of the print leaving off the lower register entirely, effectively cutting off the feet of
Christ and the Disciples. Such criticism is necessary, Mariette emphasizes, so that one
does not judge such an excellent work on so unfaithful a copy.287 The fourth and final
print of this composition is a contemporary etching made by M. le C. de C. Mariette
relates that Caylus' etching was made recently from a drawing for the Last Supper by
Leonardo currently in the cabinet du Roi. Mariette notes that Caylus' print, though an
etching, effectively conveys the sense of a wash drawing. This print was likely made for
a future volume of the Recueil Crozat project.288
In addition to the information on the Last Supper, Mariette catalogues five
additional prints after paintings with commentary: The Virgin seated on the knees of
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Mariette, P-J. Recueil de testes de caractere & de charges dessinées par Leonard de Vinci,
florentin & gravées par M. le c. de C., Paris, 1730, unnumbered page 1 [or 23 of 24]. "La plus
mal gravée.....Il est malheureux pour Leonard d'être presque toujours tombé entre les mains de
Graveurs médiocres."
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Mariette (1730), unnumbered page 1: "Il est necessaire de faire cette remarque pour qu'on ne
juge pas d'un aussi excellent ouvrage, sur une copie aussi infidele."
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A copy of the print is in the Chalcographie of the Louvre, ID 192 C/recto. Its size of 222 x 343
mm (height x width) corresponds to Mariette's "8 pouces de haut sur 12 de large." See Mariette
(1730), unnumbered page 1.
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Sainte Anne leaning over to hold the Christ child as he caresses a lamb; The Virgin with
the Child seated on her lap; Christ as the Savior of the World (with globe in one hand and
giving benediction with the other); and two different compositions of the Head of Saint
John the Baptist. Finally, the sixth print mentioned is an engraving by an anonymous
artist of an allegorical composition of a seated nude male figure holding a mirror that is
reflecting the sun and its rays blazing back at a group of animals from his head
surrounded by a dragon, lion and unicorn. Mariette records that this print is "8 pouces, 6
lignes" high by "12 pouces" wide and engraved so badly that one would not know that
this was a composition by the master had not the proof of it been found in the actual
drawing by Leonardo in the cabinet du Roi.289 A curious subject and one that has been
debated since the eighteenth century, scholars are in agreement that the drawing now in
the Louvre is a copy of a drawing by Leonardo in the collection at Windsor Castle.290
The drawing was much smaller (3 pouce, 6 lignes by 4 pouces), M. le C. de C. had etched
it faithfully, the only difference being that in the drawing the male figure is draped.
In effect, Mariette structured the catalogue of prints in support of Caylus’ oeuvre
by focusing the second half of the catalogue on reproductive prints of the drawings of
Leonardo. Caylus had been working diligently on reproductions from the drawing
collection of the King, and it is likely that some of these prints were destined for a
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Allegory with Solar Mirror, pen and brown ink with framing lines in pen and brown ink, 104 x
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Département des Arts Graphiques, Musée du Louvre, Paris. Acc. no. 2247. Ex collection: Everard
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subsequent volume of the Recueil Crozat.291 The comte had also been working on the
etchings of the caricature head drawings in the Mariette album, the raison d' etre for
Mariette's essay on Leonardo. Prints after the caricature heads of Leonardo already
existed; Wencelaus Hollar had etched many in the 1640s, but Mariette criticizes his entire
production of work after Leonardo, noting Hollar's lack of faithfulness to the originals. It
was a fault that could have been remedied, Mariette suggests, had the artist rendered the
features “trait by trait” and not taken so many licenses. To Mariette, Hollar’s prints
lacked good judgment or "taste" when compared with those of Caylus:"
Il seroit cependant à souhaiter qu'Hollar eût imité avec plus d'exctitude
les originaux qu'il avoit devant les yeux; il eut mieux vallu qu'il les eût
rendu trait pour trait, & avec les même touches, & qu'il n'y eût point
ajouté tout ce travail qu n'y met que de la propreté sans goût. On
s'appercevra aisement des licences qu'il a prises, si l'on confere
quelques-unes des têtes qu'il a gravée avec les mémes têtes qui
viennent de l'etre par M. le C. de C."292
Continuing his analysis of Hollar's prints after Leonardo's caricature heads, Mariette
derides the lack of detail. (fig. 5.2) Hollar’s choice to reduce the size of the etchings of
the already small drawings is the cause of the problem: The prints are not fully 3 pouces
high and 2 to 5 pouces wide,293 and due to their very small size, Hollar by necessity
edited the details. Mariette finds this alteration not only a disappointment, but a
291
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demonstration of the type of judgment that a good artist does not possess. Finally,
Mariette corrects a misattribution to Leonardo: In his catalog published in 1666, the
Abbé de Villeloin attributes a print of the Descent from the Cross to Leonardo. Mariette
notes that this is actually a print engraved by Eneas Vico, not after Leonardo, but after
Vasari or another Florentine master. The catalogue of Leonardo’s prints ends with a brief
mention Mariette’s project: the Têtes de caractere & de charges etched by M. le C. de C.
contains 59 plates. This brevity is due, one assumes, to the fact that this catalogue
follows the essay in which the recueil is discussed in greater detail.
The 1730 publication of the essay includes Caylus’ prints. A copy from Pierre
Crozat’s heir, Louis-Antoine Crozat, baron of Thiers, contains 67 etchings of caricature
heads of which we know that the comte de Caylus etched 66 and Charles-Antoine Coypel
one.294 In addition to the caricatures, Caylus etched a frontispiece with the revised title
(and intent) of the publication: Recueil de Testes de caractere & de Charges dessinées
par Leonard de Vinci, florentin & gravées par M. le c. de C.295 (fig. 5.3)
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Pierre-Jean Mariette's personal bound copy of the prints by Caylus is found in the
Département des Arts Graphique, Musée du Louvre, RF 28786.
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The frontispiece of the recueil by Caylus is etching with the use of a chiaroscuro woodblock
for tone. Within the plate in the lower left corner reads “Aug. Carache del.”
and in the lower right corner, “C. sculp.” The frontispiece image of the figure of Hercules with
raised club killing the Lernaen Hydra is after a drawing by Agostino Carracci. The drawing
expresses the style of the Farnese Gallery drawings. The figure of Hercules is shown in the act of
delivering deadly blows to the writhing Hydra, his arms raised, club in hand. The composition is
placed within a rectangular frame with foliage decorative elements on the top and two sides. A
pair of elongated young Atlantes (Atlas herms), garlands, cornucopia and grotesque maschera
flank each side of the frame. These elements sit atop an elaborately carved plinth and base
supported by two sphinxes in profile. A trompe l'oeil drapery hangs from the bottom of the frame
displaying the title and description: Recueil de Testes de caractere & de charges dessinées Par
Leonard de Vinci Florentin & gravées par M. le C de C, MDCCXXX, A Paris chez Mariette rue
St Jacques aux Colonnes d'Hercules.
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Later critical reception for Mariette’s Lettre was mixed: Giovanni Bottari
translated the text into Italian and published it in his Raccolta di lettere sulla pittura,
scultura e archittura, in his commentary he raised doubts as to the veracity of Mariette’s
claim because he knew first-hand of an album purchased by the Cardinal Silvio Valenti
subsequent to the Mariette purchase.296 Mariette’s rebuttal printed in the 1767 publication
of the book of etchings defended his “originals” yet again. With Mariette’s vast
experience, one would think that he would be adept at discerning originals from copies,
certainly the literature on connoisseurship that he read from de Piles on advised that it
was possible. Yet, based on his extensive knowledge in the print trade as well as his
practice of sustained engagement and conversation at Crozat’s and other drawing
collections, he is certain that his album of drawings are originals. Mariette believed he
was right because he had followed his instincts, allowed himself to “penetrate” the
drawing and had connected with Leonardo’s esprit.297 Scholars now believe that the
Valenti album though now lost, was the true original.298 Mariette’s expertise cannot be
faulted, he above most, had all the skills to attribute drawings correctly. Perhaps he
should not be faulted because he never saw the originals. (fig 5.4) This situation
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Bottari, vol. 2, no. 84, p. 209, n.1. “Queste teste sono caricature toccate in penna
meravigliosamente. Gli originali veri furonon comprati in Olanda dal signor card. Silvio Valenti;
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note 49
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illustrates the flaws in De Piles’ methodology that gives too much authority to amateurs
and has caused many collectors to purchase mis-attributed drawings over the centuries.
Attribution aside, a brief explanation of the album of drawings is necessary to
better understand Caylus’ treatment of the figures. The Louvre album contains 32 folios
on which 39 drawings after Leonardo have been pasted down. (fig. 5.5) The drawings
have been cut into circles and concentric framing lines drawn using a compass whose
point perforated each the drawing. The folio pages of the album have had holes smaller
than the drawings themselves cut into them in order that the drawings may be pasted
down allowing recto and verso of each drawing to be viewed in the turn of a page.
Numbers written in black chalk placed below the circular drawings on the charge sheet
correspond to the etchings by Caylus.299
Other copies after pages of grotesques by Leonardo have the heads arranged in
pairs, (figs. 5.4b and 5.6), but the figures in the Mariette album are not paired, but
individual heads. The pairing of the drawn figures by the sixteenth-century artists
presents the figures in conversazione as well as follows the Renaissance ideal of balance
both of which are elements of good disegno. There is no pairing of heads in the Mariette
album as mentioned above, but the “pair” is revealed through the lens of the turned page.
The etchings of the figures are in reverse as one might expect, but Caylus rejects the
organization of the album of drawings. The freedom of reproduction allows him to place
the recto and verso image one above the other. (fig. 5.7).
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Although the album contains other drawings related to other drawings, for the purposes of this
study, I will contain my discussion to these mentioned. For a thorough description of the Mariette
Album, see the entry of the album by Varena Forcione, in Bambach (2003) no. 137, pp. 680 -702.
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In copying the drawings of the masters, Caylus was following another one of de
Piles’ recommendations for artists, amateurs and connoissants.

The suggestion to copy

the masters has its antecedents in Renaissance training and is reiterated by Vasari,
Leonardo, and Michelangelo, who is said to have written on a drawing of one of his
students, “Draw, Antonio, Draw.” The practice of drawing was of great significance to
Caylus and perhaps suggests a reason for his assiduous copying of so many drawings.
A close reading of his discours sur les dessins to the Académie reveals the value
that Caylus placed on drawings. Drawings allow a point of “access” into the creative
mind. Even though the audience for his discourse is composed of artists, Caylus finds it
appropriate and in fact, essential, to remind them of the importance of the art form.
Comparing different stages of drawings can reveal the changes that an artist undergoes in
making a drawing—sketches, the first thoughts that strike an artist when compared with
the final drawing reveal the process of creativity. And in doing this, the viewer finds
himself in the artist’s studio, seeing the choices made that cause an artist to stop work on
a composition.300 He finds that a “simple stroke often determines a passion and proves
how much at that time the mind of the artist felt the force and truth of the expression.”301
Of all the resources available to an artist besides nature, Caylus finds the drawing
most useful: "....a great man is formed only by the gifts of nature; but this nature...needs
cultivation and adornments and the sight of beautiful drawings is one of the means that
300
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should be all the more employed for this purpose....Nothing so excites the genius of a
Painter or gives him that inner fire so necessary to composition as the examination of a
fine drawing. . .in drawings one sees exposed and without any deception the manner in
which the painter has known how to read nature and the manner in which he has
sometimes known how to take a pleasing liberty (with it).302
Drawings can also expose a falseness or inauthenticity in an artist’s style. For
Caylus, one of the reasons to study drawings is to see affectation revealed—be it
pretense, exaggeration, or artificiality. Good analysis of a drawing can prevent an artist
from developing these faults: "Color can sometimes make one excuse the fault of
affectation in a picture (painting), while a drawing with no such covering (i.e. the lack of
color), can convince the beholder to recognize the full extent of this drawback. In
addition, the comparison one can make with similar drawings easily makes one sensitive
to the true and to the beautiful imitation of Nature.303 When Caylus criticizes affectation,
he explains, that he does not mean the "style" and "technique" by which one distinguishes
the artworks of one artist from another. He sees affectation as what I would call excess
and what he phrases "the abuse of that manner which makes one draw from memory even
though after nature. An abuse one has seen only too much at all times in the works of
those who neglect nature, or who submit her to habit; of those finally who sacrifice
(nature) to the imagination."304
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The interest in process is one that Caylus shared with Mariette, whose description
of the “Leonardo” sketches reveals an interest in the inspiration and the practice of
making the drawings. Caylus advises the academicians that the study of drawings
uncovers the different routes that so many .....have taken to arrive at the same goal.
While the routes are infinite and "prove that when Nature has endowed a man with
feelings he only has to give free rein to his inspiration and to the lessons that Nature
alone can give."305 “(All of these reasons) lead him to suggest that a painter own
drawings and study them. It is possible to study drawings without becoming a slave to
them. Great lessons can be learned from analysis, such as figuring out the weakest part
of a drawing.
In copying drawings, Caylus was searching for the idea or conception of the artist,
reconceiving it and then recreating it through his etching needle. And in this manner, his
etchings are more than imitation, they relect a search for the creative impetus of artist.
The hand of the admirer references the admired, capturing the nexus of the natural and
the spiritual, the visible and the invisible, as Caylus immerses himself in a creative act.
In this sense, Caylus illustrates his aesthetic judgment, his analytical process and the
rapprochement of observation and intuition.
Mariette did not follow Caylus’ practice of copying drawings, but the handling of
the drawings in his collection was unique and allowed him to access artists’ creativity,
albeit in his own way. To begin, one can say that Mariette saw himself as the spiritual
heir of Vasari. Mariette owned an intact volume of Vasari's Libro de Disegni, which no
305
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longer survives as such, but we have his description of it: "The drawings were arranged
in several volumes about two feet tall and eighteen inches wide.306 All the pages, verso
as well as recto, were filled with many of the masters who had preceded him or were his
contemporaries. Vasari (or his workshop) embellished the drawings in pen and ink with
decorative borders and other elements rendering elegance to their display but also serving
to link visually the disparate styles of the drawings. The name of the artist and the school
or area he represented, was penned in Latin, within a trompe l’oeil cartouche found
typically at the bottom of Vasari’s charge sheet. (figs. 5.8 and 5.9) Vasari often drew
more elaborate fictive elements of triumphal arches or other architectural features to
surround the drawings. Drawings from the Libro have architectural features that frame
and act as ornamental embellishment. This sheet from the National Gallery of Art, with
four metalpoint drawings by Filippino Lippi307 displays the type of decorative framework
employed by Vasari or his students to embellish the pages of the Libro. Here the
ornamentation is in the form of delicate framing lines to demarcate the edges of the
pasted drawings, but Vasari's goal is to maintain a harmonious effect in the design and so
the framing lines are drawn to resemble picture frames for the drawings in the top
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register, while a more sculptural frame resembling a pedestal or altarpiece surrounds the
drawing in the bottom register creating the illusion that the drawing rests on the steps.
Swags of cornucopia hang on either side. Vasari always drew a cartouche in which he
penned the name of the artist at the bottom of the mount. The effect of this treatment is
strongly architectural, perhaps not surprising given Vasari's own architectural expertise.
On a number of sheets, Vasari pasted the woodcut portrait of the artist from the
1568 edition of his biographical work, Vite, onto the page.308 A drawing from the Vite
that Vasari attributed to Carpaccio best illustrates this treatment.309(fig. 5.10) Here, the
woodcut from Vasari’s Vite is pasted down just above the top of the drawing on the
embellished sheet. Vasari has attempted to blend the woodcut in with its surroundings
through the use of a darker wash that fades out to the lighter tones of the larger painted
architectural frame. In this instance, the xylographic reproduction and “new” original
(Vasari’s work) join together to illuminate the “old”, in this case the drawing attributed to
Carpaccio. In this manner, Vasari seeks a parity of his work from the Vite (the woodcut
stands in for the biographical text) and the Libro (his ornamentation) with the drawing of
the Great Masters.
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The two predominant theories of what happened to the Libro in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries center on Crozat and Mariette. Filippo Baldinucci recorded in
Notizie de’ professori del disegno da Cimabue in qua, that the heirs of Niccolò Gaddi
sold them "to the great shame of Tuscany."310 The verso of a drawing by Imola311 has a
note written in the hand of Jonathan Richardson, Senior, who writes:
[I] "know myself that this Ornament is of his own hand, or of some
of those Assistants which He employ'd, having seen the whole Books
that He [Vasari] so often quotes, for the most part still unbroken up,
which were in ye possession of the famous Collector, Mons. Crozat at
Paris; He having bought them Entire at Florence; tho' He had taken to
pieces some of the Books, which I well remembr I abus'd him for, as a
sort of sacriledge [sic] in the Vertù.312
Mariette expresses a different opinion, writing that the "albums had been brought 'so they
say' to France in the middle of the seventeenth century and dismembered by a dealer on
speculation. Whatever the journey, Mariette had direct contact with
sheets from the Libro and his treatment of the drawings in his own collection express a
familial resemblance.
While in the early years of his collecting, Mariette did not have the means to buy
works of the most well known artists and hence the most expensive so he focused on
drawings of quality, even if they were often less recognized artists. The evidence of his
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after-death sale in 1775, however, shows that in the end he had been able to acquire
works by masters and many of great importance. Certainly his acquisitions from the
Crozat sale in 1741, became cornerstones of his collection, but he also acquired either on
his own or inheritance drawings by many great Masters such Michelangelo,
Parmigianino, Correggio, Watteau, Dürer and Rembrandt for example. His interest in
achieving visual unity in the collection caused him to devise standards in display and
storage that have become hallmarks of provenance. The phrase ‘Mariette mount’ in the
museum world connotes several distinctive features which when known make his
collection easily identifiable. (5.11) A ‘Mariette mount’ is a white card support (typically
3 ply), where the drawing is pasted down, the center slightly above the midline to
compensate for the effect of perspective when the drawing is held at an angle. Strips of
blue paper cover the surrounding. On top of this blue covering, strips of gilded paper on a
Venetian red-gold ground between 4 and 6 mm frame the drawing, carbon black or iron
gall lines of varying widths (typically between 3 and 4 mm) give the illusion of light and
shade surrounding the drawing and the gilded paper. An ink cartouche appears at the
bottom center of the mount in which he wrote the name of the artist. Often, he wrote the
names of previous owners within the cartouches he inked on the mounts of the drawings
in his collection. This act served a dual purpose; it established the provenance of the
drawing (an essential tenet of connoisseurship) and also emphasized his stature as a
collector in the pedigree of drawing collecting.
In addition, Mariette would often record previous attributions either on the rectos
or versos of these mounts that enhanced their importance in the study of provenance, a
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particular interest of the collector. In the case of a drawing by Raffaellino del Garbo, (fig.
5.10) Vasari indicated the name of the artist on a fictive banderole at the lower edge of
the drawing “Raffaelli del Garbo Pit Fio.” The silverpoint drawing of the resurrected
Christ has a constrained architectural surround. At the top of the drawing in a rectangular
cartouche, Mariette has written: “Ex Collectione olim G. Vasari nunc P.J. Mariette”. In
addition, Mariette has pasted Vasari’s pen and ink charge sheet onto his signature blue
card a gold border surround flanked by two black framing lines.
In the collections of drawings that Mariette and Caylus scrutinized such as those
of Pierre Crozat and the Royal Collections, they saw drawings as independent art forms
that upon close examination revealed the intimate marks of an artist’s creative process.
Both of them articulated the primacy of the mark, one with his etcher’s needle and the
other with his pen.
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Drawings, Connoisseurship and the Legacy of the Amateur

The family of collectors, theorists, amateurs and connoisseurs associated with
Crozat and their publications and activities relating to drawings afforded the opportunity
to investigate the status of drawings and their critical connoisseurship in the expanding
group of amateurs in the first half of the eighteenth century in Paris. This final chapter
takes the opportunity to reflect on the group’s practice engaging with drawings and the
broader issue of drawings connoisseurship. The members of the Crozat group sought to
elevate the importance of drawings and their influence extended to the realms collecting
and print-making initiatives as well as discourse. This influence was not restricted to the
world of collectors and admirers of art, but reached into the world of artists and their
official realm, the Académie royale. Hence, the confluence of several elements laid the
basis for important developments and practices in the methodology of connoisseurship
for collectors outside of the formal auspices of the Académie royale. The basis for these
practices can be found in the literature produced by members of the group that was art
historical, didactic and established rules by which amateurs could practice the
fundamentals of connoisseurship. The vast collection of drawings amassed by Pierre
Crozat was both the physical and intellectual source for the origins of the critical
connoisseurship of drawings. The presence of this collection, combined with the
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extraordinary intellect and visual literacy of Pierre-Jean Mariette; the interest in
developing a taxonomy of drawings and the refinement of the ideas of Roger de Piles
practiced by Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d'Argenville; and the distinctive figure of the
comte de Caylus, whose practice of drawing and print-making alongside artists and
interaction with both collectors and academicians created a specific realm of influence
that spurred the practice of the connoisseurship of the graphic arts to a new level.
The practice of sustained engagement with prints and drawings; the seeing and
describing that took place beginning with Crozat in his hotel in the rue de Richelieu and
enjoyed by those fortunate to be present fostered a legacy that influenced artists,
academicians and laypersons alike. It was de Piles who wrote that drawings and prints
should be unbound and kept in portfolios so that they could be passed about and
discussed. Although a few of the drawings were framed and hanging on the walls as
described by Jonathan Richardson Junior and many of the prints were bound as described
in the Crozat sale catalogue313, evidence exists to support the claim that Crozat's took de
Piles at his word and the drawings were passed among those in attendance in the cabinet.
As described earlier, the discussions and the intensive engagement with drawings on the
rue de Richelieu gave rise to an evaluative language that was codified by Dezallier
d'Argenville and Pierre-Jean Mariette. The former developed an evaluative hierarchy of
degrees of finish to drawings and the latter became the paradigm for the connoisseur of
the graphic arts. Mariette's extensive practical knowledge of prints and their makers both
complemented and served his understanding of artistic practice that drawings alone could
313
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reveal. Until he retired from the business of print dealing and publishing at age 51, his
expertise was highly sought after in forming several royal and noble collections in
France, and farther afield in Vienna and Lisbon. Even after his retirement, the realm of
his influence was amplified throughout Europe in his diligent correspondence in which he
searched for drawings, prints, and other objects of his interests with such diverse groups
as art dealers, collectors, artists, historians, and librarians. In the sales catalogues that he
compiled as well as his contributions to the Recueil Crozat, Mariette set standards in the
manner in which art historical information was displayed, primarily establishing the
standard format for the catalogue raisonné. These published writings also set a standard
for critical thinking about the graphic arts. The sum of Mariette's knowledge and perhaps
his greatest achievements were unfinished at his death in 1775. First, the notes
manuscrits, were intended to serve as the basis for a catalogue of prints from artists of the
sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries as well as a history of printmaking. Had it been
published, it would have been the sum knowledge of four generations of Mariette print
publishers, revealing their encyclopedic knowledge of the field. Second, Mariette
devoted much of his life to revisions of and additions to the second edition of Pellegrino
Antonio Orlandi's Abecedario after it was published in 1719,314 a history of art in a livesof-the-artists format was unique in that it foregrounded the graphic arts to a degree
314
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unseen previously in art historical writings. Both manuscripts were deciphered
(Mariette's minute script became increasingly difficult to read in later entries) and edited
with the selections appearing in six volumes from 1851 to 1862.315 An achievement in art
historical publications, the work stands out for its descriptions of contemporary French
artists as well as its depiction of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century artists seen through
an eighteenth-century lens. In editing, de Chennevières and Montaiglon focused mainly
on the additions to Orlandi's text, altering Mariette's organization of the entries on prints
which he had placed in regional schools in favor of the alphabetical format initiated by
Orlandi. Because the entries were heavily edited, one cannot help but wonder how much
of Mariette's voice has been lost in the enterprise. Even so, the Abecedario of Mariette is
a deep well of information on the taste and interests of the eighteenth-century
connoisseur.
The belief that a layperson can learn to identify the makers of art as well as
determine a copy from an original exists already in the sixteenth century as stated
previously, but was amplified in seventeenth-century texts in both Italy and France. This
study took as its focus a trajectory of that thought as it relates to drawings and in a larger
sense looked at the development of the critical connoisseurship of drawings as found in
the nascent French aesthetic literature beginning with Sentimens by Abraham Bosse and
continuing with the writings of Roger de Piles-- specifically those written with the
collector in mind, such as his translation of de arte graphic and later Abregé de les vies
des artistes. The writings of both Bosse and de Piles espoused the fundamentals of
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connoisseurship, an idea which they understood as connoissance, namely to recognize
traits which led to an understanding of authorship and judgment as to the quality of
artworks. For these activities to bear fruit and have merit, however, a practice of intense
study and evaluative language is required. These tenets were refined and organized in the
following century by the amateurs of the graphic arts who were influenced by their
interactions with Crozat and de Piles. Both Mariette and D'Argenville exhibited
extensive visual literacy and sought to discern the authorship of drawings based on a deep
understanding of artists' characteristic styles. Rational methodology, the organization of
information and standardization of terminology elevated the practice of the amateur to
the more focused and studied practice of the connoisseur, a recognized elite form of
amateur. Mariette and D'Argenville, to a lesser degree, exemplify the practice of
connoisseurship to research, organize, and evaluate artworks with the goal of arriving at
aesthetic judgments. Both included in their biographical works on artists descriptions of
drawings, and the techniques employed by artists. The practice of connoisseurship for
paintings did not have the same focus on standardization and methodology.
The sustained engagement with drawings as practiced by the Crozat group
benefitted collectors and amateurs in the acquisition of drawings and other artworks.
While the presence and practice of the Crozat group was not the sole reason for the
elevation of the graphic arts to a more monumental art in the early part of the century, its
contribution is without question. The placement of drawings side by side with highly
valued paintings by classical artists in the Recueil Crozat signaled a reach for parity
between canvas and paper on an aesthetic scale. In addition, Mariette's commentary in
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the text on the drawings marked for a wider audience the significant shift that had already
occurred in the aesthetic discourse on drawings within the group. The demand for
verisimilitude in print reproduction in the Recueil and the choice of the hybrid etching chiaroscuro woodcut technique signaled a desire for and acted in some degree as an
impetus for the advancements in printmaking that developed in the latter half of the
century such as crayon manner, soft ground etching and four color printing.
Nevertheless, the legacy of the Crozat group within the realm of connoisseurship was just
one lineage in contemporary Parisian taste.316 Tastes were shifting and it is important to
bear in mind that in addition to connoisseurship, two additional and parallel modes of
inquiry relating to the arts were also evident in Paris at mid-century: one, newly formed
and specific to Paris, the other, with origins in Italy, had proponents dispersed throughout
Europe. The development of salon criticism and the rising interest in archaeology and
antiquarianism gained in practice and popularity in the early decades of the eighteenth
century and by its close dominated many areas in which amateurs and connnoisseurs
engaged in discourse.317 Antiquarianism had been practiced since the Renaissance, and as
an historical method is documented already in seventeenth-century Italy and France. The
birth of modern archaeology and in a larger sense, art history and aesthetics, nevertheless,
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occurs in the eighteenth century. I do not wish to imply that this movement was exclusive
of connoisseurship because the practices of both draw on similar skills of observation and
historical analysis. The writings of Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717- 68), however,
shift the focus of antiquarianism away from subject matter, one of the key elements of
connoisseurship, and focuses on a "nationalistic" view of origins. Both Mariette and
Caylus were actively involved in the scientific study of antiquity. Caylus was also a
member of the Acadèmie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles-Letters, the leading French
arbiter of taste for the antique. Between 1752 and 1767, Caylus published seven volumes
of engravings after the coins and antiquities in his collection Recueil d'antiquitiés
égyptiennes, étrusques, grecques, romaines et gauloises. Mariette published his
collection of engraved gems with commentary in Traité des pierres gravées in 1750 and
demonstrated a profound interest as well in contemporary issues of antiquarianism,
gaining attention in his public exchange of letters with Giovanni Battista Piranesi (172078) in the Gazette littéraire de l'europe, Supplément, 4 November 1764 on the origins and
model of western art in the Greco-Roman debate.318
Salon criticism, on the other hand, is a distinctly French practice and genre of
writing about art that traces its origins to the 1740s in Paris. Collecting art required
means, provided status and allowed one to move among refined levels of society.
Connoisseurship, in addition, required analysis and commitment to the study of the
history of art and an understanding of what would later be called aesthetics. The
practitioners of connoisseurship, as exemplified by the Crozat group included nobility,
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artists, businessmen, theorists, and refined men of taste. As counterpoint, salon criticism
gave audience to the vox populi: neither financial investment nor extensive study and
analysis required. Visitors to the public salons of art organized by the Académie royale
received lists of artworks on view that were often nothing more than the name of the
artist, titles and media occasionally included. The salon critic added descriptions of the
artworks to this list along with his opinions, thereby adding the dimension of
commentary. Unlike the treatises and biographies of artists, the genre of salon criticism
is written from the point of view of the visitor rather than the collector.319
The first work of salon criticism, Réflexions sur quelques causes de l'état présent
de la peinture en France appeared in 1747. Published anonymously, the author was later
identified as Etienne La Font de Saint-Yenne (1688 - 1771). Under the pretext of a
review of the year's salon, it was an essay on the decline of academic painting and the
deplorable decadence of the Rococo style. Its greatest significance is its stance that
members of the public --non-academics and non-artists-- have the right to criticize art.
Within a few years this genre of writing proliferated to such an extent that anonymity of
the writers ceased to de desirable; anonymous notoriety gave way to celebrity. In salon
criticism, the language was accessible, the pen often acerbic. Many of the publications
featuring criticism such as the Correspondance littéraire were banned in Paris, but being
sold by subscription, the newsletter made its way into Parisian circles. Banishment,
however, had a positive effect on the contributors who were free of the censorship of the
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Académie royale and fears of reprisal. These writings sparked a long debate among men
of letters with regard to who was competent to judge art, the writers or the artists.320
Salon criticism reached its apogee in the figure of Denis Diderot (1713 - 1784)
who contributed to the literature on arts and taste as well as edited the Encyclopédie, the
significant undertaking to bring together the sum of knowledge. In Diderot's early
writings, it is evident that he read widely on art and aesthetics; Recherches
philosophiques sur l'origine et la nature du beau was steeped in philosophy and analyzed
previous writings on beauty in nature, among his sources were Leonardo, Fréart de
Chambrey, de Piles and others.321 His salon criticism was lighter and conversational in
tone. As subjects, prints and drawings were not unnoticed by Diderot in his Salons and
are worth noting to illustrate a late eighteenth-century view on their aesthetic roles in
discourse and praxis. In his salon critique of 1765, Diderot wrote "you won't be surprised
to learn that there isn't an engraver who doesn't have his own burin and way of handling
it; nor will you be surprised to learn that Mariette can recognize all these individual
burins and styles."322 The rudiments of print connoisseurship are essential for
understanding what one sees. Print connoisseurship can be readily achieved by studying
a few masterful examples of art: Assemble a portfolio of prints selected for study and
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learn the basics of engraving quickly. Singling out a print by Masson entitled Gilded
Youth as the best example of engraving with the most reward, he finds that this one print
is sufficient to teach the viewer about the handling of feathers, flesh, hair, leather, silk,
embroidery, fabric, gold cloth, metal and wood."323 If followed by the study of prints by
Visscher, Gérard Audran, Edelinck, Callot and della Bella, the viewers' training is
complete.
The reproductive print is a safeguard against the losses of time Diderot writes: "...
all paintings will perish due to the elements (and worms), it's up to the engraving to save
what can be saved."324 The masterful engraver will render objects differently with varied
technical approaches. He exhorts the budding print connoisseur not to assign merit to
work that is merely "clean, consistent and slavishly executed, nor to work that is wildly
free and idiosyncratic; the first indicates only patience, the latter only laziness or even
inadequacy."325 Diderot demonstrates a sophisticated knowledge of printmaking
techniques, to begin, he explains that dry-point, the result of using a sharp etching-needle
to inscribe lines or hatching without resorting to either the etching process or the burin, is
ideal when done on a copper plate for finishing touches, soft objects and distant views.326
The use of this technique, in its contrast between the engraved or etched line "is always
lively and agreeable." The author discusses the merits of the judicious use of acid in
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creating tonal effects, as well. When one examines an engraving closely, the reader is
told that the strokes of the initial work predominate over those added in the final,
finishing stages. Technical knowledge on the part of the beholder permits the viewer to
tell why "you like one print and don't like another, why your eyes take pleasure here and
are rebuffed there."
Finally, Diderot addresses the engraver:
"Have your strokes accurately evoke the forms; be scrupulous in making
them thinner in accordance with their level of depth; always make those
initially applied determine the disposition of those applied subsequently;
make partial shadows that are near fully illuminated areas less densely
stroked than patches of reflected light and areas in deep shadow; handle
all three kinds of passages in such a way that they reinforce the spatial
organization of the whole. Treat each thing in a way appropriate to it,
such that figures, landscape, water, drapery, metals are properly
characterized. Produce the maximum effect with a minimum of
strokes."327

Diderot concludes his short excursus on prints with the discussion of "charcoal"
engraving, a relatively new process in the realm of printmaking which imitates charcoal
drawings and provides an alternative for the student engraver who often develop hard,
dry and overly systematic styles by copying compositions using other methods of
engraving. 'A man named François invented it; it was perfected by someone named
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Demarteau."328 Engravings preserve and multiply paintings; charcoal engraving
multiplies and preserves drawings."329
Drawing, Diderot writes, is quite literally the foundation of all the arts. Sculpture,
he writes, is drawing with the mortise and chisel; engraving is drawing with either the
burin or the bow-drill, chasing is drawing with the buffer and the small chisel.... Color
disappears; truth, drawing, composition, character, expression remain."
Diderot's Notes on Painting serves as an appendix to his commentary on the salon
of 1765. In the section entitled "My Bizarre thoughts about Drawing," the critic advises
young students that over-studied drawing is anathema to inspired art. The seven years
that the artist spends at the Acadèmie drawing after a model are "cruel and difficult years"
in which one's draftsmanship becomes mannered."330 Posed and manipulated figures
have nothing to do with postures and movements in nature. The life pose class at the
Academy he calls a "shop of mannered tics," "What does a person pretending to die have
in common with another expiring in his bed or beaten to death in the street?" When
copying, Diderot advises the student to imagine the entire figure of the object, creating a
correspondence between the visible and the invisible. This is a reiteration of de Piles'
idea of the viewer finding the artist's intention in the visual by completing the sketch or
unfinished design in his mind.331 "But it is not enough to evoke the whole successfully,"
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Diderot continues, "the challenge lies in introducing details without destroying the mass.
This is the work of verve, of genius, of feeling, and extremely delicate feel at that."332
Like de Piles, D'Argenville and Caylus before him, Diderot prized the sketch. In
his description of Jean-Baptiste Greuze's The Well-loved Mother, from the Salon of 1765,
Diderot declares that sketches frequently have a fire that finished (works) lack: "they're
the moment of the artist's zeal, his pure verve, undiluted by any carefully considered
preparation, they're the painter's soul freely transferred to canvas. The poet's pen, the
skilled draftsman's pencil, seem to frolic and amuse themselves. Rapid sketches
characterize everything with a few strokes."333 Diderot is not interested in establishing
authorship, that is already a given when commenting about contemporary art at the salon,
but he does uphold the importance of the graphic arts. Although he is writing in an
intentionally theatrical style and for a different audience than de Piles, Mariette or
D'Argenville, there are some aesthetic themes or concerns that he shares with earlier
culture of the amateurs and connoisseurs of the graphic arts. Diderot cannot be said to be
a connoisseur in the strict definition of the term, but he shares with the Crozat group a
connection that extends back to Vasari, that of the primacy of visually-oriented culture
and the recognition that drawing is an essential element of that culture.
Connoisseurship as a mode of inquiry gains momentum in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. A strict definition of connoisseurship is that it is a branch of art
history concerned with the identification of art objects that uses documents as well as
332
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visual markers in assigning attribution to artists and authenticity. As a discipline,
connoisseurship requires “years of specialized study, firsthand acquaintance with many
collections, a memory of objects gained through close and repeated study, and a
sensitivity to subtle differences that comes only with experience.”334 Certainly the
nineteenth-century connoisseurship advocated by Giovanni Morelli (1816-1891) has a
part of its roots in the practice of the Crozat group. Morelli found that access to art was
essential for connoisseurs and that a study of the formal elements of an artwork was
important. His method has been rightly criticized for reducing an artist's style to
individual parts-- an eye, nose or toe used to corroborate an attribution, yet there is
quantifiable value in learning to identify the characteristic traits of execution."335 The
flaw of the Morellian approach was its determination that connoisseurship could be made
an exact science and its denial of the role of intuition on the behalf of the connoisseur.
Perhaps a more appropriate descendent of the eighteenth-century methodology
and the formal observation of drawings can be seen in the work of Bernard Berenson
(1865 - 1959) who is recognized as the leading connoisseur of the twentieth century.
Berenson defined connoisseurship as the comparison of works of art with a view to
determining their reciprocal relationships. The practice is based on the assumption that
“perfect identity of characteristics indicates identity of origin—an assumption, in its turn,
based on the definition of characteristics as those features that distinguish one art from
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another.”336 Berenson published the “Rudiments of Connoisseurship” as a guide to its
practice in 1902. In the essay, he identifies three “materials” needed for the historical
study of art: contemporary documents, tradition, and the works of art themselves.337
Berenson treats contemporary documents rather dismissively by stating a document is
either genuine or not, and if correct, it is not absolutely sufficient proof of attribution.
Berenson also cautions that contracts, documents, signatures and dates are often the
domain of the forger, and may warrant skepticism. He does follow the Morellian practice
of analysis of features and in this essay gives much attention to the areas of “most
identifiable features,” (the formal elements) such as the cranium, eyes, ears, mouth,
hands, as well as the handling of drapery, landscape, the nude form, and chiaroscuro. All
of these elements are subject to the overriding sense of quality that is the “most essential
equipment of a would-be connoisseur.... It is the touchstone of all.....the evidences....he
brings to bear upon the work of art.” Judging authorship is a “science” to Berenson, but
the judgment of quality, is an “art”.338
Berenson’s The Drawings of the Florentine Painters Classified, Criticised and
Studied as Documents in the History and Appreciation of Tuscan Art, with a Copious
Catalogue Raisonné (1903) combines the visual formal analysis of drawings with an
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attempt at evaluating the "spirit" of the work and remains a landmark text on the
connoisseurship of drawings:
The question of how we know that a drawing is by a given master
an honest answer should begin by confessing that our knowledge is
never strictly scientific, that is to say measurable, reversible and
demonstrable, but at best only plausible. There is only one way of
reaching even this plausibility, and that is through the feeling a
drawing gives us that it was created by the same spirit that we find
in a series of paintings or sculptures well known to us. If we feel the
identical sense of form, the identical tendencies in visualizing and
executing, the identical vibration of vitality or touch that we call "quality"
we conclude for ourselves, and for the like-minded only that the drawing
is by the same hand that crated the series of works that constitute a
given artistic personality.339

Because of the fragile and ephemeral nature of drawings, there is often a lack of
documentary evidence that can secure an attribution. Artists rarely sign drawings, so as
Berenson remarked the route to authorship is often paved with small stones—
connoisseurs must rely on evaluation of the small elements to form an opinion of the
whole.
As Carmen Bambach wrote recently, although the “prestige of connoisseurship
was said to have been in decline by 1932, being superseded by iconographical studies,
this was certainly not true of the field of old-master drawings, for until even two decades
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ago, connoisseurship was the exclusive analytical tool in the study of Italian drawings,
and continues to be one of the dominant methods today.”340 In the 1961 edition of the
work, titled The Drawings of the Florentine Painters, Berenson no longer referred to the
“science” of connoisseurship, perhaps in an effort to quell some of his critics. And as
Bambach notes “the association of ‘science’ with connoisseurship, ...is wisely no longer
made in present-day drawings scholarship.”341 Even though Berenson placed little, if
any, credence on documentary evidence, relying on his eye, the 1903 edition
demonstrated Berenson’s coherent method of critical inquiry which was a hallmark for
the study of early Italian drawings.

“Berensonian” connoisseurship fell into disfavor by mid-century largely due to its
inflexibility or lack of consistency. Among his many critics, Meyer Schapiro, observed
that while Berenson’s early writings “stand out among students of Italian painting
through their statement of guiding principles, his gifts were less philosophical than
aesthetic, and it is his work as a connoisseur-critic, founded on disciplined observation
that has lasting value....but that he was unaffected by the absorbing views of the history
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and interpretation of art such as Riegl, Wölfflin, Dvorák and the work of the advanced
modern painters.”342
Clearly what was needed was a balance between the “eye” and the “document” in
the field of drawings connoisseurship. A true highpoint in the literature on
connoisseurship in the twentieth century, that study appeared in 1944 as The Drawings of
the Venetian Painters in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries by Hans Tietze and Erica
Tietze-Conrat. The authors used evidence such as artists’ wills and other documents to
form an understanding of the use of drawings in the practices of Venetian artists as well
as the currency of the drawing among collectors. The accomplishment of the Tietze’s
study notwithstanding, documentary evidence regarding drawings is often as scarce as the
drawings themselves in the field of old-masters.
A late twentieth century view on connoisseurship is offered by the art historian
and curator, Henri Zerner, who suggests that one of the reasons that connoisseurship has
been discredited in the past is due to its link to the commerce of art.343 In a symposium at
Harvard University in 1985, Zerner called for the return to visual evidence, a serious
examination of it—“to make fine visual distinctions, to identify specific visual features,
to correlate them to one another through notions of rhythm, recurrence and relative
irregularity.”344 The task of connoisseurship should be, he observed, to make the area of
study “disciplined and coherent by finding the balance between the visual evidence
342
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against the verbal or documentary. Fortunately, the current path of scholarship values
documentary evidence as well as the visual and it is striving for that balance that keeps
the discipline of connoisseurship moving forward hopefully with far less pejorative sense
attached to the term.
Today connoisseurship is practiced by curators, art historians, and dealers, and not
typically collectors, with a few exceptions. Seventeenth-century French theoreticians of
art wrote largely for the professional audience of artists and academicians, but Roger de
Piles addressed a part of his theoretical writing to the collectors of art, the amateurs. His
commentary to Du Fresnoy’s de arte graphica and the Abregé de la vie des Peintres
initiates a didactic literature focused on edifying this large and willing populace in
matters of observation and discernment. Whether connoisseurship can be distilled and
taught to any audience in such a matter can be debated, however, the foregrounding of
sustained visual engagement of artworks as a fundamental understanding of the fine arts
is de Piles’ greatest contribution to the literature for the amateur. Placing the graphic
arts, and in particular, drawings, at the core of this understanding provides a theoretical
basis for the shift in the role drawings played in the discourse on the graphic art in the
eighteenth-century.
The réunions organized by Pierre Crozat in which his collection of drawings and
prints were examined and discussed provided the nexus between the theory and the
practice of visual engagement of the graphic arts among amateurs for over thirty years.
The groups who freely associated there included businessmen and aristocrats drawn
together by their interest in the graphic arts. The presence of artists and other
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theoreticians at these meetings stretched the boundaries of discourse to include other
points of view that had previously been confined to the formal institution of the Académie
royale.
The print-making initiatives of the group formed by Crozat, Pierre-Jean Mariette,
and the comte de Caylus, beginning in the early 1720s with their work on the Recueil
Crozat had a demonstrable effect on the manner in which drawings and prints entered
critical discourse in France in the first half of the eighteenth century. The development of
a critical vocabulary that began with de Piles and was codified and published by Dezallier
d’Argenville in 1745 met the demand for a specialized vocabulary to discuss drawings.
Jean de Jullienne’s re-production of the drawings of Antoine Watteau through the
medium of etching likely would not have occurred if aesthetic interest in the act of
drawing and value in the possession of them had not been well established by the Crozat
group. A specific interest in reproducing wash drawings for the Recueil Crozat, a type
that was especially valued by the group, led to the adaptation and revival of the sixteenthcentury chiaroscuro woodcut print. The combination of etching and chiaroscuro woodcut
printing focused aesthetic attention on the reproduction of drawings with greater
verisimilitude. The need for greater accuracy in printmaking with regard to drawings was
realized in the second half of the century in Paris with the development of techniques of
facsimile reproduction such as four-color printing, crayon-manner engraving and softground etching.
As drawings became more abundant in the salons, at auction, reproduced in
recueil, and more prevalent in the aesthetic attention of collectors, their status rose from a
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collectible kept in a portfolio or mounted in an album to an artwork worthy of its own
aesthetic attention. With increasing frequency, drawings were found hanging on walls
next to paintings and among the decorative scheme of rooms alongside sculptures.
Crozat, Mariette, and Caylus—their activities as collectors and their interests in drawings
had a demonstrable effect on the manner in which drawings entered the critical aesthetic
discourse. The confluence of collecting and publishing as well as the dialectic of
drawings connoisseurship that occurred among these amateurs of the graphic arts added
considerably to the momentum from which drawings rose in status and aesthetic focus in
early eighteenth-century Paris.

Plates

1.1 Gilles Demarteau, Portrait of Rubens bust-length, wearing a hat, (after a drawing by
Watteau), c. 1772, crayon manner, printed in red and black inks, 235 x 166 mm.,
London, The British Museum, Inv. number 1891,0414.938.
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1.2 Gilles Demarteau. Jeune Fille accoudée coiffée d’une mantille vue en buste et tournée vers
la droite, la main gauche près du cou., after a drawing by Francois Boucher, 1770s, crayon
manner engraving in red and black, 328 x 319 mm. Paris, Musée du Louvre, Rothschild
Collection, Inv. 19369 LR.
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1.3 Jean François Janinet. Les Nourrices. 1780, etching and aquatint printed in brown ink,
1780, 319 x 200 mm., London, The British Museum, Inv. 1873, 0712.271.
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1.4 Louis-Marin Bonnet. Buste de Jeune Fille. after François Boucher, 1767, pastel manner
engraving in four colors, 309 x 231 mm., London, The British Museum, Inv. 1985,0504.
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2.1 Abraham Bosse, Sentimens, frontispiece and title page, Paris, 1649.
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2. 2 Roger de Piles, Titlepage L'Art de Peinture de Charles Alphonse du Fresnoy, title page
Paris, 1668.
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2.3 Roger de Piles, Abregé de la Vie des Peintres, Paris, 1699, title page.
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2.4 Antoine-Joseph Dezallier D’Argenville, Abregé de la vie des Plus Fameux Peintres avec

leurs portraits graves en taille-douce, title page, Paris, 1745.
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2.5 Antoine-Joseph Dezallier D’Argenville, Engraving for entry on Leonard, from Abregé de la
vie des Plus Fameux Peintres avec leurs portraits graves en taille-douce, Paris, 1745.
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3.1 Ground and first floor plans of Hôtel Crozat, 16 rue de Richelieu, Paris. Designed by
Jean- Sylvain Cartaud, plan reflecting original layout of ground- floor, circa 1704,
Jacques-François Blondel , Architecture françoise, Book V, no. XVII, pl 2. 1752-6.
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3.2 Ground and first floor plans of Hôtel Crozat, 16 rue de Richelieu, Paris. Designed by JeanSylvain Cartaud, plan reflecting original layout of ground- floor, circa 1704, from JacquesFrançois Blondel Architecture françoise, 1752-6. Book V, no. XVII, pl 2. 1752-6.
Marked by this author with post 1716 changes.
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3.3 Louis Petit de Bachaumont, sketch of premier étage plan of hôtel Crozat, 16 rue de
Richelieu,1740, indicating the layout after 1716 renovations. Paris, Bibiolthèque nationale de
France.
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3.4 Charles de La Fosse, sketches for designs for overdoors (for hôtel Crozat?), Formerly in the
collection of Pierre Crozat, Stockholm, National-museum.
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3.5 Charles de La Fosse, Sketches for a cornice. Formerly in the Crozat Collection, Stockholm,
National- museum.
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3.6. Raphael, Heads of Eight Apostles. c. 1514, red chalk over stylus under drawing and traces
of leadpoint on laid paper, cut in two pieces and rejoined, laid down, 81 x 232 mm.
National Gallery of Art, Washington. Woodner Collection, 1993.51.2.
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4.1 Recueil d’Estampes d’apres les plus Beaux Tableaux et d’Apres Les Plus Beaux Desseins qui
sont en France (Recueil Crozat), Tome Premier, L’Ecole Romaine. Titlepage, Paris, 1729.
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4.2 Recueil d’Estampes d’apres les plus Beaux Tableaux et d’Apres Les Plus Beaux Desseins qui
sont en France Tome Premier, L’Ecole Romaine, second partie (Recueil Crozat), Title page,
Paris, 1729.
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4.3 Recueil Crozat. Plate 3*, Tome Premier, 1729, The Lamentation ou Jesus-Christ Descendu
after a drawing by Perugino from the Cabinet Crozat, etched by Mr le Comte de C.
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4.4 Recueil Crozat. Plate 3**, Tome Premier, 1729, The Raising of the Cross, after a drawing
by Pinturicchio from the Cabinet Crozat, chiaroscuro woodblock print by Nicolas le Sueur.
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4.5 Recueil Crozat. Plate 41 Tome Premier, 1729, The Entombment of Christ, after a drawing
by Raphael from the Cabinet Crozat, etched by Mr le Comte de C.
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4.6 Raphael. The Entombment, (preparatory study for the painting of the Baglione Entombment,
1507) pen and brown ink , 213 x 319 mm. Ex coll. Pierre Crozat, his sale April 10, 1741,
no. 109, London, The British Museum, Inv. 1916,1216.1.
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4.7 Recueil Crozat. Plate 131, Tome Premier, 1729, The Assumption of the Virgin, after a
drawing by Passeri from the Cabinet Crozat, etching by P.P. A. Robert and under his direction,
chiaroscuro woodblock by Nicolas le Sueur.
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4.8 Recueil Crozat. Plate 44, Tome Premier, 1729, Studies for the painting the School of Athens,
after drawings by Raphael, from the Cabinet Crozat, etching by P.P. A. Robert and chiaroscuro
woodblock under his direction by Nicolas le Sueur.
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4.9 Recueil Crozat. Plate 67, Tome Premier, 1729, Timoclé judged by Alexander, after a drawing
by Perino del Vaga from the Cabinet Crozat, etching by M4 le C. de C. and chiaroscuro
woodblock under the direction of P.P. A. Robert by Nicolas le Sueur.
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4.10 . Recueil d’Estampes d’apres les plus Beaux Tableaux et d’Apres Les Plus Beaux Desseins
qui sont en France Tome Second, La Suite de L’Ecole Romaine, et l’Ecole Venitienne. (Recueil
Crozat), Title page, Paris, 1742.
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4.11 Recueil Crozat, Tome Second, 1742, Plate 42. The Fall of Phaeton After a drawing by
Paolo Farinati. Chiaroscuro woodblock print by Nicolas Le Sueur.
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4.12 Recueil d’Estampes d’apres les plus Beaux Tableaux et d’Apres Les Plus Beaux Desseins
qui sont en France Tome Second, L’Ecole Romaine, et L’Ecole Venitienne (Recueil Crozat),
title page, Paris, Published by Basan, 1763.
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4.13 François-Philippe Charpentier (after Giuseppe Cesari [Cavaliere d’Arpino], The Fall of
Phaeton, etching and aquatint, from Recueil d’estampes d’après les plus beaux tableaux, second
edition, Published by Basan, Paris, 1763.
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4.14 Recueil Crozat. Plate 90, Tome Premier, 1729, The Fall of Phaeton, after a drawing
by Cavaliere D’Arpino from the Cabinet Crozat, etched by Mr. le C. de C and in wood by
Nicolas Le Sueur.
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4.15 Arthur Pond Studies of male figures, after drawings by Parmigianino from Seventy Prints
in Imitation of Drawings by Arthur Pond and Charles Knapton, chiaroscuro woodcut and
etching,
London, 1734.
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4.16 Anton Maria Zanetti, Standing Young Woman. (after a drawing by Parmigianino),
dedicated to Pierre-Jean Mariette chiaroscuro woodcut print, 1724, 270 x 152 mm. Bartsch
175.37.
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4.17 Anton Maria Zanetti, Apollo and Marsyas. (after a drawing by Parmigianino), dedicated to
Pierre Crozat, chiaroscuro woodcut print, 1724, 216 x 144 mm. Bartsch XII, 173.33.
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4.18 Various pages from Figures de différents caractères, de Paysages, et d’Etudes dessinés
d’après nature par Antoine Watteau. Recueil Jullienne, Paris, 1728.
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4.19 François Boucher, Young woman leaning on her elbows, wearing a mantilla,
(after a drawing by Antoine Watteau) from Figures de différents caractères, no. 15
Etching, first state, 226 x 169 mm. Paris, Musée du Louvre, collection Rothschild,
Inv 18176 LR.
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4.20 Antoine Watteau, Young Woman leaning on her elbow, wearing a mantilla, her right hand
on her chest. Trois crayons technique and stumping, 187 x 1 24 mm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum,
Inv. RP-T- 1953-184.
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4.21 François Boucher, Woman seated on the ground, leaning forward, seen from the back,
one hand on the ground. (after a drawing by Antoine Watteau) from Figures de différents
caractères, no. 25 Etching, first state, 162 x 239 mm. Paris, Musée du Louvre, collection
Rothschild, Inv 18130 LR.
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4.22 Antoine Watteau. Woman seated on the ground, leaning forward, seen from the back,
one hand on the ground, sanguine, stumping, black chalk and graphite, 145 x 182,
London, British Museum, Inv. 1895-9-15-936.
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5.1 Saint-Aubin, Gabriel. Illustrations in graphite contained within the pages of the postmortem sale of Pierre-Jean Mariette. Catalogue by François Basan, Catalogue Raisonné des
différens objets de curiosités dans les sciences et arts qui composient le Cabinet de feu Monsieur
Mariette, Paris, 1775, here illustrated p. 19. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Inv. 37.1713ff.
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5.2 Wencelaus Hollar. An Old Woman shown half-length in profile at left, wearing a laced
bodice facing a man. Dated 1645, etching, British Museum, inv. no. 1875.0710.729.
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5.3 Recueil de Testes de caractere & de Charges desinées Par Leonard de Vinci Florentin &
gravées par M. le C de C. frontispiece, Paris, 1730.
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5.4. Leonardo da Vinci, Old Woman with horned head dress, wearing a carnation, in bustlength profile, pen and brown ink, glued to secondary paper support, 64 x 52 mm. Washington,
National Gallery of Art.

5.4b Franceso Melzi after Leonardo da Vinci, Two Grotesque Heads, pen and brown ink.
45 x 99 mm. Washington, National Gallery of Art, 1980.63.1.
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5.5 After Leonardo da Vinci, Album of Drawings, here shown Six Heads (folio 5 recto, 5 verso,
top register; folio 6 recto, 6 verso, middle register; folio 7 recto and 7 verso lower register)
Pierre-Jean Mariette leather bound album , 333 x 241 mm, Paris Musée du Louvre, Paris,
RF 28726 - RF 28731.
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5.6 Sixteenth-century Lombard artist, after Leonardo da Vinci, Three Grotesque Couples,
pen and brown ink, brush and touches of wash, 192 x 127 mm. traces of framing lines
in pen and brown ink, Paris, Musée du Louvre, Inv. 2296.
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5.7 Anne-Claude-Philippe de Tubières, comte de Caylus. Recueil de Testes de caractere & de
Charges desinées Par Leonard de Vinci Florentin, 1730, etchings, Plates 5 and 6.
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5.8 Giorgio Vasari with drawings by Filippino Lippi, Botticelli and Raffaellino del Garbo,
Page from ‘Libro de’ Disegni’ recto, sheets probably 1480-1504, mounting and framework by
Vasari after 1524.album page with ten drawings on recto and verso in a variety of media with
decoration by Vasari in pen and brown ink, brown and grey wash on light buff paper,
overall 567 x 457 cm. Washington, National Gallery of Art, 1991.190.1.
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5.9 Pierre-Jean Mariette mounting and decorative border added to Vasari mount and decorative
border for drawing by Raffaellino del Garbo. Studies for a Resurrection, ca. 1495 silverpoint,
heightened with white over stylus indications on grey prepared paper. 378 x 255 mm.
London, British Museum, Pp,1.32.
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5.10 Sheet from Vasari’s Libro de Disegni. “Allegorical Scene: A nude couple standing with
devilish figures behind. Drawing attributed to Carpaccio by Vasari, who affixed the woodcut by
Coriolano from the 1568 edition of his Vite to the sheet. Monumental border with portrait of
Carpaccio mounted above, pen and grey ink, mount in pen and brown ink, with brown wash, over
black chalk. British Museum, inv. no. 1895,0915,8.
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Details from mounts, top: Giorgio Vasari mount, London, British Museum, PD 1860,
0616.49,and bottom: Pierre-Jean Mariette mount, London British Museum, PD 1948,
1118.39.
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